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INTRODUCTION
Panaticsl

Disunionistsl

Foolsl

Such epithets

were bailed at the men who from 1830 to 1860'labored
tor the emancipation of the American Negro,

The

history of the Liberty party forms a chapter in the
lengthy narrative of abolitionism,

Throughout the

history of civilization, men have found that by banding
together and promoting their particular cause in the
bounds of fellowship, their chances for success are
greatly enhanced,

Abolitionists did not form a coherent

group until December 4, 1833, when deliberations in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, culminated in the organization of the American Anti-Slavery Society,

The.

formation of a national organization marked the
beginning of a concerted effort on the part of
antislavery men to ·present their ideas to the ~eople
of the United States,
The American Anti-Slavery Society attempted
to convert the nation to abolitionism,

Their methods

included propagandizing through the mails by sending
newspapers, tracts, and magazines.throughout the country,
Antislavery lectures were delivered,

These methods,

however, were not destined to provide their desired
effects,
Mob violence often greeted abolitionist speeches,
and meetings, not only in the South, but also throughout

·. 2

the North,

The First Anniversary Meeting of the

American Anti-Slavery Society at the Chatham Street
Chapel in New York City caused a three day riot,· A
Society member's home. was sacked, and several churches
were damaged,

In 1835 riots took place in Utica, N.ew

York and Boston, Massachusetts,

The Boston mob.of

October 21 was so vehement that William Lloyd Garrison,
editor of the abolitionist newspaper,~ Liberator,
was led to jail for his protection, 1 James Gillespie
Birney, a Kentucky slaveholder turned abolitionist,
was no stranger to riotous actions,

In July~ 1835,

he faced a Danville, Kentucky mob,

His antislavery

newspaper, The Philanthropist, was wrecked by Cincinnati,
Ohio rioters on July JO, 18J6,
While meetings and lectures were being disrupted
by violence in the North, the mail was being burned ~n

the South,

On July JO, 1835, a groups of citizens broke

into the Charleston, South Carolina Post Office and
burned stacks of abolitionist material,

Protests to

Postmaster General Amos Kendall resulted in the acqui-

escence of the federal government to Southern mail censorship,

-

1860

The abolitionists gained scattered support in the

lLouis Filler, The Crusade Ai>:ainst Slavery, 1830(liew Yerka Harper and Brothers, 1960) 1 p, 77,

.3
North, seemingly, because of Southern actions which
•
were viewed as a repression of freedom of speech and
press, 2
Additional Northern support was gained by the
advocates of abolitionism when the infamous gag rul.e
was imposed in the Congress of the United States,

Anti-

slavery petitions were sent to Congress in an organized
campaign directed by the antislavery societies for the
purpose of abolishing slavery in the District-of Columbia,
and protesting the possible annexation of Texas,

John

C, Calhoun and his S_outhern supporters managed to have

the antislavery petitions laid on the table without comment,
By

1840 a procedure whereby antislavery petitions were

ignored became a standing rule in the House,3

The petition

struggle brought many Northerners into sympathy with the
abolitionist cause as the right of petition was considered
to be a constitutional guarantee,
As arguments continued in Congres?, violence
continued throughout the North,

In November, 1837, the

abolitionist cause gained its first martyr, Elijah P,
Lovejoy,

Editor of an abolitionist newspaper,~ Alton

2 w, Sherman Savage, The Controversy Over The
~istribtttion of Abolition Literature, 1830-TI.loo -niew York,
The Association For 'l'he Study of Nei:ro Life and History,
1938), pp, 54-55,

.3Henry H, Simm~,

~QU:t.a;u

Emotion~ High~•

Abolition

-.:

4
Observer, Lovejoy was murdered while defending pis press
1n Alton, Illinois.

Thus a "physical martyr" had been

added to the "civic martyrs," such as John Quincy Adams,

who along with ot.her Norther:t;l politicians had been

slandered for his fight against the ·gag rule in Congress. _
Violence continued. and on May 17, 1838, Pennsylvania Hall,

a Philadelphia building constructed by abolitionist funds,
was burned by a mob.
These events and other circumstances ·were to leave
an indelible impression on the minds of antislavery men. 4 :
The mobs abolitionists faced above and below the MasonDixon Line, the petition struggle and resulting gag rules,
the interference with the delivery of abolitionist literature through the mails, the murder of Lovejoy, and other
incidents convinced many antislavery advocates of the
inefficacy of the moral suasion program being attempted
by the American Anti-Slavery Society.

Their ensuing

actions cover the period from 183.9 to 1848; their policies
came to be termed political abolitionism, and their
political organization was kno~m as the Liberty party.

as a· Controversial Factor, 1830-1845
William Byrd Press, 1960), p. 119.

(Richmond, Virginia1

4c1ement Eat!=m, "Mob Violence In The Old South,"
Mi~sJssippi Valley Historical Review,XXIX (December,

'I9

2 ,

p. 351.

CHAPTER I
PETITIONING AND QUESTIONING.FAIL
In 1838 abolitionists faced an ever increasing

problem,

what means should they use to accomplish their
Their meetings and lectures were disrupted,

goals?

Their literature burned,· A member of the flock had been

IIUl'dered,

The petition struggle was gaining some Northern

adherents to their side albeit the ultimate goals of anti1lavery men seemed as far away as before,

The need for

a mode of action to accomplish abolitionist desires was
evident,

Diversity within the antislavery ranks, however,

did not tend to ameliorate their disputes over methodology

and final purpose,
Within the American Anti-Slavery Society the
vestiges of that diversity were being manifested in
disagreements concerning the actual purposes of the organization,

In 1838, Alvan Stewart, a resident of Utica, New

York, and member or the American Society, proposed that
the 1833 Constitution of the group be altered,

Stewart

Wished to delete the clause in the governing document which
affirmed the rights of the Southern states under the
Constituti.on of the United Stat·es, 1 _ Stewart, speaking

at the Fifth Annual Meeting of the American Anti-Slavery

lBayard Tuckerman, William Jay And The Constitutional
!lovement For The Abolition of Slavery (i'iewYork: Dodd, Head·
r.nd Company, T8"9J), p, 52, -

6
society, held in New' York City, in May, 1838, proposed a
resolution which would have recognized the power of the
tederal government over slavery wherever the peculiar

lnSt1 tut ion existed,

The Society '·s Cons ti tut ion declared

that Congress had the power to abolish slavery in the
J

territories and the District of Columbia, and that the
interstate slave trade was within its legislative authority,
?et, the states were free to legislate within their borders

on the question of slavery, 2
Although Stewart's opinions were shared by others
1n the Society, the necessary two-thirds majority was not

willing to back his suggestion,

This question of consti-

tutional power over slavery was a common problem in the
1ears p~ior to the Civil War,

In fact, it would cause

aerious splits in the abolitionist ranks,
The formation of a separate political party composed

ot abolitionists was deprecated by the American Anti-Slavery
Society, but other means of political action were advised,
At the Fifth Annual Meeting of the Society the following

resolution was adopted•
•, ,We recommend to abolitionists throughout· the

country to interrogate candidates for office with

2 Ibid,, PP• 92-93,

'l
reference to their opinions on subjects connected
with the abolition of slavery, and to vote
irrespective of party for those only who wi11
advocate the principles of universal liberty,J

Also, the E.'xecutive Committee of the: Society was instructed
to question the presidential and vice-pr~sidential candidates

on these issues,

the abolition of slavery in the District

ot Columbia, the interstate slave trade, the annexation
ot Texas as a slave state, and the recognition of Haitian
·1ndependence, 4
The practice of questioning candidates for public

ottice concerning their attitudes toward ·slavery and
abolition was viewed by many antislavery men as the most
efficient means of thwarting the proslavery forces,

Men

llho advocated the "test question" as a reliable procedure

and considered questioning.the strongest political weapon

or

abolitionism used as their motto, "Vote for no man who

votes against freedom," 5

Throughout the North, state antislavery societies
announced that their members did not intend to vote for
Uorthern political candidates who refused to avow beliefs
Sn the right of petition and congressional power over

)Emancipator {New York City], May 10, 18J8,

-

4 Ib1d,
Swilliam Birney,: James G, Birney ~ ~ Times,_
'

.

8

e].avery in the District of Columbia and terri~ories,
A' Rochester, New Yor~1 antislavery meeting passed such

a resolution in January, 1838,
.-,,While we as abolitionists refrain from political
organization, yet, we will bestow our suffrages
only upon those candidates for Congress, and
the state Legislature, who will maintain inviolate
the right of petition, and the duty of Congress to
abolish the slave trade between the states, and
slavery in the District of Columbia and the territories, 6

....

The Maine State Anti-Slavery Society, meeting at Augusta,
1n March, 1838, stated that those politicians who would

not favor emancipation in the nation's capital and termi-

nation of the slave trade were :unworthy of its support,?
A circular prepared by the American Anti-Slavery Society,

January 5, 1838, and addressed to the "Friends of Emancipation," asserted that failure of the petition drive·
because of the gag rules had placed the "freeman of the
North,,,on a level with the slave," 8
Abolitionists were prepared to use their political

fte,

Genesis 2f the ·Republican Party

filb

Some ~ccount Of

li olition Hovements In The South Before 18W-(New York:
• Appleton and Co,,1890), p, 201,

-

·

6Emancipa.tor, January.25, 18;8,.
?Ibid,, March 15·, 1838,
8lli.£,, January 11 1838,
1
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power,

However, the American Society, at its Fifth

&.n,mull Meeting, decided against the formation of an

lnlependent antislavery political party.9 Their cause

could best be served, thought the abolitionists, by
preparing test questions for politicians, "scattering"
their votes among candidates who answered the questions
ln an acceptable manner, and delegating to antislavery
voters a balance of power position in political affairs,
At a convention of New England abolitionists,
'

hold May 30 to June l, 1838, in.Boston, Alvan Stewart
ottered a resolution which was adopted by the assemblage.
Tho convention resolved that although "the formation of
any d1stinct anti-slavery organization" was deplored by

them and thought to be "most fatal to the success of the
Anti-slavery enterprise,lt the duty to vote, irrespective

ot party, for those, and those only, who would "promote
tho great cause of emancipation and hy.man liberty"
an important responsibility of abolitionists, 10

was

Yet, pressure or balance of power politics proved
to be a failure,

The questioning syst.em was unsuccessful.·

tor a variety of reasons.

Most antislavery men were Whigs.

9Ibid., May 10, _1838.
Prce~n~Oibid., June 14, 1838, citing ~he Pennsylvania

10

The Whig party of the 18JO's w~s primarily an antiNo amount of provocation could induce a
Vb1S to vote for a Democrat during the Jacksonian Era, 11

Jackson party,

In the 1838 New York gubernat·orial election,

questions concerning ci~il rights in New York were subaltted to the candidates by a committee of the American
Society.
7ear 1

William H, Seward won the Governor's race that

His answer to the abolitionist's queries was,

Persons sel,ected as the representatives, of
political principles, can have no right to compromise
their constituents by the expressions of opinions
on other subjects than those in reference to which
the selections were made.12
Thus Seward and many other political aspirants side-

atepped the abolitionist's questions by refusing to
co:mit themselves.

Even if office seekers answered the

inquiries to the abolitionist's satisfaction, gained

their support and subsequently were elected, there was

no assurance that they would stand by their professed
beliefs once in office,
If petitioning and questioning were impotent

llnwight L Dumond, Antislavery, -The Crusade .. For
~e~om 1!! America (Ann Arbor, NichiganaUn1vers1ty of
1ch1gan Press, 1961) , p~ 291.
•
12~ . , P• 292.

11

aothodS of political action, why were the abolitionists
10 hesitant about forming a distinct antislavery party?

the Board of Managers of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery
loolety prepared ·11 An Address to the Abolitionists of

11,aosachusetts, on the Subject of Political Action" in

18)8,

While admitting that the slavery question could

not and ought not be "dis joined from politics," the
loord cautioned that the slavery issue should not be

considered a "mere political question," but religious

am

moral considerations· should spark the people's desire
"

to speak.out ort the subject, precisely and authoritatively,
..
. . 1.3
to their political representatives,

:

·: f\
;';...:

The Board spoke out sharply against the idea of
• ceparate abolitionist party,

They spoke of such a

,ollcy as being "da~gerous·, if not fatal to the efficiency"·

ot their organiza~ion,

Reasons for their d1staste for

,Ol1tical organization were given1

power struggles within

tho antislavery ranks would result and tarnish the movement·, s.
lane;e, a political cause would lose the support of ministers

ot the gospel; diverse elements within the movement would
Cpllt over public policy, (Democrats and Whigs would not
•tree on candidates or platfo~ms); experience showed the

lvo-party system to be the only political system workable

l.3Emancip.!ltor, August 2.3, 18.38,

:)

12
under a free government; drop-outs from the oth~r parties
would infiltrate a third party and lower its standards of

principle;

political power would be lost because a

minority party working outside the framework of the two
stronger parties would no longer exert influence on the.
policies of those parties; ani the party would be considered
only interested in abolition, and abolitionist's interests
1n other public concerns would not be recognized by the

The Board cautioned the antislavery men not to

public.

"turn party politicians,'' but rather "in politics as

elsewhere to stand firm by our principles, and let the
politicians come to us, 11 · 14 The politicians, however,.did
not come forward to aid the antislavery movement; some
became more adamant in their opposition,
Henry Clay, s.enator from Kentucky, delivered a
speech, February

7, 1839, which influenced abolitionist

actions possibly as much as the Northern riots and Southern
mobs had.

Clay's oration was prompted by a petition

presented to the Congress by a group of capital citizens,
asking that the Congress not interfere with their "domestic

relations." 1 5

l 4Ibid.
1 5Ibid., Februar~ 14, 1839,
I

I

;.'
I
.,
.

.

In his speech, Clay divided the abolitionists into

three groups,

the humanitarians, the apparent abolitionists,

and the ultra abolitionists.

The first class of abolitionists

were considered by Clay to be honest philanthropists.
,_. ..·
The second division, . motivated by "sinister purposes,"

sought to convince the first group that a proslavery South

was intently conducting a campaign to abridge the civil
and constitutional rights of the nation.

A third class,

ultra abolitionists, were determil1ed to overthrow slavery
by any means, regardless of consequences, and were motivated
by feelings d~void of honor_, patriotism, or respect for

the rights of property. 1 6
It is because these ultra-abolitionists have ceased
to employ the instru~ents of reason and persuasion,
have made their cause political, and have appealed
to the ballot-box, that I am induced upon this
occasion to address you.,,,17

If the political activities of the abolitionists influenced
Clay's speech, his February oration affected those
activities even more.

The biographer of Myron Holley,

16Ibid.
1 7Afpendix of the Congressional Globe of the 25th
~ongressWashington-;75,c, 1 Blair and Rives-;-1s39)
01.

7, p. 355,

.

.

.

C

II
t

,,~:...~

14
writes that Clay's speech "excited a profound emotion
in the ·breast" of Holley, 18 William Birney, son of
James G, Birney, stated that his father's idea of
independent nominations received a "strong impulse" from
Clay's speech, 1 9 Joshua Leavitt, editor of the Emancipator,
.

/0

an organ of the American Anti-Slavery Society, considered
Clay's speech uneloquent and unworthy of "The ,G.reat
Compromiser,"

Leavitt believed Clay "KNEW HE WAS WRONG"

in his assertions and added that he did not allude to
the "GREAT MORAL QUESTION OF RIGHT" which was the foundation
of the abolitionist's philosophy, 2 0
Leavitt published the comments of an unidentified
Whig friend who was surprised at Clay's "ignorance of
the principles of the abo_li tionists, and of the character
of the people of the free states,"

An anonymous member

A

i ~~~

t•,

I'.,
i •• ,

of Clay's own party, after commenting that the speech

;. ;J
, ...

showed Clay's intention to be nominated for the presidency,

: .... ~

.

"If the whigs of the free states are fully and fairly
represented in the national convention, that speech will

· . lSElizur Wright,

Myron Holley, and What He Did

E2!'. Liberty And !rn Religion (Printed for the°author, 1882),
P• 243,

1 9Birney, E..12• cit,, p, 344,
2OEmanc1p~tor, F~bl'uar_y 21, 1839,
!

.,I

.

~

)

. ·>7;
'

predicted that Clay would not receive the Whig nomination,

.

I ~t

f ::;}

: ·.:--·1

.t

'"'f;

~.

·,

t

15
prevent his nomination - .if they stop a moment to count
the cost," 21 The prophecy was fulfilled, At the December,

1839, Whig Convention at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
William Henry Harrison became the 1840 Whig_ standard-bearer,

The petition struggle saw several Whig politicians
presenting antislav~ry remonstrances; these men were
considered by the abolitionists to be friends of the
antislavery movement, if not out-and-out abolitionists,
Joshua Giddings of Ohio, William Slade of Vermont, John
'

Q, Adams of Massachusetts, and Seth M, Gates of New York

were wi~hin the ranks of the Whig congressm:en sympathetic
to the antislavery cause,

During the 1830's the only

Democratic congressman considered a friend of abolitionism

was Senator Thonas Morris of Ohio,

After Henry Clay's

February anti-abolitionist speech, Morris answered with

an antislavery oration,

At the end of Morris's 1832-1838

term he was not nominated to run again for his senatorial
office,

The Democratic party of Ohio purged Morris from

their group because of his pro-abolition stand,

The

abolitionists could not expect a party which would remove

a public servant such as Morris to. embody antislavery

21 Ibid,, February 14, 1839,

principles in its programs,

i2

,

16

Difficulties with th, _two reigning political
parties, the Congress, and the public were not the only
.
.
I
problems facing the abolitiorists, Dissension within
their own societies was beco ing_more and more apparent,

22numond, .2.I!• ill,, p. 292,

1

CHAPTER II
UNITY FROM DIVISION
•

Members of the American Anti-SlavBry Society
gradually split into factions; ultimately some of its
members seceded from the organization,

The Society
;,-,

schism, prompted by a variety of disagreements, coincided
with a movement which urged abolitionists to command a
leading role in the political affairs of the country.•
The political activists nominated a presidential candidate

in 1840, and formed an organization which they christened
the Liberty party.

The.division of the American Society

1s pertinent to the establishment of the Liberty party

for opposition to voting, politics, and civil government

in general, on the part of some Society members, convinced
others that they had to disassociate themselves
from
.,
professed anarchists,
As early as 1838, Dr. Francis Julius Le~loyne, .a

Pennsylvania physician and dev_out antislavery disciple,
warned that a breach in the abolitionist ranks would

occur,

Le11oyne thought political abolitionism would

split the antislavery group,

.

Elizur Wright, .one of the

American Society's 'officers, reassured Lel1oyne, " •a chip
or two may be struck off and we shall be all the sounder
and trimmer for that,'" 1

lMargaret C, McCulloch, Fearless Advocate Of The

18
The "chip or two" Wright referred to wez:e those
abolitionists.who were avowing and promoting the philosophies of non-resistance, women'.s rights, anti-clericalism,
no voting, and ultimately, no-government (a brand of
religious anarchism),

Massachusetts was their center;

William Lloyd Garrison was their leader,

The "woman

question" plagued the societies for several. years,
Garrison and his.followers argued that women should be
allowed membership and full privileges in antislavery.
societies, including the right to. hold offices and serve
on committees.

In 1838, the New England Anti-Slavery

Society, Garrison's stronghold, voted to permit all
persons, regardless of sex, to participate as full members,
This resolution was protested by a group of society members
led by Amos A, Phelps and Charles T, Torrey, 2
In early 1839 an open breach was coming to the

surface in the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society,

B, Stanton;

a secretary

Henry

of the American Society, :wrote to

Elizur Wright in January, 183:9, declaring that "A bold
effort was made at the annual meeting t.o make the Mass,
A,S, Society subserv.ient to the non-resistance society,

'i5ht1 The Life£!._ Francis Julius LeNoyne, M,D,, 1798-1879
on, The Christopher Publishing House, 1941), p. 136,
2Bayard Tuckerman, William Jay and the Constitutional
Movement For The Abolition of Slavery 7NewYork1 Dodd, Nead
and Company, '1"8'93), p, Iol,-

19
&:

it succeeded,"

Refusing to_ declare voting abolitionists

duty bound to. "vote for the slave"

when at the polls,

the Garrisonians drowned out prot·ests of members; who
did not approve of the Society's course,

Stanton pr.edicted

the formal separation of "all the Methodists, Baptists,

·orthodox,

&

liberals" from the Massachusetts Society if

the parent American Society did not squelch the Garrisonian

movements at their outset, 3
Stanton wrote of the split in mor~ pessimistic
terms when he communicated·- with James G, Birney, another

American Society secretary,

The Massachusetts Society

said _Stanton, and consequently, "The split is wide, and

j

can never be closed up, 4

l

had run up "the crazy banner of· the non-government heresy"

11

l

At the January meeting in Massachusetts, Stanton
presented a resolution proposing the establishment of a
new antislavery newspaper in Massachusetts,

Prior to the
•

II

annual meeting an article in Garrison's Liberator foretold
the proposal and warned that the purpose of the establishment

JH,B, Stanton to Elizur Wright, January 20, 1839 1
Elizur Wright Papers, 1839-1841 (Manuscript: Library
of Congress, Washington, D,Q,),
4H,B, Stanton t.o
. J,G, Bir.ney, January 26, 1839,
in Dwight L, Dumond (ed,), Letters of James Gillesuie Birney,
1831-1857 (Gloucester, Massachusetts: Peter Smith, 1966),
I, p, 481, Hereafter referred to as Birney Letters,

•I

'

20

of a competitor to his Boston-based weekly was to change
•

the men entrusted with the management of the antislavery
cause,

Garrison was-sure he knew who backed the new

paper· project,

"The clergy and their special friends,"

stated the Liberator, ·"must have the control of it
Uhe antislavery causii}; and it must be carried on in a
more judicious·and a less ultra mannerl"S

Garrison was correct in his belief that certain
people in the Massachusetts Society, including some

clerical members, wished to supplant his ideas with their

own,

Also, their plans would have reduced Garrison's

leading role in the movement,

The chief proponent of

the new paper plan was the man who introduced the idea
at.the January, Boston meeting, Henry B, Stanton,

By

late January Stanton had succeeded in secretly hiring

Elizur Wright to edit the new abolitionist publication,6
Evidently the news of Wright's approaching Boston arrival
leaded out, for Maria W, Chapman, a backer of Garrison,
warned Wright that his acceptance of the editorship of
"Torrey's paper" would be an offer of his assistance in
ba

scheme which has nothing to recommend it

&

everything

SThe Liberator,(i,osto1, January 18, 1839,
6R,B, Stanton to Amos Phelps, January 29, 1839,
llright NSS,

,]

I.

21
to condemn it'.". The purposes of the backers of tqe new

paper, wrote Mrs, Chapman, were to destroy the Liberator,
rebuke the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, help the

t

i
'

i

!I

l

Church to stand aloof from the abolitionist struggle,
and to base the whole antisiavery organization on political

action,

She also charged that the words of these men,

(C,T, Torrey, A,A, Phelps, H.B. Stanton, Alanson St,
Clair,) at the Massachusetts meeting, showed the~ to be
•more opposed to Garrison than to slavery. 11 7 · ·
Wright answered Mrs, Chapman by stating that
-

Garrison's adoption of radical religious views had incapc1tated his "powerful_ pen" at a time when special.fervor

was

needed in "attacking slavery through the ballot box,"

Although he did not question Garrison's right to use the
Liberator as a channel for his peculiar religious and
political views, Wright claimed that this had in effec~

ehut Garrison's paper "out from a large portion of the
public it might have had, 118
1111S

However, Stanton, not Wright,

the manipulator of the new Nassachuset"ts paper.

In March, Stanton wrote Wright advising him to prepare an

7}1,w. Chapman to Elizur Wright, February 3, 1839,
lii-1ght }ISS ,
Vright ~g~:zur Wright to M,W, Chapman, February

5, 1839,

i
I

i
li

22

article which would show the abolitionists they ~ad
nothing to gain and everything to lose by "sticking" to
their parties. 9 Stanton believed a new antislavery paper
1111a

needed to thwart Garrison;

the Liberator's editor

would "destroy the A.S. Society rather than fail in making

tt subservient to his ends, 11 10
Amos A, Phelps, recording secretary and member of

the Board of Managers. of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery
Society, resigned his offices in April, 1839, claiming
the Society was "no longer an Anti Slavery society simply,

but has become, in its principles and modes of action, a

woman's rights - non-government -·anti slavery society." 11
While the split in the Massachusetts Society was rapidly
bi)coming inevitable, the relationship between the Garrisonians
and the officers of the American Anti-Slavery Society
11118

fast approaching open hostility,
Added to philosophical disagreements among the

abolitionists were problems concerning financial arrangements,

The p~rent society, located in New York City, had been
promised donations from the local societies,

The Nassachusetts

9H,B, Stanton to Elizur Wright, March 12, 18J9,

li l'1ght l-iSS,

,
lOH.B, Stanton to El1zur Wright, April 12, 18J9,
•r1ght t-!SS,

11Amos Phelps to {lames C,

j

Jackson, April 30,

2J
Society reneged on its pledge and the national organization
•

demanded its· promised funds,
threatened a schism,

A squabble ensued which

When the New Yorkers proposed sending

their own agents into Massachusetts to collect funds ·and
thus by-pass the Massachusetts Society, a prominent

Bostonian threatened that such harsh steps would lead to

-

a bitter quarrel, "not confined" to Massachusetts, 12

While the arguments in !1assachusetts were over the

many philosophies of Garrisonism, the.main.differences
between Garrison and leaders of the parent society were
engendered by Garrison's advocacy of non-resistance and
no-government theories, -'These differences spurred on
cries for an abolitionist political party,

The Business

Committee of the national organization was in attendance
at the April, 1839, quarterly meeting· of the Massachusetts

Anti-Slavery Society,

Lewis_Tappan and James Birney.

journeyed to Boston's Harlboro Chapel to discuss pecuniary
difficulties,

However, while there, Birney alluded -to

political action and presented his view of the American
Society's Constitution,

He stated that he thought it

1839, Wright NSS,
12Ellis Gray Loring to J,G, Birney, February 16,

1839, Dumond, Birney Letters, .QE, cit,, I, p, 484.
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•ungenerous in men belonging to the Society to use the power
they possessed

to change the character of the Society

without previously having the constitution altered to suit
their views," 1 3 This was an obvious allusion to Garrison

am

his non-resistance doctrines,
Garrison retorted by claiming only those who believed

in political action should go to the polls, and in an
article in his Liberator, he accused Birney, St~nton, and
Lew1s Tappan of insisting tha·t a member of the Society had
to vote by reason of duty, 14 In the Emancipator's columns,
Joshua Leavitt replied to Garrison with a countercharge and

a warning, predicting tha_t ", ,_,any appearance of a desire
tor domination, an intolerant spirit, or a design to thrust
in other subjects, and make·them ride on the anti-slavery
car" would "infallibly create resistance, Jealousy, and

discord, 11 15
A moot point among abolitionists was their diverging

interpretation of the United States Constitution,

Antislavery

Views concerning that historical document stretched from

Alvan Stewart's belief that Congress could cons~itutionally
regulate or abolish slavery, even in the slave states, to

lJEmancipator, April 14, 1839,
14Ibid,, citing The Liberator,
1 SEmanc1pator, April 11, 1839,
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Garrison's proclamation that the Constitution, was "'a
convenant with death and an agreement with hell,'"16 At
this time, it seemed a majority of the members of the
American Anti-Slavery Society took a middle position
between these two extremes,
At Penn Yan, New York, February, 1839, conventioneers
)

.

heard Myron Holley, editor of the Rochester Freeman,
deliver a speech in which he proclaimed the "great design

of the Constitution" was to "set up and support the
principles of freedom, or the rights of man,"

He' denied

the assertion, made by Henry Clay in his February speech,
that slaves were property by virtue of the. Constitution,
arguing that the Constitution had always considered slaves
as persons,

Holley also claimed that owing to certain

'i

constitutional provisions, Congress had power over slavery
1n the territories, the District of Columbia, and the

interstate slave trade,17

Local antislavery conventions

throughout New York State soon adopted resolutions in
accordance with Holley's viewpoint, 18
No-government theories could not be reconciled
W1th the active role of government· idea postulated by

-

1860

16Louis Filler, ~ Crusade A~ainst Slavery, 1830(New York, Harper and Brothers, 1960), p, 216,
1 7The Friend .2f ~,[Utica, New York}, April 3, 1839,

\

I
I

I

18~,, July 3, 1839,

f
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Holley and others.

If Garrison's views were accepted by

• majority of the antislavery society's members, even

the recent but meager advances of the cause (reaction to
the petition struggle, election of antislavery Wh1Gs,
balance of power position,) would be lost.
As the differing views were openly avowed a breach
1n the national society seemed evident,

In May, 18.39,

the Emancipator published an article by James Birney
entitled, "View of the Constitution of the American AntiSlavery Society As Connected With the No-Government
Question,"

An article in the 18JJ Constitution of the

American Society had stated that the Society would use
•moral and political" power to abolish slavery and by 18.39,

this clause was interpreted by some abolitionists to
mean that an abolitionist political party was an acceptable
vehicle for antislavery agitation,
-

.

In his article, pre.pared in April under the title,

•A Letter On the Political Obligations of Abolitionists,"
B1rney stated,
For my part I can see no good reason why the
No-Government party should wish to remain in the
Anti-Slavery Association, seeing it must be productive
of endless dissentions; - especially, when, by with.;.
drawing and forming on a platform of their own,
they could conduct their enterprise vigorously

27
and harmoniously, and permit the abolitionists,
who are the advocates of the elective franchise,
to do the same with theirs.19
Garrison wrote to his wife from Providence, Rhode Island,
apprising her of Birney's article, and labeling the item
••unfair, unmanly, and proscriptive.,.,'"

The Bostonian

viewed the Emancipator article as a positive sign that
a "'desperate -struggle,'" resulting in a division in the
American Society, would talce place at New York,

Garrison's

mind was not troubled, however, since he was convinced

or

his own righteousness,

and refuge,

111

20

"'The Lord of hosts is my rock

He knew God was on his side,

Disruption within the national society seemed a
certainty as the members prepared to meet in New York
City for their Sixth Annual Meeting,

Samuel !>lay of

r.assachusetts wrote to Garrison explaining why he would
not be in attendance.
,,,I cannot afford the expense,,,, But I confess,
I do not lament my inability to go so much as I
should do if the prospect of an agreeable meeting
was fairer. I am apprenhensive that it will be
not so much an anti-slavery as an anti-Garrison
and anti-Phelps meeting, or an anti-Board-ofManagers and anti-Executive-Committee meeting,21

19Emancir,ator, May 2, 1839,
d 20 wendell P" Garrison and F,J, Garrison! :•litliam
11
• oy Garrison 1 18v5-ltl79; the story of his l fe uld.::-.):i_;)'
ID.!! chilu:cen, \l,e,·r J.of'K: Th'3Century- 'Company-;-r8'8)T;'"""IT;" p. 293,
2ltb1d,, pp, 294-295 ,·

i
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The Sixth Anniversary Meeting of the American
Anti-Slavery Society took place at the Broadway Tabernacle,
l!A1 ? to 10, 18J9,

A reporter for the Christian l11rror

srote that many abolitionists thought the one question

the convention meant to settle was whether or not the
Society "'would have anything.to do with Garrison,"•22
Gerrit ~mith, a wealthy philanthropist from Western
I

rev York State, was elected· to chair the convention of

•lS
w

members representing lJ states,

The seating of delegates

their voting rights was the major question on opening

441 when Ilathaniel Colver of Washington County, New York,

coved that duly appointed men only should constitute the
ro11, 2 J Ellis Gray Loring of Massachusetts, representing
CArrisonian forces, offered a resolution requesting that
the roll of the meeting be made by "placing thereon the

M~es of all persons, male and female, who are delega~es

f~o= any auxiliary society, or members of this society,"

Lor1ng's resolve carried by a vote of 180 to 140,

Immediately,

~vis Tappan and C,T, Torrey gave notice they would J;lt'Otest

Uie tolerance of women voting in the meeting,

Two anti-

14rr1son ministers, Amos A, Phelps and La Roy Sutherland,

22 Ibid, , p, 297,
23

Emanc1tJB.tor, May 2J, 1BJ9,

C
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,rrered a resolution claiming that women could not speak

,r serve

on committees,

•
However, this resolve was voted

1ovn, May 8, and Chairman Smith, who had voted for the .

right of women to be enrolled in the meeting, appointed
(bb1 Kelley to a seat on a committee, 24
On May 9 a resolution presented by Gerrit Smith
ras adopted,

Smith's motion stated that for the sake of

bllrmony, the Executive Committee was invited.to refrain

rrom sending any agents to a state without the assent of
that state's local society, should such an organization

cxlst. 25
. The anti-Garrisons were rapidly lssing ground,

This ·

resolution affirmed Garrison's control over the Massachusetts
Anti-Slavery Society and the funds that organization
collected in the state of Massachusetts,

Lewis Tappan,

91rney, and Stanton had been defeated on the woman question,
•n1 now the fund raising issue was decided in Garrison's

fnvor,
~~

The final matter to be considered by the assembly

the question of political action,

An Abstract of the Sixth Annual Report of the
WJ!lness Committee of the national ~ociety was presented
lo the convention,

Stanton had made a speech at the

business meeting which was published in the report, and
in it he had outlined the means by which the• free states
might abolish slavery in the nation.

Stanton based his

notions on the assumption that political action exerted
- ·- - .
·- . ·- . -on Congress by the free states would mean the death
knell to the dreaded institution.

First, said Stanton,

slavery must be abolished in the District of Columbia,
but this would be accomplished only if a f.ull discussion
of the subject took place in both Houses, of Congress.

For if emancipation could be achieved in the District,
the abolitionist cause would be the "solemn verdict" of
the nation, the whole ·chattel system would be "outlawed,

bran~ed with ignominy, consigned to execration and ultimate
destruction." 26 A second power to be "wielded by the
North" against slavery was congressional prohibition of
the internal slave trade.

Stanton claimed that owing

to the powers of regulating interstate commerce, possessed
by Congress, the slave trade between the states

could be ended by congressional legislation. ,Stanton
also believed the free states, acting through Congress,
could use their power to prevent admittance to the Union
of would-be states whose constitutions allowed slavery.

2 6.Emanciuator, Nay 16, 1839,

Jl
stanton asserted that the South, acting as one man,
controll_ed the nation, and that division in the North
permitted the slave states to sell the political influence
tor an "enormous price."

But a change was now in the

offing for the free states outnumbered the slave states
aeven to six, and Stanton believed the North could checkmate

tre

South by independent state action.

An individual

state action program, presented by Stanton, consisted

or

state constitutional reform, demand for a jury trial

tor fugitive slave, protestation of laws which imprisoned
colored visitors to the South, and legislative remonstrances,
If all this fails, said Stanton, the North has a denier
resort, it could alter the federal Constitution and bring
slavery witl'rin the control of federal legislators,

If

auch acti~n resulted in the dissolution of the Union,
Stanton believed the slaves would either rebel or flee,
•hi that other countries would not come to the aid of

the South owing to the stigma of legalized slavery,270n a motion presented by Garrison, the Society
resolved that the portion of the report which dealt with
P011tical action be referred to a committee consisting of
one member from each state delegation,

Garrison was

32
elected chairman of the committee and he drafted•three
resolutions which were accepted by the convention,

While

the EXecutive Committee, including Stanton, presented
Tiews apart from those of the Society, Garrison's resolutions were presented to the public as the official conTiction ?f the American Anti-Slavery Society,

The.three

res·o1ves stated that (1) it was the duty of the American
people, especialiy abolitionists, to endeavor to elect to
otticial stations only those men who would work toward

the "repeal of every legal enactment by which the aid of
the public authority is lent to the support of slavery";
(2) abolitionists should not be discouraged because of the

temporary failure to attain their objects by use of
i,etitions and voting, but should steadily persevere in

their methods until ultimate triumph was secured; and
()) at the inception of the national society, the founding
~embers neither contemplated nor desired to exclude from

its membership any person whose conscientious scruples
prevented him from participating in "all the measures
Vhich the mass of the Society, either originally or sub-

cequently," deemed proper for advancing the antislavery
~use,28

28lli§;,, Nay 23, 1839,

The final resolution was, in essence, a defeat

tor the political activists,

Birney had presented
•
a resolution to the committee which stated that "to
,=a1ntain that the elective franchise ought not to be

used ~y abolitionists to advance the cause of emancipation"
was •inconsistent with the duty of abolitionists under
the constitution,"

Refusing to accept the Birney

resolve, the Business Committee presented a resoluticm

ot th~ir o~m stating that :
this society still holds, as it has from the
beginning, that the employment of the political
franchise, as established by the constitution and
laws of the country, so as to promote the abolition
of slave:iy_, is of high obligation - a duty I which,
as abolitionists, we owe to our enslaved fellow
countrymen groaning under legal oppression,29
A slender majority of seven adopted the motion of the

business committee,
As a last resort Birney presented a protest asainst
,

.

the participation of women in the national society,

Reasons

were given for the signers' opposition to the principle
that "women have the right of originating, debating, and

voting on questions" before the society, and that women

-

Were eligible to hold various offices in the organization,

,-,,

~~~•ft.¥tf¾-~~~;f~$f-·S111!?!~ft;±;-Sff~-~§.: --Mt'ffi•.;:j. ~~t.t~t~t.~~e~r·t~ .,,-~~E~!i:}:\f&.fi~.W'.ftE-!k~SA:,S,:S:U~m::c-,.,'L"t#fu%.,',#Hr,.,,£$?.,.._C~C2M.-'l.'i-:!#',~, ·

The protestors, who wished to record their opposition to
the addition of subjects other than abolition in 'the
society's program, based their actions on the Constitution

ot the American Society, claiming that th_e integration
ot women in the Society was "contrary to the expectation,

,,'
'

i

ctesign; and spirit of the Constitution," and "at variance
with the construction of said..instrlll!lent, , , , "

'

Moreover,

the signers proclaimed the acceptance of women on an equal
basis wi_th male members of the Society was ."repugnant to
the wishes" 9f many early and present members, and not
1n accordance with the beliefs of most abolitionists,

~on and ·women, throughout the country,
Because it is rather the expression of local
and sectarian feelings, of recent origin, than of
those broad sentiments which existed among the
friends of our great enterprise at its beginning
and. which led to the fra~ing of the Society on a
foundation where all sects might stand and wield
the potent weapon of our warfare against the
oppression of our brethren,30
Jn their closing argument, the signers claimed that they

were not commenting on the "abstract question of the
rights of women," but on the efficae:y and desirability

or

attaching the issue to that of slavery, asserting

JOThe Liberator, May 31, 1839,

·,
I

i

1

.'i

JS
u,.t the principle accepted by the Society woulds
•

••• bring unnecessary reproach and embarrassment
to the cause of the enslaved, inasmuch as that
principle is at variance with the general usage
and sentiment of this and other nations, under
whatever form of government, and of every age •••• Jl

Jt the cause of the slave and that of women were one and
tho same, the protester~ claimed they would assume both

ID defiance of "universal. custom and sentiment," and
wiculd show their views "openly and manfully" by either
chtanging the "constitution of our Society, or ourore;aniratlon itself, 11 32 Signatures affixed to the protest
Included those of Lewis Tappan, James G, Birney, A,A.

tbolps, Alanson St, Clair, C,T, Torrey, and 118. others.
Docalngly not an argument against women's rights, the
;,TCtest is indicatiye of the opinion held by many members

ot tho Society that Garrison intended _to foist his many
\~llots upon the Society, and ii{ the process, alienate
f;bllc opinion, retard the movement, and embarrass the
•t.olltlonists in the Society who viewed that body as
litlctly an antislavery organization.

-

31Ibid,

.,"

The meeting ended with a call for a convention
•
to be held at Albany, July 31, 1839, to discuss the

principles relative to the "proper exercise" of the
tranchise by free state residents,33

Although the

national society was left intact, precariously, following
the May meeting, signs of disruption were apparent in

Massachusetts,
At the New England Convention, held May 28 to JO,

in Boston, a formal secession took place which culminated
1n the formation of the Massachusetts Abolition Society

on May 29, 1839,34

Elizur Wright and Amos Phelps were

elected to serve as the secretaries of the new society,
P1ve days pervious to the New England Convention, Wright,.

editor of the Massachusetts Abolitionist, the organ of
the new society, had published an article in his paper
concerning Garrison•s·views on religion and government,
Wright claimed that Garrison's views were matters of
concern to him only "because they seem to take out of

Mr, Garrison's hands, and out of the hands of the society
Vh1ch has virtually given them its sanction, the staff

or

accomplishment,35 Garrison's nori-voting, non-resistance

33Emancipator,·ll!ay 2J, 1839,
34Liberator, June 14, 1839,
'b

35Emanc1p:1 tor, Hay 30, 1839, ·citing Massachusetts

e ol1t1on1st,

. J:.,...L .
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uuo came under the attack of Wright's pen.
·•

Aa to the practical and vital matter of applying
anti-slavery moral power to the thing to be done,
ttr. Garrison is not where he was, therefore we are
vhere we are, Mr, Garrison could once vote himself
and urge other people to vote, without stint or
reservation - in behalf of the law-chained millions,
uo~ he tells us his conscience forbids him to vote,,,.,36
After the ~rassachusetts Abolitionist Society was

""40 an auxiliary of the national organization, the
p,11t1cal activists were not alone in their assumption
.

.

tMt an open breach in the national society was imminent

tor the Garrisonians claimed that the new partnership was
I

••1n the vain hope that the American Society will retrace

ltD steps at the next annual meeting,'"

Backers.of the

old ~assachusetts Society predicted that should the
A:or1can Society "'adhere to its recent decision, then
an nttempt will doubtless be made to organize a rival

""t1onal society, to be managed by a small conservative

t.od:7, after the pattern'" of the new Massachusetts Society,37.
Garrison was convinced that those opposing the
J\'.4.csachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, and the Liberator
We-re motivated by a desire to oust him from the movement.

37Garr1son, ~• cit,, II, p, 307.
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Be let these feelings be known when he published a
delayed reply to Birney's "View of the Constitution

ot the American Anti"'-Slavery Society,"

in an article

printed in the June 20, 1839 edition of the Emancipator.
Garrison claimed astonishment at the actions of his
detractors.

Those who had protested that Garrison was

not the "mouthpiece of the Anti-Slavery Society,"

and

denied the Society's responsibility for ideas set forth

-

1n The Liberator, now saw the Bostonian as "an unerring

oracle, the Magnus Apollo of the whole land;.,."

Garrison

(obViously referring to Wright's article and others,) noted
that since 1833, he had actually voted once,

Now his

detractors were presenting his former views and actions

as a model for all abolitionists,

But the Bostonian

stated that he would not be made vain, and accept the

•1ncense-offering" meant, paradoxically, to "cast him
off" from the antislavery cause,38

John L, Thomas, in his biography of Garrison,
states unequivocally that the new Massachusetts organization
•vas first and last an anti-Garrison s_ociety. 11 39

Opposition to the Thomas statement is found in a letter

JBEmancipator, June 20, 1839,
C!l

39John L. Thomas, ~ Liberator, William Lloyd
rr1son (B.oston1 Little, Brown, & Co,, 1963)~ p. 274,

·,'
"'
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to Elizur Wright from Amos Phelps who noted the reasons
tor the separate Massachusetts organization to be1,

•(1) the introduction of the woman question (2) political
action (3) mode of representation,,,, 11 40

One must realize

that while Garrison and his followers were attacked

because of their beliefs, such as non-resistance, a
number of their attackers were equally vilified by Garrison,41

Some of the anti-Garrisonians held the belief that Garrison

was actively endeav.oring to use the antislavery societies
as a means to further his conglomerate ideas which have
boen termed a "sort of Christian anarchism, 1142 Others
opposing Garrison were genuinely fearful that the course

ot antislavery would be ruined if Garrison's philosophies
wore incorporated in the national society's program, 43
The

letters of Phelps and Stanton, two of the leading

t1gures in the Massachusetts schism, indicate that these

:en had a sincere fear of "Garrisonianism," and their
personal liking or disliking for Garrison seems of minor
ll:lportance,

40A,A, Phelps to Elizur Wright, June 5, 1839, Wright MSS,
41 Emancipator, June 20, 1839,
42Theodore
C, Smith, The Liberty and Free Soil Parties
Northwest (Hew Y9.rk:Russell & Russell, 1967) 1 2d, ed,;
4
Du
3H,B, Stanton to J,G, Birney, January 26, 1839, in
=ond, Birney Letters, .2.E• cit,, I, p, 481,
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Albany was to be the scene of a battle between
•

the Executive Co:::nmittee of New York and the Garrisonians.
Tbe objectives of the special Albany Convention were

announced 1n the Emancipators
••• devise and adopt measures, if possible, that
shall unite the citizens of the free states in
such political measures as are necessa ry, first
to the rights of the free, and secondly, to adopt
w1se and effective constitutional measures for
hastening and aiding the abolition of slavery itself. 44

In the article the words of the August, 1 838 Massachusetts
Anti-Slavery Society's "Address to the Abolitionists of

ltassachusetts, on the Subject of Political Action" were
quoted, ending with the editor's plea th.at "the voters

or

the old Commonwealth" would act upon t he statement's

tmt1ments "from a sense of duty,"

The sentiments

t£d been quoted out of context, (se e pp. 11-12).

The

P-A.ecachusetts Board had proclaimed the. t "Poli tics ••• is
• brnnch of morals ••••
U

to the ballot box."

Our moral convictions must follow
Another comment made in the 1838

At4rcss was quoted thusly1
The slavery question cannot and ought not, we
think to be wholly disjoined from politics . It
ehould not be rmde a mer e political question , but
lli r eli i:i:lous and moral sense of the people must
to~a~ ~ 2D this subject Hith~recision andauthority
to tne lr politica l re presentatives, 45

44 :c:rnanclpa tor, June 13, 1839 •·
4 5Ib1d

-·
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Thus, those who were advocating a more active political
•

program on the part of abolitionists, were using the

words of the Garrisonian's to dramatize their appeal,
While the national society's newspaper utilized

the power of the _press to kindle enthusiasm for the
Albany meeting, Myron Holley employed the spoken word

to arouse abolitionist's concern respecting their political
duties,

In a July Fourth speech, delivered at Perry,

New York, Holley posed the question:

"How can the

principles of our gov:ernment be reinstated and perpetuated?"

The principles Holley spoke of were those of Washington,
l'.nd Jefferson, which were, in his opinion, extolled in

the Declaration of Independence,

He replied_ to his own

1nqu-1ry,
I answer, by resorting to the same powers through
which they were originally established, These
powers, we have seen, were the inculcation of
moral and religious truth, by precept and example,
and the application of it to all the purposes of
government, The practical applicatton of truth
to government is political.action,4°

The man who was to be guiding force in the establishment

or

the abolitionist political party, went on to reprimand

those who disdained political activism as an abolitionist

46 Elizur Wright, Myr(n Eolley, and What He Did .For
11bP.rty And True Religion
rrlnted foFtheautnor-:-T, 8E2T,
... 250, -

'

'
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doctrine,

Because most politicians had betrayed their

services to base practices, epithets such as "'narrow,
sordid, grovelling, selfish and personal,"' had been
applied to all political activities,

Holley thought

politics had a "'much higher meaning'" and, in order to
sustain the memory of the founding fathers, had to be
reclaimed,47
Immediately preceding the Albany Conventio~,
William Goodell's Utica, New York, antislavery press,

-

--

The Friend of Man, had published an article which revealed

the general feeling toward political action held by
the"abolitionists of Central and Western New York State,

In reply to aspersions cast on the New Yorkers by W, L,
Carrison, the item noted that Garrison seemed to view

the alliance of "spurious" abolitionists with those
antislavery men who differed with him, as a sign that
•his new•views of political action are in accordance

With the best interests of abolitionism,,,,"

Goodell

took issue with.Garrison's assumptions,
We think he makes too much of this argument, If
he were in this region, we could show him much
"that is spurious under the name of abolition" that

·I

4J
•sympathizes" more with him in his present movements,
than they do with those who differ with him, We
particularly speak of those who are are good and
zealous abolitionists every where except where
their political interests and objects come in the
way. Of course they do not pretend to be "nonresistants," But it is easy to see that they would
prefer the prevalence of those views among abolitionists, to the prevalence of the sentiment that bids
them to vote, rrespective of party, for the friends
of the slave.
.

48

In contrast, those editors who agreed with Garrison were

j
:,t

pr1nt1ng adamant exhortations in an alternate vain.

'

The Herald of Freedom, a Concord, New Hampshire 1 abolitionist
paper, stated, "We don't want abolitionists to· turn politicians,"

added,
"We mourn to see anti-slavery bow the knee
.
.
to party idols. 114 9

and

When the antislavery men met at the Fourth Presbyterian Church of Albany, July 31, 1839, the question

or

how the abolitionists were to use their political

1ntluence was the major concern,

Should all abolitionists

be required to vote, and if so, for whom should they cast
their ballots?

Should independent nominations be made

by the friends of emancipation?

Should a separate

J>Olitical party, composed of abolitionists, be formed?
Tlie Albany Convention would find it-necessary to consider
these questions.

48
~
Friend
.;,Qnroe
Del'1The
i"um:'..,.a+t"'
",-=- of Man, July 24, 1839, citing~
49Emanc ipa tor, June 6, 1839, citing Herald of Freedom.
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The election of Alvan Stewart as President of

the convention was a blow to the Garrisonians for Stewart
1111s an advocate of a separate political party,
11&8

Garrison

1n attendance and early made his presence known by

protesting the exclusion of women from the convention,

and refusing to actively participate in the proceedings,

Be issued a protest, signed by others present, which
oomplained of the political reasons for calling the
oonvention,5°
William Goodell chose to advance the political

aot1v1st•s position,

He stated that the abolitionists

oould not innocently neglect the political consequences

or

slavery, that they must set an example for the nation,

crd that they cmld not call themselves republicans and

h!ld no right to the benefits of civil government, (the

purpose of which was to prevent crime,) unless they

acted politically to abolish slavery,

He added there

00\lld be no effective penal code while slavery existed,

Dn:1 that antislavery advocates had to use their political

lntluence in order to preserve their own liberties,51 ·

50ibid,, August 8, 1839,
Slib1d
5 8
_ . , August 1,139,
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The delegates received a letter sent from Cincinnati
•
bf Thomas ~!orris I he advised the assembly that "'Political
action is necessary to produce moral Reformation in a
nation, and that action, with us, can only be effectually
exercised through the Ballot Box'" and added "'surely
the Ballot Box can never be used for a more noble purpose,
than to restore and secure to any man, his inalienable
rights• '" 52

In general the results of the convention were
inconclusive and a .·•satisfaction to nobody," SJ Resolutions
passed by _the assembly pleaded with antislavery men to
retrain from voting for those opposed to immediate emancipation, asserting that all those who had the franchise
should use it, and left nominations, organization, and all
other specifics to the local and state societies to
devise, each to act in their own be.st interest,5 4 A
special meeting was planned for October, -The locale
VOUld be Cleveland, Ohio,
Myron Holley did not wait for the Cleveland
coot1ng to espouse his belief in the d~sirability of

An abolitionist political party,

On September_ 28, 1839,

5 2BenJamin F, Norris (ed,), The Life of Thomas Morris1
0 n~er ~Long~ Le~iSlator of Ohio~ United States Senator,
!W.;12 (Cincinnati: Noore, Wllstock, Keys, Over end, 1856) ,

l!
J;,

229,

5JGarrison, .2], cit,, II, p, JlO,
• 54Emanc1pator, August 15, 1839,
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be and thirteen others met 1n Monroe County, New York,

and held a "pol1t1cal convention,"

The delegates issued

. an address 1n which they called for the formation of
a third party,
answered'i

Why a new party?

'

The Monroe Address
.

Because neither of the parties 1n existence.

recognized the princ1ples that all men are created equal;
because "the new power to be arrayed"

could not attain

1ts goals without acting pol1t1cally;

because "rio men

or party" could oppose the new party without- clearly

placing themselves 1n the wrong;

or

because the "friends

liberty" 1n ·the existing parties were concerned over

the "degraci.ation° 1nto which those parties had fallen;
and because long before "we resolved that as individuals,
we are bound, by the most weighty considerations, to

·employ political action,"

The Address proclaimed these

· obJectives 1.
Let us then form a new party - not for the
purpose of defeating any proper object of either
of the existing parties - but for uniting with
all that 1s most valuable in the objects of both
the incomparably greater object, of securing,
with both - the equal and paternal.care, the
universal rights and interests of all the states,
and all the people of our glorious Union,55

Holley and his friends at Rochester had not proposed

55Ibid,, October 24, 1839,
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specific independent nominations for national offices,

fet this was their ultimate aim,

•
The group hoped
to

1nr1uence the.forthcoming special meeting at Cleveland
bJ arousing interest in the formation of a distinct

party, and reques_ted the Cleveland Convention to make

independent nominations,56
On October 10, 1839, the editor of the Emancim-tor,
Leavitt, published an article which revealed the influence
of Holley's writings, speeches, and resolutions,

On

the subject of independent nominations, Leavitt stated
that he had "maintained a long and earnest mental struggle
against the proposition," but although he .was not yet

convinced of the necessity of a "general.movement," this
v1ew was being weakened daily by the "reiterated abuses

ot the cause" by politicians,

If political action was

necessary for the accomplishment of abolitionist goais,

the American Society's Constitution, wrote Leavitt,
required abol1 tionists to "do all that is lawfully".

W1th1n their power for the abolition of slavery,57
Leavitt's remarks were a preface·for an article
entitled, "The Crisis," penned by Holley, and originally

57~,, October 10 1 1839,
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published in the Rochester Freeman,

Holley's pers~asiveness

was effective for Leavitt remarked, "we confess that the
considerations he has presented, have done more than
an7thing,,,to remove our objections and carry our convictions

to the result he aims at,"58
'
Holley's convincing essay termed
a distinct political

prty for anti'slavery men "indespensable to the success

or
or

abolitionism,,,,"

To those who objected to the formation

a separate abolitionist party, Holley declared,
All of the objections now existing against this
course, when. explored to their seminal principles,
Will be seen to-result from a considerable and
injurious distrust of the people, or from a
visionary reliance upon miraculous interposition
of heaven, to abolish slavery, Men of practical
good sense, with reasonable knowledge of our
people and their circumstances, can no longer consent
to yield to them,59
_ ·

Eo continued his expos!tion with an analysis of civil

iovernment,

He argued that civil government was moral,

cecessary, valuable, and an indispensable religious
Obl1eation,

The necessity for civil goverPJ!lent, wrote

Rolley, "is founded upon its fitness to secure human
~S~~ts," and a·religious obligation,_necessary to the

•security of our rights." 60

•

Those who favored independent nominations were
becoming more numerous.

In September, an Oswego County,

Kew York, antislavery convention unanimously adopted a
resolution which stated that th~ time had come for
abolitionists to associ~te in a separate.party. 61
In October, the Massachusetts Abolitionist came out
favor of a "Human Rights Party. 11 62

At Dutchess County,·

Rew York, a meeting of abolitionists proposed the
organization of,;, "Free Party. 11 63
In late Oct9ber the convention met at Cle~eland,
but its hoped-for national significance was weakened·
when it was determined that 360 of the 400 in attendance
were residents of Ohio,

Henry Stanton gave an account

ot the proceedings in a letter to Elizur Wright.

Stanton

lntormed W'.r1$ht·that Myron Holley had "brought forward
the subject!_' of independent antislavery nominations for
President and Vice-President.

The discussion, wrote

lltanton, lasted a full day and evening,

After disclosing

that Holley's proposal was "finally laid on the table,"
6 0ibid

-·
-··
-··

61 Ibid

October 17, 1839.

62 Ibid

October 24, 1839.

63Ibid

November

-··

17, 1839.

·-

so
Stanton gave his main reason for voting for "this disposition

ot 1t

I

I

I

I

•

"

,,,to have nominated candidates would have
been a surprize on the great mass of our
f'riend_s, . _N2~uing of the kind was intimated
1n the call, .
·
.
.
5tnnton continued with an explicit explanation of his
~ogat1vism concerning Holley's motion,

He noted that:

It was a local meeting, called for special
objects at the West - It was local in its representation being confined chiefly to Ohio, The
measure was as extraordinary as would have been
a dissolution.of the Society,,,, A nomination made
before we see whether the parties will put up an;w
body for whom we can go would, by the mass of our
:friends have been deemed pr-emature,,,, It would
have been thought a trick; getting away ·out here
&: doing what we knew we could not do at the Center, 65
itcnton then presented his plan of action to Wright,

io Mould wait until both parties had named their candidates,
:r Clay and f.iartin Van Buren were nominated, he would

~ll a "great" convent.ion to discuss the "wisdom of
~hmting,"

Stanton believed this would "go strong,"

r~rlng "anything short of this would ~plit the Society,"
66
tb! prove a failure,

•·tlt:ht

64

n B , Stanton to Elizur Wright, _October 28, 1839,
t:ss:

51
Stanton's closing lines led to a controversial
.

.

.

1asue when the correspendence between Wright and himself

came to the attention

.

or

Garrison.

Stanton informed
.

Wright, "The meeting was a grand one.

400 delegates.

10 miserable woman question, non-resistance, nor 1$
a1nutes rule to p~rple:x:, confound & gag us." 67 In his
biography of Myron Holley, which contains the above letter,
Jlizur Wright inserted a preceeding notation explaining
that the letter to Stanton, which evoked the above

response, was stolen.
This letter was strictly confidential,
Of course, it was not laid
before the Convention, But being stolen from
Mr. Stanton's hat while dining at a hotel, it
was soon after published in the Liberator, as
an effective missile against the "new organization. 1168
and rather hasty,

Subsequently, Wright •.s letter fell into Garrison's hands.
Garrison•~ sons deny that the Wright letter was stolen
from Stanton, and present, in_a biography of their father,
• letter from Mr. Lyman Crowl of Ohio, who informed
Co.rrison of Wright's letter and explained how it came

lnto his possession.

Si

z

A note addressed ~o Garrison and

52
. 4ated November 14, 1839, at Ohio City, was sent along
nth Crowl's explanation to Garrison,

The unsigned,

Obio City letter claimed that Wright's letter fell into

tbe writer's hands "accidentally,"

Crowl wrote Garrison

that the person who discovered the letter wanted to

remain anonymous since "his connection with the Society"

1n 0~1o was such that he was fearful that if his name became
publicly kno'l'm, through accident, the results would
probably be "hardness between some of the fri~nds of
abolition in Massachusetts and Ohio," and also "between

the friends of the cause in New York and Ohio, etc, 11 69
'
Carrison.called for the publication
of Wright's letter

and thereafter the communication was printed in both

the Massachusetts Abolitionist and.Garrison's Liberator,
Wright's "streak l.etter" as it was called,(the

note began, "Saw only the streak of you as you passed
bore,",) sent to Stanton on October 12, 1839, from
.

'

Dorchester, Massachusetts, was powder for Garrison's

ant~-new organization, anti-abolitionist political party
cruinon owing to several key phrases,

Wright prodded

Stanton with a plea to "urge the American Society at

Cleveland to take a decided step towards Presidential
69Garrison, El!• cit,, II, pp. 315-316,
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andidetes."

Wright, convinced that the antislavery

ause would be "half lost" without nominations, reminded

,tanton that independent nominations was a "step which
re have always contemplated as one which Providence

~ip;ht force upon us." Asserting that there were "men
mough if they will only stand," Wright thought_ that
Bhould the political movement be handled ' . ju<i1ciously
and deliberately," there would be "no difficulty."

Be was not worried about the lack of fame of.the proposed
candidates because, provided they were of "p;ood stuff,"
their promoters could "manufacture their notoriety"
,·
as they went along.?O

•• i

A list of the benefits of independent abolitionist
political action was included by Wright.

Among the

advantages he mentioned practicality, consistency,
concert of action, ennoblement of politics, an increa.se
Of

interest, discussion and liberality, and "terror to

the hearts of the South."

Most important to Garrison's

crusade against the new organization in Massachusetts
Were excerpts from Wright's comminque in which he stated1

'

.
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One thing I know, Unless you do.take such a
step, OUR NEW OHGANIZA.TION HERE IS A GONE CASE.
It has been, inter nos, SHOCKINGLY HISHANAGED,
Everythi~g has been made to turn upon the woman
guestion, The political has been left to fall
out of sight,71
Vright added that if the parent society would initiate

the third party movement, the woman question would be
forgotten,

He thought that the real issue causing

animosities between the two rriassachusetts groups was

the Garrisflnian' s belief in non-resistance,

The woman

question was of secondary importance,72
The sensation caused by the_.-publication of
Wright's letter subsided rather quickly for on December
21 1 1839, Stanton, writing from Nel-r York, congratulated

Wright on his handling of the affair, and informed
h1m that "the frie_nds" in New York thought Garrison• s

extracts on the letter were "most· disgraceful," and
that "the plot as developed by him was S,P, small
potatoes,"

Stanton adhered to the opinion that the

lotter was obtained without his consent or knowledge,73
Earlier in fue same month Stanton agre~d with Wright
thllt the "brethren of the new organization" had made
•everything to turn on the confounded woman question," Stanton .

7libid,, pp, 317-318,
72 Ibid,, p, 318,
?3H,B, Stanton to Elizur Wright, December 21, 1839,
•rlght HSS,

llf,.Scd that

he "never split" with the Massachusetts Anti-

Jl&Yor1 Society on the woman question, On that •issue,
: 14 thought they were right, 7 4
While the Massachusetts combatants were waging

.

1,,11rOpQper warfare, a state convention, meeting November

·s, to 14, 1n Warsaw, Genessee County, New York, had

~!led a resolution which called for an independent party·,

n,,o delegates judged that duty and expediency required
•to11t1on1sts to act as "Christian fre.emen," and to
wpn1ze a distinct political party,_nominate candidates,

ud aueta1n them by public suffrage,75
Although an abolitionist party was not formally
~pn1zed by the Warsaw "Friends of Abolition, 11 candidates

tor the offices of President and ·vice-President of the
t<r,Hed States were nominated,

Myron Holley, vice-president

11 tho convention, headed the committee of correspondence
tolognted to inform the nominees of the honor,bestowed

~,on them,

Both nominees, James Gillespie Birney, and

t~r.c1s Julius LeMoyne, refused acceptance of their

ft¢111r~t1ons for President and Vice-President respectively,

.rl'r1vit

74
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'

Stanton to Elizur Wright, December 5

?5Emancioator, November 28, 1839,
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LeMoyne, in a letter to Birney dated December 10, 18:39,
•
noted collateral questions, and their effects upon the
incongruous band of antislavery men would be disastrous

tor the "single object" of abolition,

Stating that he

414 not "sanction the proceedings" of the Western New

torkers, LeMoyne reasoned that their action was "inexpedient

!!!!

premature,"

He then noted the facts upon which he

based his conclusion,

Dr, LeMoyne thought the abolitionists

111-prepared for a political movement, and added that even
lt prepared an~ united, the abolitionists were too small

ln numbers to evade "ridicule and taunts-."

Distraction

trom the cause of the slave would result, stated the

Pennsylvania physician, for dis·sension would come about
&IJ

the antislavery body was not in full accord concerning

tho 11:atter,

He was also of the opinion that a majority

ot thetAmerican abolitionists were ,;opposed to the mea~ure,"

A44ed to the above improprieties of political organization,
l.do;vne saw the abolition enterprise as "empbatically.
ro11g1ous" in nature, and worried that the past efforts,

41rocted toward moral suasion, would show a "want of
Cont'idcnce, and somewhat in the propriety" of the prior
a.=t1ons

or

antislavery men,

Diversion of the cause into

'lho S>Olitical mainstream would result, he believed, in

U-.o abandonment of "the means most to be relied upon in

bl,
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attainment" of abolitionist's -goals,76
For his prime motive in refusing the Warsaw nomination

&s.rney, in his letter of declination, cited disagreement
1,1:1ong abolitionists on the subject of political action,

The tormer Kentucky slaveholder was in agreement with the
aotion of the-convention but disagreed with their timing,

tor he stated,
.

I

That there does not exist among us at present
the requisite harmony of views on this subject
is apparent from the earnest discussion which
1s now going on in our papers, That the discussion
will eventuate in a general consent to.independent
nominations I have not much doubt, In order that
this result may be brought about in the speediest
and most effectual manner, every impediment to
the freest exam'ination of the whole subject
ought to be removed, An existing nomination
would be felt as fettering those who were favorable
to the particular persons nominated,,,,77

Birney referred to the lack of harmony among abolitionists
r-ovealed in the movement's various newspapers,

Scanning

the leading abolitionist newspapers of the years 1839

ar~-1840 one is readily aware of the reluctance the
no:iiinee felt owing to the pronounced disagreement within
tho antislavery ranks,

.,. - .... ........
-

?6F,J, LeMoyne to J,G, Birney, December 10, 1839,
Du:iond, Birney Letters, .2l2• ,£11,, I, pp, 511-513,
77
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J,G, Birney to Myron Holley, Joshua Darling and
~ 1g~tAndrew,8 December 17, 1839, Dumond, Birney Lefters,
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I~ the Northwest there was general agreement that
,ot1n6 was a duty.

There was little discussion on the

~est1ons .of non-voting and no-government, as opposed
to the many confrontations which occurred over these

in the East.78

l811118S

However, in 1839, extremist

positions, be _they Garrison's or Holley_•s met with
41sapproval in the Northwest.

Dr, Gamaliel Bailey,

t41tor o f ~ Philanthropist, orga:ri of the Ohio State

Anti-Slavery Society, opposed the idea of independent
i:iom1nations vehemently,

In April, 1839, Bailey editorialized

at great length on his objections to a distinct abolitionist
5011tical party.

"We have always been hostile to this

suggestion, for various reasons •••• " adding that in order

to form a separate party, abolitionists would have to
fGorganize and create a new organization, based not on
OJposition to slavery's existence i:ri the states, but on
t=1ty toward slavery in the District of Columbia and the

llln'1can slave trade,

He reasoned that abolitioni~ts

Ccal4 "exert no rightful political power" over the slave
•~tes, (he believed slavery was a crea~ure of municipal

t.•,)

and that the issue of Southern slavery would no

•94~er

be a "legitimate subject of action" for the anti-

•t.,ery societies since it would be viewed as a political

'''!:• :4tl' than a

.

moral issue, the moral influence of the

1-tlllont 11ould subside and their "hold on the consciences

' .

59
ot the Southern people';' would be forfeited. 79
Added to these objections, Bailey though~ that
•nbordinate objects" would oversp.adow the "present
leading object," and that "strife for office"among
abolitionists would ensue, "bad passions," "demagogueism,"

loss of principle, and last, expediency would result.

Dr, Bailey was opposed not only to the transformation of
the abolitionist organization into a political organization,
but ejected, as he stated_, ·"to every measu:i;e that tends

to give it even indirectly a political aspect.", Because
ot the mistrust engendered in the minds of politicians by

the political activities of abolitionists, Bailey believed
th4t •,,,whatever i s ~ politically, should be done by
Abolitionists, fil! individuals,

~

American citizens, -and

1!2!.!!1 their organized canacity, ~ Abolitionists~"SO
Thus, Bailey feared that the diverse elements within the
· Vhlg and Democratic parties would join hands to defeat an

abolitionist party.

If abolitionists organized as a

ll!!farate political entity, their movement would be subjected ..

to the criticism of the othe~ parties, since tre antislavery

aen would have to vacate their moral position in order to
lmnde the world of pol1 tics.

79The Philanthropist,
Soibid,

lf incinna t~

, April JO, · 18.39.
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Shocked by Alvan Stewart's suggestion, made at
•

th Fifth Anniversary meeting of the.parent society,

tJt the Society's constitution be altered so as to
I
rerte.the constitutionality of slavery in all the states,
:Bailey adhered to the opinion that the extinction of

·

,Jvery in the South could be accomplished.by the Society

oniy through moral means.

~be Cincinnati editor saw ·

tbJ coming of a "liberal political party" founded on the

I

11ent1ments e:x:hi bi ted in the Declaration of .. Independence,
I

with 1ts main object being the circumscription of the
i

.

•en~roachments of the slaveholding power," and the use·

or

'

"direct legislative. action" to achie,re t_hese goals,

!bis action would always be within the strictures of
the United States Constitution, and would not be concerned
With servitude in the slave states.

The abolitionist

eoc1eties would exclude themselves from political activities

as a group, and would-work for universal emancipation

bJ lawakening religious sentim~nt" thoughout the So~th, 81
,

Throughout the nation, abolitionists, individually

'

'

euxl!conjunctively, were voicing their opinions on the

I

CUb3ect of a separate party.

After·the October convention

In Cleveland, John Heaton, in a letter to the New Lisbon

61
(Ohio) Aurora, noted that opposition to a separate organisati~n was made because the corruptness inherent in the

existing parties could plague the abolitionists should
they enter "the arena of political strife," 8 2 ~
.

.

Philanthropist was confident that "The.abolitionists of
Oh1ol, •• are very generally opposed to ~:di~tinct organiza-

t10J,n83 Ohio residents wer~ also info;m~d in an "Address
I
- .
.
-- ---ot the Western Reserve Anti-Slavery Convention to the
I
- .
Citizens of the Western Reserve" that the convention's

ob3ebt was· "n~t the formation of a distinct poli,tical
I . -·
party," and added that "Such a design we now disclaim,
I
.
as we have always disclaimed it,"84 An Illinois Abolitionist

I .

.

-.-

.

Co,ention, meeting in Canton, December·, 1839, resolved
that its members were "averse to the organization of
I
.
85
· ·
an anti-slavery party., • , "
Since Illinois antislavery

nen were "few and :icattered," they were reluctant to
act independently, 86
,I

snriy

Eastern abolitionist's attitudes toward a separate
were more varied than those in the West,

Three

groups of thought on the subject were apparent in that
I
.-:

82The Friend !2f ~. November 13, 1839.
8Jibid,

-

8~he Liberator, November 1 1839,
1

8SEmancipator, January 2, 1840,
86
sm1th, .212•

ill·•

p, 32,
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Garrison and his followers, avowed non-resistants,

~egion,

•

i,4a111antly opposed the formation of a distinct party, another
raction agreed with Holley's
ideas
and actions. Others
.
.'
thought that a party should be formed, but were not conr1nced that its organization should commence immediately
11nce abolitionists could not reach unanimity on the matter,

Nathaniel P. Rogers, editor of the Concord, New
J!alllpshire Herald 2f. Freedom, and a Garrisonian, published
b1s views on political action.

·., : !

...

.

'

For our o"l'm part we fear a political party,

or even a party to carry anti-slavery ends by

means of office holding. An office holder is
the best man in the community,$! position, tg
do right. He becomes a mere shadow,. an echo.?
Benr;v

c.

Wright, another Garrison admirer, in a December,

18)9, letter, accused the clergy of promoting political
abolitionism in order to relieve themselves of their
4at;v to speak out against slavery.

"Clergymen," noted

Vrlght, have "urged it as their great reason for ke_ep1ng

lhe question of abolition out of the pulpit and the
Church, that it is a political question."

In obvious

rereronce to the Massachusetts Aboli.tion Society, an organi-

l4tlon abouding with clergymen, Wright lumped political

87
.;. • c,.-uom

~~Pr-~ Emancipator, November

-

0

29, 1839 1 citing Herald
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aot1vism, clergymen, and the new organization into one
itosp1cable group when he stated that the clergy was making
• •iast and desperate effort" to avoid spe~king out for
U,e

slave.

Clergymen understood that if.'the··abolition

enterprise could be introduced into the "arena of political
.

.

etrU'e and party politics," antislavery would cease to be
regarded as a moral and religious caus~,88
A Hartford County Society convention, meeting at
i

h,nlngton, Connecticut, December 25, 1839_, showed

opposition toward the formation of a separate party,

The

Connecticut.group looked with disdain upon any attempt
lo :reduce the society's benevolent cause to one of narrow

lb1ts, as exemplified in religious sects and political
p.rt1es,

At a meeting of the Connecticut Anti-Slavery
.

kc1aty, in January, 1840, a resolution was passed with
1,;t

one vote~ dissenting which termed an antislavery party

~se, inexpedient, and wholly unnecessary,,,,"

In fact,

'11!4 atate society deemed such a party an impediment to
t:tthilavery operations, 8 9
Rot surprisingly, vehement opposition to the sep:,.rate
~~t7 movement was voiced in a resolution passed by the

88Emancipator, December lJ, 1839,
8

9charter ~ . [Hartfora], January, 1840,

~
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·11assachusetts Anti-Slavery Society at their January 22,
Character1zing the third
•
part7 movement as "fraught with nearly unmitigated evil

1840, Eighth Annual meeting,

.

and mischief to the abolition enterprise," the· Society

4eemed the party proposal as calculated "to bring upon
ourselves,,,,the contempt of both the great p~litical
pBrties, instead of that respect, which both are now compelled to feel for us," 90

Leading the opposition in 11assachusetts, Garrison
and his colleagues on the Massachusetts Society's Board

ot Managers issued an address similar to their 18J8
address on political actimi,

'

The Board noted numerous

reasons for opposing a distinct :party,

First, the managers

reminded abolitionists that at the Fifth Annual meeting

ot the national society, resolutions were passed which
opposed a distinct party,

Should these resolves be over-

tllrned, the antislavery organizations would be open to the

charge of inconsistency,

The common warnings of i.'.ivision, ·

an! weakening of abolitionist political strength, intrusion

or

•unprinciples aspirants" into the ranks, and the apparent

~Cn14l of t~e efficacy of moral suasion were presented,
llao, 1iarned the Board, the "present disinterested aspect"
Of the antislavery cause would be altered "in the eyes of

-

901 bid., , February, l 84 0,

_

6S
~hose who are endeavoring to find some ·pretext for its
•
overthrow," and thus would "lose its hold upon individual
an1 public conscience."

The Bay Staters added that "in

all probability," the pulpit would be induced "to plead

less frequently, and far less efficaciously, in favor of
the anti-slavery cause ••• ,"

The party was labeled a
-

.

•hazardous experiment" that would
result
in bringing
.
.
. ·aboUt the complete hostility of both existing parties

toward the abolitionist cause.91
The Garrisonians and the We_sterners, however, were

not the only abolitionists against a distinct party,
Although a decided opponent of many of Garrison's views,

Lowis Tappan, the wealthy New York philanthropist who
•erved on the national society's Executive Committee,
41d not favor the separate party plan 1n 1839.

Tappan,

1n a letter to Joshua Leavitt, set forth the basis for.his
aJld the American,Society Executive Committee's stand on

th1rd. party action.

Many of Tappan' s arguments were a

ro1teration of those set forth by the Massachusetts Board.
Tappan added to the objections of the Garrisonians the
S::-opositions that the abolitionists would lose their

tAlance of power position, and would. "dilute,.,,the quality

91Emancipator,·November 7, 1839.

66.

or our Anti-Slavery feelings, faith and zeal" through
•

•association with political agitators."

Asserting that

•moral reformers may change the character of political
partizans" but not vice versa, Tappan proposed that
r

because of the "constitution of man" political action
•1s apt to be an absorbing principle to the neglect of

moral and religious efforts."

Tappan professed faith

1n the independent voting hab1 ts of a boll tionis_ts and

reasoned that balance of power politics would "ultimately
bring to terms the leaders in both of the present great

political parties of the country,"

A separate political

organization would not only aggravate against the cause
•the party feelings" of leading politicians throughout·

America, but would also result in the loss of the
•sympathy, prayers, and aid of abolitionists in other
countries,"92
Perhaps the most convincing argument Tappan pro-

moted was a reminder to abolitionists that the objectives

ot emancipation in the District of Columbia, and the

otates, to be brought about by political action, were
Just a"~" of the Society's object; another aim of
Abolitionism was "to bring slaveholders to repentance of

92

Ibid,, November 14, 1839,

-

the sin of slaveholding."
be

Tappan predicted this a1m would

•1ost sight of" in separate political action.93

ThUs 1 Tappa.n's opposition to a third party was primarily

aotivated by religious sentiments.
'Not all antislavery men saw a clear.cut right·or
lll'Ong

in the independent party propositions as did

Garrison, Tappan, and Bailey in 1839.

William Goodell,

the Utica editor, was as yet convinced of neither the
etticacy nor the morality of independent nominations.

In December, 1839, Goodell remarked, "If abolitionists
.

.

have not already acquired stability and.faithfulness of
purpose, the mere ma.king of separate nominations willn~t give it.to them. 11 94

From February to April, 1840 1

Goodell published editorials concerning independent
n01111nations which indicated his state of mind on the

issue.

In January, Goodell still possessed fears over

the question, but stated that a distinct.organization
01'

~ndependent nominations might be ,;useful to the cause"

lt they were "properly conducted ~

1!! connexion with,

!nd ,!!! subserviency :!:,2 other means,"

One of Goodell's

co:iplaints was that too "little confidence" was "placed
ln the moral sense" of the nation's voters while too much

94The Friend ~ !1!:n, December· 11, 1839.
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dependence was alloted to the "ordinary machinery 9!.. !:
political party,

!2

.

.

produce uniformity .2:f political

action," Disapproving the corruptness of politics,
Goodell forewarned that the work of protecting the
independent~.:llQminations and any resulting abolitionist
..

political organization from the "false maxims and unprincipled
policy" which pervaded the existing parties would "require
more skill and discrimination than anything to which
abolition,ists have been yet called,"

The Ut+ca editor

compared the systems of caucuses and conventions with
the simpler method practiced in England and in the early
yea~s of the American Republic,

While advocating the

•usages of forty years ago" Goodell admitted that.
•convention nominations" might be "es~ablished upon better
principles," and spared the corruptness that he thought
existed,95
By March Goodell must have sensed that an abolitionist
party was definitely in the offing, for he outlined·a
•system of associated action" which, with cultivation;
!might, ••• answer the purposes of the abolitionists,"
at least for a few years,9 6 Goodell stated that the common

95Ibid,, February 12, February 26, March 4, 1840.
9 6Ibid,, March 11, 1840,

"i

et&ttl.ldo

of "all is fair in polit1cs,h must be p.iscarded,

1M choice of a candidate, no matter how decided, should
ao& roly on his ability to garner votes, but on his just
,nnc1ples,

Those abolitionists who could not bring

1acioolves to support the party's nominee should not be
b-lt1i:;ated or reproached,

To Goodell the total object

fff 11h1oh civil government was in1tially formed was

•l! execute juc,gment between _man and his neighbors,"
at.IS abolitionists, he cautioned, must accept no lesser
•~Joet tor their own, 97

Convinced that reformation of the existing parties,
l:d hope for support from within the slave states were

rwtllc desires, Goodell concluded that the balance of
iC'llfl'

code of political action would "require as much

11)1\t1cnl arrangement and finesse" to i~fluence either
U 'both existing parties as would an independent party

r~

1n the manner he advocated, 98

He suggested that

fllU!.or than organize a third party, "ALL HONEST AND .
1
.:. ~,'!:i'l:10DE11'r

FREEMEN" should unite in opposition to party

••i.t Clnvcry,

How was this to be accomplished with an

t>l"l.ab11ahcd party?

97Ibid,
98

Ib1d, , Harch 18, 1840,
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proposing no partial or partisan objects,
pursuing no partisan measures, Men may cal1
us partisans, but that will not make us such,
So long as we se~k the best good of ALL, and use
frank, honest, liberal and free measures, open
to the inspection and worthy of the approval of
all, we shall never sink to the level of "party, 11 99

By
By

Good.ell's inclination to utilize semantics led him to an
explanation of what he desired of an abolitionist poiitical

organization,

The antislavery group should act individually

rather than in a representative capacity,

. '
'

No support

should be pledged to a candidate in advance,

Only the

best man, not the most popular or the less of two evils,
would be nominated, lOO Goodell labeled those who could

11ot ado_pt his plan as "partisans, political capitalizers"
)r

-"~o-governmenters, 111 0_1
Poet and editor of the Pennsylvania Freeman, John
..

:;reenleaf Whittier, was another antislavery leader who
would not decide the question of political action hastily,

lhi ttier had no objection t·o local independent nominations,

•here this action was considered expedient, as long as
~hey were made by individual citizens rather than by
Lbolitionist societies,

Yet, in early 1840, he was an

)pponent of nominations for national office,

-

99Ibid,
lOOibid,
101 Ib'id, , April 1, 1840,

He based

'

'
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his opposition on the sole grounds that the action would
be inexpedient. Whittier reasoned that sufficient• discussion
of the subject had not been aired.

Also the clergy would

be alienated from the movement, and divisiveness within
the ranks would result from the inclusion of party men

if national nominations were presently advanced, 102 A
resolution adopted by the Western Pennsylvania AntiSlavery Society exemplified the views of Whittier as well
as that Society's opinion.

The group resolved that an

antislavery party seemed "exceedingly unwise and impolitic,"
at least at the present time.10]

Gerrit Smith was another antislavery advocate
hesitant about supporting a separate party for abolitionists.
By

late 1839, however, Smith announced that he would

•no longer oppose the organization of an abolition
political party." Although he was still apprehensive of
the possible loss of the cause's "purity and power,"

Smith was convinced that attempts to curb the leading
New York abolitionists in their party movement would be
USeless,104 Since the movement could not be stopped,
he_chose not to hinder its backer~ efforts,

on many issues,

Smith wavered

His inconsistency became a regular occurrence,

102 Ibid,, January 1, 1840, citing Pennsylvania Freeman.
l03The Liberator, January 17, 1840,
104The Friend.£! Man, November 20, 1839,
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Smith believed seven-eighths of his state's
abolitionists backed the new party movement, (Goodell
disagreed),

Now, said Smith, the only hope he had was

that society meetings would not be encumbered with the
organization or conduction of the party,

The Peterboro,

New York, resident charged that more than any other
cause, the "treachery of abolitionists" had given rise
to •the loud and general call for an abolition political
party,"

Smith meant that by failing to support antislavery

candidates of the existing parties, and by binding them-

selves to the nominees and policies of their own parties,
abolitionists had failed their antislavery principles,

i

'

•. I

Although not a separate party advocated, Smith concluded
that if the proposed party was faithful to antislavery
principles, it would- "hasten the success and final triumph"

or

the abolitionist cause,

By early 1840, Smith had

decided that any possible detriment to the "purity" of
antislavery principles, threat~ned by an independent party,

.

was "no greater than that which has attended our hanging
on the skirts of party, under the interrogation system, 11 105
Henry B, Stanton also questioned the.timeliness of
independent nominations,

In~ letter to Amos Phelps,

l05The Friend of Man November 20, 1839, and
February lV.-1840,
- -'-•

.

7.3

Stanton referred to several letters he had viewed, which
concerned a circular Charles Torrey had sent to various
abolitionists.

In the circular, Torrey informed its

recipients of a presidential nomi~.ating convention to
be held in New York City i~ the spring of 1840.

Torrey

claimed in his communications that consultation concerning
the proposed convention call had occurred between himself
and the leaders in New York and Boston.
Torrey's assertions "a bad business."

Stanton labeled
While certain

Torrey had not intended to mislead anyone~ Stanton asserted

that "Brother" Torrey had ;conveyed a "wrong impression."
Stanton claimed that the New York leaders had not assented
to a meeting for the designated purposes.
Judge

He doubted that

William Jay or Lewis Tappan had ever been consulted

about the matter, and knew that they were "dead set
•sa1nst the whole thing." _Joshua Leavitt informed Stanton
that he had not authorized Torrey to use his name as a
promoter of the call.

James G. Birney, favoring the move

lt there was accord among abolitionists on the issue, had

IIOt given his "assent to the project of calling a convention

1n the way proposed," and certainly had not designated
Torrey as the promulgator of such a call,

Stanton had

related his opinion, that the time for such a nomination
ttaa not auspices, to Torrey.

The parent society secretary,
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while not opposed to a convention called for the purpose

or

discussing "the propriety of making a nomination;"

felt that "leading friends" of the American Society
should be consulted before such a call was made,

Stanton

warned Phelps that a minority move, activated without
the counsel of those outside New York and Boston, could
impede the course of political action and' would definitely
. do it "no good," 1o6
The separate party movement had its advocates·as
well as its antagonists and hesitants,

Alvan Stewart,

an early promoter of a distinct party, called for the
inception of such an organization in a letter to Joshua
Leavitt•s Emancipator,

Stewart advised that abolitionists

could not ally with the existing parties because they did
not espouse the great object of the abolitionists, that
being the '.'enfranchisement

Ef.

!!1.!:n• 107
11

Although not a political party advocate for many
conths, Joshua Leavitt felt compelled to present his.
reasons for his now apparent belief in the need for such

cu1 organization,

Writing in December, 1839, Leavitt

Argued that an independent party was the "only course,,,

consistent with their [abolitionists) principles, and

106H B Stanton to Amos Phelps, February 4, 1840,
•right 1r.ss. • •
l07~ Friend

Ef. ~ . January

1 1 1840, citing Emancipator,
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therefore ought to have been adopted from the beginning of
the abolition enterprise,"

Reliance on the exis~ing parties

to nominate candidates who might be trusted to "do justice
to the principles of abolitionists" had proven.to be a

fallacious and absurd.attitude, 108

. · In f.lass_achusetts, the new organization members
'
were in sympathy with Holley, Stewart, and
Leavitt,

While

a backer of an independent party, Charles T, Torrey also
exhibited agreement with Whittier and Smith on the
'

subject of keeping the party and the societies separate,
•The Human Rights party! 11

"Haste happy day! 11

Torrey in a letter to Elizur Wright,

exclaimed ·

He continued, ''.We

must, however, adopt some plan,;,,to keep the political
separate from the Society machinery - or we shall run
ashore where the Garrisonites predict', 11 109

Orange Scott,

a

Methodist minister and new or~ni-

zation member, lamented Lewis Tappan's opposition to the
party but was not fearful of any repercussions to the.

movement's progress,

In a letter to Wright, Scott noted

that good would come of the disagreements concerning an

lOSEmancipator, December 26, 1839,
l09c,T, Torrey to Elizur Wright, November 9, 1839,
Wright MSS,
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abolitionist party, since the topic needed discussion, 110
James G. Birney, in his letter to the W~rsaw
Committee, had pronounced his reasons for declining their
nomination as being the lack of complete accord among
abolitionists on the subject and the untimeliness of such
a course,

In a later communication to Holley, Birney

added that he feared his nomination was not supported
b1 leaders in the Society, for Leavitt, Wright, and Smith

were in favor of a better known, more effective candidate,
Also, the Warsaw nominee noted that none of the antislavery
papers had exhibited "the slightest commendation of the
particular person nominated,"

Birney now offered to with-

draw his declination letter, and therefore leave the
committee•·s offer unanst,ered "to await future action, 11 111
Obviously, Birney entertained hopes that a convention,
1:ore national in scope than that at Warsaw, would be convened,

And that he would receive its nomination,

In response to Birney's second _letter, Myron Holley
wrote that his views had been strengthened, and for the
flake of consistency, those abolitionists who favored civil

110orange Scott to Eli.zur Wright, November 28, 1839,
•right NSS,
111J ,G, Birney to I~yron Holley, December 26, 1839, in
Du~ond, Birney Letters,~• .£1.!:,, I, pp, 516-517,

??
government were obliged to form a·new political organization,

Bolley felt that the majority's inclination against such
an organization could be explained by the prevalence of the

•heresy that opposes all human government,"

He proposed

that the nominations made at Warsaw be repeated for Birney

remained his choice for the higher office.

Holley castigated

the abolitionist newsp~pers for their lack of leadership _

·on the political question,

The New Yorker agreed with

the sentiments Leavitt had recently expressed in the
Emancipator, and predicted the political movement would

•get on well" if the Friend E.! Man and the Pennsylvania
Freeman would follow Leavitt's course,

Holley did not

expect commendation of the independent nominations~project

or its nominees from the newspapers' until a "few leading
•ones" 'took "decided ground~"

Holley declared, "Those

in favor of the movement are ye:t;·.:hesitating, while those

opposed are declded, 112
11

Holley's belief in the desirability of abolitionist
nominations was indeed strengthened for in January , 1840, ..
he and over six hundred antislavery men of Western New York
and Pennsylvania held a convention·at Arcade, Genesee

112Myron Holley to J,G, Birney, January 1, 184Q,
1n Dumond, Birney Letters, E.E• cit., I, pp. ,518-,519.·
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County, New York.

Resolutions adopted by the January 28
•
to 29 meeting rebuked the Whig and Democrat nominees

tor President, William Henry Harrison and Martin Van
BJl:ren, for their compliance with the,;proslavery elements.
Abolitionists were called upon to deny their votes to

the two candidates.

The Arcade Resolutions also admonished

•the legislator who opposes the repeal of slavery, •• ,the
lllinister who refuses to preach and pray for the perishing

slave - and the professed abolitionist who votes for.the one
and patronizes the other •••• "

The basis for an antislavery

political organization wa~ presented in the.form of a
:resolutions
, •• by the provisions of the Constitution and by
the influence of the constituted authorities of
the nation upon northern money, northern industry,
northern safety, and northern principles, the
northern states are vitally interested in all the
slavery existing in the United States, and bound
by every feeling of self-respect, humanity and
patriotism, to labor for its abolition,llJ

Since the Warsaw nominations had been declined by Birney
&11d Lel-loyne, and the new party's organization was as yet

1n doubt, the delegates at Arcade issued a call for an

independent party.

The convention called for a meeting

to nomins.te independent candidate~ for the highest national
ottlces, and with the following resolution announced their

113Emancipator, February 13,-1840.,

, .
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reasoning for such.

..

The resolve stated1

••• in our judgment, the anti-slavery electors
of the United States are bound, by all their
regard to the-civil and religious rights of
the great American people, forthwith to form
themselves into an independent political party
_for the more effectual support of thos~ ~ights •••• 114
A

week after the Arcade meeting Holley's proposal

for independent nominations for national office was
voted down two to one by a state antislavery convention
at Bloomfield, Ontario County, New York.115

The action

did not obliterate Holley's hopes for the call for a
mtional convention was heeded.

On April 1, 1840, a convention of 121 members
representing 6 states assembled at the Albany, New York
City Hall.

Elected officials of the ass.embled included

Alvan Stewart, serving as.president, Charles T. Torrey,
a Vice-president, and Joshua Leavitt, one of the conven-

tion's secretaries.

A committee on business and resolutions

headed b~ Myron Holley, also included Leavitt and Elizur

Wright.

Holley presented his resolutions advocating

independent nominations which met with opposition on the
party of delegates principally from Albany and Troy, New York.

114Ibid.
115

.!ill! Friend of~. February 19, 1840.
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wever, when a vote was taken, 44 of the 121 present
clined to record their opinions, 116 One of the resolves
opted by the assembly proclaimed that it was the duty
all abolitionists to abstain from supporting "a first,

-.

oond, or third party," and rather that they should
nite

as

patriots, philanthropists and Christians, to

t down the slaveocracy of all parties, and put up the
·1nciples of the Declaration of Independence,,,,"

This

~ty should be apparent "at the ballot box and everywhere,

· every lawful, constituti.onal, moral and religious

lfluence, "_ll?
Nominations were approved and the Committee of
1rrespondence, (Stewart, Smith, and Goodell,-) was instructed
, inform James G, Birney of New York, and Thomas Earle
'. Pennsylvania that.their names had been proposed as
1e abolitionist presidential and vice-presidential candi-

Ltes,

Of the seventy-six votes cast by the conventioneers,

>rty-three were in favor of independent nominations, and
l1rty-th:ree opposed the measure,
Garrison promptly composed a scathing attack on

ne convention and its proceedings, Editorializing in
116Wright, .21!• cit,, p, 262~
___,.
ll?Emancipator, April 9, 1840,
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the Liberator's columns, Garrison predicted that "the
good ·sense and sound discretion" of Birney and Earle

would prompt them to decline the nominations.

The scant

majority of eleven votes which carried the nomination
proposal was ridiculed by Garrison as was the fact that

ot the 121 members present at the convention only 17 were
residents of states other than New York,

None of those

present were fro~ as far west as Pennsylvania, 118
However, Garrison erred in his prediction that
Birney and Earle would·turn down the nominations, ·correspondence between Birney and Gamaliel Bailey, during the
early months of 1840, indicated that Birney was decidedly
in favor of the immediate formation of an independent
.party,

In February, Bailey had inquired of Birney's attitude

toward William H. Harrison, the recently named Whig
candidate for the presidency,

Bailey considered Harrison

•the candidate of the free states," and believed the defeat

ot Van Buren would be' "a triumph over ·the slave-states."
The defeat of the former President could be accomplished
Only by Harrison's election.

While Bailey considered

himself as being more of a "real Democrat" than a supporter

or

Whig doctrines on matters of public policy, he would

llBThe Liberator, April 10, 1840,
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back Harrison's candidacy in order to defeat Van Buren,

Be asked Birney about his attitude toward Harrison since
Birney was "committed in favor of a third party" and would
probably take an "unfavorable" view of both candidates,119

Less than two weeks past when Bailey.w~ote Birney
that he felt "more and ::norc anxious a.bout the effect"

or

the-third party scheme,

The Cincinnati editor was

convinced that abolitionists, whether acting within or
without the framework of their otm political party, could

achieve their goals only through the policy of the two
major parties, since an abolitionist party's candidates

would never, in his opinion, accede to powerful positions,

Bailey saw nothing "so terribly depraved" in the Whig
party that would cause antislavery men to lose all hope

that it would act in accordance with their programs,
Bailey presented this proposition concerning the Whig party1

Suppose by its policy it should secure the
support of the abolitionists and succeed in
defeating the Democracy /j)emocra.tic partyJ
in the free states, who does not see at once
that the defeated party would cut loose from
slavery, and begin also to shape its policy
with an eye to the demands of abolitionists?l20
l!ailey pleaded with Birney to·postpone his independent

11 9camaliel Bailey to J,G, Birney, February 21, 1840,
1n Dumond, Birney Letters, £E, .£1!, , I, pp, 531-532,
120Gamaliel Bailey to J,G, Birney, Harch 3, 1840,
ln Dumond; Birney. Letters 1 £:e• .£1!,, I, pp, 535-536,

nomination plans, being prepared to "bring the whole
subject of a separate party before the Abolitionists of
.the West, (with the strongest arguments that have been

of'fered in its favor,), during the coming summer," if
.
,- 121
Birney would delay his project,
-.
Henry B, Stanton also feared the consequences of
'

l!ldependent nominations,

He informed Birney that the

issue was now "making havoc with the new organization,
and especially with the Mass, Abolitionist~"

Since

the Society and newspaper had identified with the new

J)t'rty movement approximately one thousand subscriptiora
had been canceled,

If a nomination was made at Albany

and the Abolitionist backed such a move, (and Stanton said

lt must,) the paper would "be nearly prostrate by fall,"
Assured that "19/20.ths of the Abolitionists of all sidesn
1n tlassachusetts were opposed to an "independent. national

nomination this year," Stanton warned that such a ticket
Would not receive five hundred votes in the Bay State,

Stanton believed the nomination question was strengthening
Garrison's influence, yet he also worried that if the
Albany Convention did not make nominations, "Garrison
and Co," would regard such a course as "their triumph,"

84
Stanton's views concerning the possible success of inde•

pendent nominations can be derived from his statement

on the coming election,
Our friends are mostly Whigs,

The Whigs now
think there is a good prospect of success,
They would wade to their armpits in molten
lava to drive Van Buren from power, Abolitionist
Whigs partake in this feeling largely, The
crisis passes away with the fall·election
whichever party succeeds, Why spend all our
energies then, in goading these men without
any prospect of good to them or us?l22
. '

;

.

Stanton wanted to postpone nominating abolition candidates
tor he thought that whereas their chances were nil in

1840, antislavery men.might succeed in 1844,
After the All.bany Convention, Whittier advised
Birney to decline the nomination,

The small attendance

at Albany and the slight majority by which the independent

nominations proposal had past, led Whittier to believe
that the abolitionists were not prepared for such a move,

Be estimated that, in his state, no more than five hundred
votes could be garnered by the antislavery party,123
Bailey predicting that the nominations would not
be supported by the abolitionists, mourned the "premature

movement" which would "prejudice" the cause and incur an

122 H,B,
DUmond, Birney
12 3J ,G,
Dumond, Birney

Stanton to J,G, Birney, Narph 21,. 1840, in
Letters, .2:2• ill•, I, pp, 5~1-54J,
·
Whittier to J ,G, Bi;ney, April 16, 1840·, in
Letters, .£12• ill•• I, p, 555,

.·
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•1rretrievable breach" in their ranks,

He also regretted

Use convention's actions for they gave Garriso:rr "an
a,dnntage he would not otherwise have,

Had your third

party friends waited till after the approaching election,"
predicted Bailey, "I do not believe they would have met
-nth opposition from any editor but Garris"on,"124

ln the columns of

~

Philanthropist, Bailey made known

b1s disappointment in the Albany proceedings, ,

...

i
OUr friendship for Mr, Birney, and· our high

estimation of his judgment and capacity for
government, make us regret that he should have
been selected.,. as ~ altar _£n which 12. sacrifice
a few votes ,l,:; 5
.

-- --------

B1rney considered the Albany offer a·nd its detractor's

opln1ons, and waited over a month to make his acceptance
pabllc,

May 11 he decided to write the Committee of his

decision since he was preparing to sail for England where

ho would attend a World Antislavery Convention,

In his

co=unication, he outlined the causes for his readiness
to accept the presidential nomination of an abolitionist

political organization,
Basically, Birney was convinced that he was well

quallfied in all respects to represent the ppl1tical

Du:i

124
Gamaliel Bailey to J,G, Birney, April 18,·1840, in
Ond, Birney Letters, .2.P• .£,1!,, I, p, 5~6.
125
~ Philanthronist, Apri1•21, 1840,
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oreation of the abolitionist's movement.

His scathing

description of Harrison and Van Buren, in their relation
to the slavery question, portrayed them with more similarities

than differences,

Both candidates had pledged, (one outrightly,

one by innuendo,) to veto any attempt by Congress to out~aw·

slavery· tn the nation's capital.

Harrison had also gone

ao ~ar as to offer the opinion that Congress did not have

the right to abolish the business of slavery.

Each candidate's

running-mate was a"~ facto mocker at principles of the
Declaration of Independence,, •• " stated Birney, since
they were both slaveholders,126
Birney believed the majority of abolitionists would
not support Van Buren; yet many Whig antislavery men would
oast their ballot for Harrison.

These Whigs, although

abhorrent of Harrison's proslavery leanings, would vote
tor him because they believed there were "other interests

ot the country of primer importance than the immediate
abolition of slavery.,,,"

The "other interests" the

antislavery Whigs were so concerned with were related to

the "pecuniary, commercial, ag:ricultural and manufacutring
Condition" of the nation.

Admittedly, these were important·

126J ,G, Birney to t,lyron Holley, Joshua Leavitt, and
Ellzur Wright, Jr,, Hay 11, 1840, in Dumond, Birne:y: Letters,
~. ill•, I, pp, 563-565, Harrison's running-mate was John
nYlhaer, a Virginia slaveholder, The Democratic incumbent was
•le rd M. Johnson, a Kentuckian.

,

.
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government interests, Birney declared, yet they are not
•

the "highest concerns of a government,"
the highest concerns of a government?

What then were
Birney answered

this question and thereby presented his philosophy of
_government as one based on natural rights,
The security of life - of liberty - of civil
and religious privileges - of the rights of

conscience - of the right to use our own.
happiness - of free locomotion, - all these,
together with the defense of the barriers and
outposts thrown around them by the laws, ·
constitute the highest concerns of a government, 127

Birney further charged that these natural rights of all
men·"for the ;Last six years," had been successively
invaded, the destructive force being aided by the administrative branch of the government until "the reeling of
security for any of them has well nigh expired,"

Mail

censorship, plunder of the Charleston Post Office,
strangulation of free speech and degate in the halls of
Congress, and the denial of the constitutional rights of
petition had been approved by the administration,

The

new candidate wond.ered hew abolitionists could argue over
matters such as the currency or the banking system while
!'outrages on constitutional and essential rights" were

88
performed before their eyes,

The North was clearly a

"conquered province," Birney asserted,,and the country's
government, in truth, had been "in the·hands of the slave
power" since the Missouri Compromise,128~
Birney agreed that Van Buren must be defeated,
but in his opinion, 'Harrison would be equai'ly subservient
to the slave power,

On the disposition of the country

Birney had some final words1
The conclusion of the whole matter is,
that as a people, we are trying an experiment
as unphilosophical in theory as it has been,
and ever will be, found. impossible in practices
to make a harmonious whole out of parts that
·are, in principle and essence, discordant,
It is in vain to think of a sincere union
between the North and the South, if the first
remain true to her repubJ.ican principles and
habits, and the latter persist in her slaveholding despotism, They are incapable from
their natures, of being made~• 129
What then must the North do to extricate itself from
subjectivity to the South?

Birney advised that the

.North required "a great deal more· of agitation" to
awaken her to a complete understanding of her dangerous

position, and "to the necessity, 1f. ~ w o u l d ~ ~
,2!:m

liberty,"

of either breaking }:ler relationship with

128Ibid,, pp, 566-567,
129Ibid,, pp, 570-571,

I
1
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1

i
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the South, or of continuously acting on the South for .
· emancipation. 1 3°

Birney believed that those abolitionists who
voted for Harrison, should he be elected, would ''admit
.

.

they were mistaken by "the first year of his administration •••• "

In his closing lines, Birney consented to be the abolitionist
presidential candidate because he was satisfied that

.,

the independent nominations plan was "the.most effectual

tar the rescue of the country from the domination Pf the
Slave Power, and for the emancipation of the slaves ...... 131

Birney had decided to accept the Albany nomination
long before his May 11, letter for on April 4, 1840, he
wrote a letter to Thomas Earle entreating th_e Philadelphia

Democrat to accept the vice-presidential n9mination
offered him by the
. Aibany Convention~ Birney feared.that
the antislav'ery enterprise would-be "'at an end'" s~ould
the independent movement completely.fai1. 1 3 2

Earle's acceptance letter was not composed until May

30, 1840. He had waited until a convention of "friends

or

the Albany nominations" had been convened in New York

City during the second week in May.

Not sufficiently sure

l30ibid,, P• 571,
l:3libid., p, 573,
1 32Ed.win B, Bronner, Tho.!'laS Farl e f.§. A Reform~],:,
(Philadelphia, International Printing Company,~1948, pp. 55-56,
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ot the programs and policies of the Albany meeting, Earle
postponed his acceptance of the nomination until the more
nationally representative New York City meeting had
deliberate~.

He then agreed to his candidacy because

the meeting had "'unanimously resolved in substance that

1t would sustain the equal, civil, all!l political rights

ot all men, without distinction of wealth, birth, learning
or complexion,'" and because it would "'oppose the granting
b7 law of partial or exclusive privileges, 111 133

Earle had been a stalwart in the_ party of Jefferson
and in general had admired the character of Martin Van

Buren, but like Birney, he believed the question of slavery
was the paramount issue in the political arena,

Earle

was convinced that to vote for a Whig candidate, in
expectation of antislavery legislation, was a wasted vote.
The "'organized incompatability"' of the Whig party did
not extend itself to the slavery question, as long as

the party could defeat the followers of Andrew Jackson

.

Without branding themselves with this firey issue,

Whigs,

o~ce in office, Earle argued, would make little or no
effort to repeal the "'unjust and cruel laws,.•"

There

..

would be little cause for th~ office-holders, in their

. 91.
official capacities, to rock the political boat,

Seemingly,

motivated with religious zeal, Earle called for•a program

of converting the people, both North and South, away from
their present ideas on the slavery issue,

To talk of the

evils and wrongs of slavery, Earle believed, would continue
to fail to arouse the people to the need for action,

The

people of the nation, he added, already knew of these evils
and attempts.to remedy these wrongs vanished in the arms

of apathy,

The Pennsylvanian was determined that political

action should be the "'chief ends'" of antislavery

.

••exhortations to the people at large'" and therefore
consented to the Albany nomination,134
As

mentioned above, Garrison's diatribes against

the "April Fool Convention" were-well publicized,

But

differences over the independent nominations were not
the only problems confronting the American Anti-Slavery
Society and its auxiliaries for the pecuniary difficulties
between the parent group and the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery_
Society were threatening an irreparable breach between
the two.

The American Society, in reality, was bankrupt,135

l35Gilbert H, Barnes, The Antislavery Imnulse,.
}830-1844 (New York, D, Appleton-Century Co,, Inc,, 1933),
pp, 164-167,
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In their disdain for the parent society Garrison and the
old organization in ~lassachusetts refused to heip d1ssolv.e ·

some of its more outstanding debts.

forced to liquidate assets; vizi

The Society was

the Emancipator was

transferred to the New York State Anti-Slavery Society;
books, pamphlets, and other properties were transferred
to Lewis Tappan and

s.w.

Benedict who were to act as

trustees, and apply these materials to future :debts.136
All awaited the annual meeting of the A.m.erican Society.

Leaders of the national society foresaw the
problems facing the members at the anniversary meeting in
New York City.

In January, 1840, Lewis Tappan had communi-

cated to Bailey the thought that if Birney's planned

amendment to the American Society's Constitution failed,

·at the annual convention a separate and "new association
might be formidable. 11 137

Tappan openly advocated a 1:1eparate

society in a letter·to James Birney,

Tappan wrote, "I am·

for cutting adrift of the old Society forth with - as a
matter of principle - and forming a new Association, 11 138

136Ibid,, p, 168,
l37Lewis Tappan to Gamaliel Bailey, January 21, 1840,
Lewis Tappan Papers, 1839-1842 (Manuscript1 Library of
Congress, Washington D,C,),
138 Lewis Tappan to J ,G, Birney, January 23, 18_40,
Tappan NSS,

L
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In a message to Gerrit Smith, Tappan referred to Garrison

as the "}lassachusetts madman, 139 A Pennsylvania -abolitionist,
11

Samuel D. Hastings, apprised Tappan of Garrison's "mustering
bis forces and preparing for battle in May,"

and inquired

1f the New Y0 rker would like a large Philadelphia delegation

composed of "religious persons" at the annual meeting,
Hastings, fearing the numerical superiority of Garrison's
legions; asked Tappan.: if his proposed action would be

•of no use, 11140
Prior to the April nominations at Albany, Gerrit
Smith had relayed to Wright his fear that Garrison would·
attempt to force non-resistance on the American Society,
He also expressed the hope that the Albany Convention

would be successful and not "'local

&

insignificant'"·

as Garrison had forecast,141
A special meeting, called by the E~ecutive Co=ittee

Of the American Society, prior to the annual meeting,
declared that the parent organization should resume its

own control concerning auxiliaries or dissolve the Society,
Jnmes:,Birney and Lewis Tappan proposed the reco=endation,142

Tappan

.

Tappan

l39Lewis Tappan to Gerrit Smith, March 13, 1840,
}!SS,
140s,n. Hastings to Lewis Tappan, March 25, 1840,

}:ss.

141Gerrit Smith to Elizur Wright, 11arch
..
5, 18~0,
•right MSS,
11!110,

142~ Advocate

.£! Freedom, /.:
!Brunswick, Hainc1, May 2,
";/

.

,.
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Garrison and the Massachusetts Board were firmly
·convinced that the sectarians, who had formed•the new
organization in l1assachusetts, would now try to upend
·the pa.rent organization by calling for a settlement of

a variety of issues,

They expected that members of the

:national ~rganization would be faced with questions such

as, the rights of women and their place in the organization,
the duties of the voteri and the endorsement of a .third

party,

If issues, such as these, failed to disrupt· the

coming anniversary meeting, Garrison wrote, the final
act would probably be to lead a secession movement from
its strictures,143
Leavitt had let his position be known_when he wrote
1n the :pages of the Emancipator that

The true question is, whether the policy
of the American Anti-Slavery Society shall be
guided by its constitution, in the hands of a
committee of its o~m choice, responsible at
its bar, and repr1:1senting impartially the
abolitionists of the whole land - or whether
it shall be controlled at pleasure by a local
board, elected by a single auxiliary society, and
representing a section of the abolitionists of a
single state,l4llGoodell's judgment was equally as lucid as was Leavitt's,

143The Liberator, April 24., 1840,
144

Ibid,, April 10 1 1840, citing Emancipator,

9S
The Utica editor was convinced that abolition and nonresistance and no-government could "no more walk together
than abolition and colonization,"

Antislavery, in

Goodell's opinion, could not hold with popery;

no

infallibility doctrines could be tolerated among
abolitionist leaders,14S
L1nes were drawn,

Armageddon was in sight,
'

.

Garrisonians chartered steamboats to carry their delegates

to New York, and a notice i n ~ Liberator stated that
this transportation was available to both white and black
passengers, 146 The anti-Garrisonians also prepared for
battle, _Josiah Brackett and Joseph W, Alden, members of

the Z.lassachusetts Abolition Society Executive Committee,
informed Elizur Wright that he ·was appointed by· the Committee

to attend the convention,
.

His appearance was mandatory
.

tor non-resistance and other matters would be added to
the abolition cause,

·A "crisis" was to occur at the meeting

tor "war had commenced" upon the parent society•s·Executive
Committee.and "the Liberator, and its friends" were
presently "sounding the tocsin for a general and exterminating

onset at the annual meeting,,,, ul47_ A similar -message went·

14Sibid,, l-iay 15, 1840, citing The Friend Ef. l-ian,
146Garrison, £l2• .21_,,
t
II, p, 346 ,
147Joshia Brackett and J,W, Alden to Elizur Wright,
a..11leg1bleJ, 1840, Wright l-iSS,

r.

out to all of the Massachusetts Abolitionist Society's
delegates through the use of a circular,148
In the sanctuary of the Fourth Free Church of New
York City, the national meeting got underway with Francis
Jackson of Massachusetts, one of the.Society's vice~presidents, calling the meeting to order in the absence of
Arthur Tappan, president of the organization,

A vote

was taken on the appointment of Miss Abby Kelley of
Massachusetts to the Business Committee, .Approximately

six hundred of the one thousand delegates ·present voted
in her favor, whereupon, Lewis Tappan and others resigned
trom the committee, and asked all who had voted against
'
Miss Kelley's appointment to meet and consider' the formation

ot a new society,

Tappan was far from despondent over

the schism for immediately after the meeting he wrote
Theodore Weld informing him that
The old Society newly organized will,
they say, publish a newspaper, have a Depository,
and go on famously, So much the better, They
will reach points we cannot,,, ,149
·

148John A, Collins, Right And Wrong·Among The
~bolit1on1sts of the United StatesTGlasgow, Scotland:
1rd and RusseIT,""IE41), p, .37,
'

1491ewis Tappan to Theodore Weld, May 2.3, 1840; in
~1lbert H, Barnes and Dwight L, Dumond (eds,), Letters Ef.
heodore Dwight Weld, Ane;elina Grimke Weld and Sarah Grimke,
_822-18~4 (Gloucestei·, Massachusettsr--:--feterSmith, 196.5),
II, p, 8.3.5, Hereafter referred to as Weld-Gr1rnlte Letters,

1
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It was an "excellent thing to be separated," he rejoiced

to Weld, "and if brotherly love prevails all wil.J. rejoice
at the event." Now, Lewis Tappan wrote, the cause of

abolitionism could go on, perhaps "without any organization, 111 5°
When, in 1870, Tappan published a biography of his brother,
Arthur, he had not altered his opinion.

In reference to

the Society split he wrote,.
Like the division of Christians into different
denominations, the combined action being-an
increase of zeal and efficiency, the division
of the abolitionists probably called out increased
activity and liberality.151 .

In explanation of the Society's break; Tappan asked
Veld to consider the following things:
1. The split was not solely on account of
the claim that women shall vote, speak, be
on committees, etc,
2. It was not at all because fofJ opposition
to their being members of the Society,

J. But it was chiefly because Garrison and
his party,,,foisted upon the A, Anti S
Soc. the woman question, no government
question, etc, and the bad spirit shown by
the Liberator, etc,152

Be added that at the time of the inception of the Society,
1n 18JJ, and the formation of its Constitution, "all

l'ork 1

1 51Lewis Tappan, The Life of Arthur Tappan (New
Hurd and Houghton-;-T8'7UT;" p; _305,
152
Lew1s Tappan to Theodore Weld, Nay 26, 1840, in
and Dumond, Weld-Grimke Letters, .2.!2• cit,, II, p, 836,
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concerned" understood that the term "'person'" was to be

.

.

1nterpreted as it usually was in the "Benevolent Societies,"

All had a "right to be·members," stated Tappan; yet
.

men were to conduct the business, and Garrison understood
tb1s.

Tappan affirmed the right of women to form societies

ot their own, however, men also had that right, and men
had formed the American Society,

Tappan charged Garrison

111th introducing the woman question in the Society "to
make an experiment upon the public,"

He added that1

!Garrison] had avowed before that there
were subjects paramount to the Antis, cause,
And he was using the Society as an instrument
to establish these notions, Since he introduced
this question the slave has been lost sight of
mainly,15J
·
He

A statement concerning the break was issued by the new

American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society and signed by
Arthur Tappan, the organization's president,

The Society's

otticial paper declared that the woman's rights question
IIDS

neith~r the only matter which the membership of the

two societies differed on, nor was it the chief cause of
disagreement, though it appeared first and most prominently,.

Tho "l_aWfulness of human government: and the "fundamental
PJ"1no1ple" of the propriety and expediency of political

-·

lSJibid
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action were denied by those who favored what they termed
vomen • s rights.

These differences,. plus the packing of ...

the late annual meeting to sustain the "views and measures"

ot the no-governmenters had caused the breach in the
Society, and the establishment of the secessionist
American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.154
Garrison was elated. \He wrote to his.wife, "'Our
campaign has just closed, and a severe siege we have had
ot it, and a glorious triumph we have achieved.'"

He

continued by explaining how the "triumph" had come about.
Garrison informed his wife, "'It was our antiaslavery
boat.load that saved our Society from falling into the
bands of the new-organizers, or,· more correctly, disorganizers. • 11 155

William Goodell sided with the "new-organizers"

- --- - -

when he stated in The Friend of Man that to "insist on

----------- -

po.rticular usages in any organised body," when some of the·
11embers

•m

could not conscientiously agree to ·these measures,·

consequently to "anathematize those who secede" was,
-

1n his opinion, "the very essence of that sectarian intolerance
And bigotry, -i-rhich it is so much easier for some people to

donounce than to discard. " 1 5 6 However, Theodore Weld could

never bring himself to agree with the basis of the new

1 5 4The Liberator, June 19, 1840.

155 Garrison, ~• ~ - , II, p. 355.
l5 6The Friend of Man, June 3, 1840,

-
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ore;anization.157

Gerrit Smith was "heart sick" over

.

abOlition family quarrels.158

.

Abolitionists had split over questions regarding
the position of women in antislavery societies, the

propriety and efficacy of political action, the duty of
abOlitionists to vote, the definition of immediatism,
the nature and purpose of abolitionist societies,

oonstitutional interpretation of the Society's governing
document, the need for human government, and th~ doctrine

ot non-resistance.159

!

Gradually a group of abolitionists convinced that
1lavery would be extinguished, not by moral suasion, but
by political activism,_had gathered together in a loosely-

tnlt organization and called themselves the Liberty party~
Most of them left the fold of the American Anti-Slavery
8oo1ety~ hoping to disassociate themselves from Garrisonian

philosophy.

They hoped their embryonic party could sway

pibl1c o~~nion, and emerge a force on the American political
■cene,

or

yet clung, now as ever, to the morality and righteousness

their purpose,

lS?Theodore Weld to Lewis Tappan, April, 1842, in

'-mes and Dumond, Weld-Grimke Letters, £:e• ill•, II, P• 938,
158
Gerrit Smith to Theodore Weld, July 11, 1840, in
and Dumond, Weld-Grimke Letters, £:Q, ,2ll,, II, p, 849.
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l59see Walter M. Merrill, ~ainst Wind and Tide, ~

:rrnphz of William Lloyd Garrisoii (CambrTc'[ge, Hassachusetts 1
.ai-,nrd University Press, 1%3), PP• 153-156,
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CHAPTER III
. EARLY DE.'VEL0PMENTS IN THE LIBERTY PARTY
The third party movement in the whirl of American

pol1ti_cal strife has been both praised and blamed,
Praised for forcing political action. by a major party

and damned for threatening to overthrow the American
custom of the two-party system,

William B, Hesseltine,

1n his study of the third-party movement makes this

observations
In general, third par.ties.have performed the
function of calling attention to serious
problems and pointing a way to their solution,
They have stimulated - sometimes, by frightening
them - the lethargic or timid politicians of
the major parties, They have advocated reforms
which the older parties have adopted and enacted
into law, And sometimes ·they have trained
leaders for the major parties,l
The

statement could have been the proiogue to.the drama

of the abolitionist party movement, first portrayed inAlbany in 1840,

Little did the characters of this

antislavery cast realize that their action would lead

.

to the destruction of a major political party and the
r1se of another and stronger one to replace it,

Nor could

they have foreseen that the final action of their movement

vould be a war between brothers arid a presidential

1W111iam B, Hesseltine, The Rise and Fall of
ih1rd Parties (Gloucester, Nassachusetts-1-Peter Smith,
957f, pp, 9-10,

·,
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proclamation of emancipation.

An historian's ·comment

that the political movement begun at Albany "proved to
be

the most important in our history, since the adoption

or

the Cons ti tut ion," is not an overstatement, 2
Cleavages were prominent in the antislave.ry camp

as the election of 1840 approached,

William Goodell

remarked that while the American Anti~Slavery Society
1eemed to advocate no political action whatsoever, the

new American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Soci~ty ,. seemingly,

ms not opposing such action,

He called for a more

decided stand by the antislavery groups,

He castigated

abolitionists for contributing more money to the dissemination

or

"hard cider" publications than to antislav1;3ry propaganda;

(a reference to the "log cabin-hard cider" campaign of

V1111am Henry Harrison,) he also asked1"Will the opposers

or

independent nominations be faithful to the slave at the

polls?"J

In reality, the promotion of the new party relied

on the actions of local societies and their individual
leaders, for no national party organization existed, The
new party's platform was basically a matter of individual
interpretation,

One might look to.the nominee for President,

J~ Friend of Man, !Utica, New York] , July l·, 1840;

lOJ
b1S philosophy of natural rights, his character, reputation,

and religiosity, and see in his person the party's program.4

or,

the ideas of Myron Holley, set forth at Albany, might

be construed as the principles of the antislavery party.

In his Albany declaration, Holley noted that "the universal
application of God's principles" of equality and inalienable
r1ghts must be applied to· the country through the use of

an •external instrumentality"; moral suasion must "act
itself out. 11 5 Party dogma, then,existed only in an abhorrence

ot slavery,
State and county antislavery societies would decide

the f~te of the new party,

Lines were drawn immediately

after the "April Fool" nominating convention,

Approval

ot the new organization was expr.essed in the Fifth Annual
Report of the Maine Anti-Slavery Society,

"'Abolitionists,"'

the April Report admonished, "'E™ very generally dishonored

!!!!

cause,'" by casting their votes with

~ their anti-slavery principles, 1 "6

11

•~

utter abandonment

At Utica, the annual

ceeting of the New York State Society, Alvan Stewart presiding,

4owight L, Dumond, ('ed,), Letters of James Gillespie
~1rney, 1831-1857 (Gloucester, Massachusetts, Peter Smith,
1966), I, p, xvii. Hereafter referred to as Birney Letters,
.5The Liberator, [}lostonJ, April 10, 1840,

------

6The Friend .of Man, September JO, 1840,

' .
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tr.4orsed the nominations of Birney and Earle.

Similar

actlon took place at a Vermont antislavery conve~tion.7
Yet, there were bitter pronouncements against
ln4ependent political action,

The Herald Ef Freedom

regarded the Albany nominations as "a farce. 11 8

When a

September, Hamilton, Ohio Convention recommended the_
Liberty ticket·, the members asserted that their resolve
tAYored independent nominations, but was not a pledge

tor an independent party,9 The Ohio Free Press was
adema~tly opposed to the Albany movement,

The Ohio

JOper charged that the Albany backers had disregarded the

Vost'.s opinion, and that the third party would be
•1n3urious to prosperity, destroy political energies"
t.nd retard the "cause

Et. human rights. 10
11

Resolutions opposing independent nominations were

r,assed at an anniversary meeting of the Pennsylvania
Anti-Slavery Society and the "voice of South Eastern
Pennsylvania" was said to be "almost unanimously against
the third· party. 11 11

The Pittsburgh Christian Witness did

1-The Advocate of Freedom, [Brunswick, Maina
Jilly 16, 1840.
-

~

8 ~ Liberator, April 24, 1840, citing Herald Ef

u:ecdom,

9The Advocate E£ Freedom, September 24, 1840,
10
·
~ Liberator, May 1, 1840,. citing .Qhio Free Press,
11The National Anti-Slavery Standard, C"lew York City],
June ll,1'840,
citing Pennsylvania Freeman,

lOS
not support the third party movement,12
Gerrit Smith saw clearly the problems the aboli-

tionists would-face in November and after,

That the South has vastly overrated the
abolition of the North is certain, She will
see it when the presidential election shall
have taught her, that the great body of our
professed abolitionists care more about an
independent treasury or national bank than
about the bodies and.souls and all the inalienable rights of the three millions of their
enslaved countrymen,lJ
Smith's fears were Justified,

With the local societies

ln disagreement, a haphazard if at all existent party
mnagement, and their presidential candidate in Europe,
.I

the antislavery party polled only 7,069 or one-quarter
>

i

'

ot 1 per cent of the 2,411,187 votes cast in 1840,
Harrison, the Whig, was elected,

But a month after the

presidential inauguration, John Tyler, a Virginia slave-

holder, state's righter, and nominal Whig sat at the
chief executive's desk,

In 1841,

Elizur Wright made an adept observation

.i,en he noted1

12The Liberator, October 2, 1840,
13The Friend !2f lli!!!, October 7, 1840,

r
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The state of the pro-slavery parties is
remarkable, Multitudes of Whigs have had
enough of "Tyler too," and some democrats
do not like the prospect of having him for
a master,14
Owing to altered circumstances, Wight favored action
on the part of the new party that would aid its position,

The time seemed propitious for converting antislavery
members of the other part~es to the Liberty fold,
Goodell advised the readers of The Friend

William

.9f Man that.the

disagreements among abolitionists were "rapidly adjusting
themselves,"

Goodell stated, "Those who mean .to vote in

conformity with abolition principles are coming together,

and will, for the most part act in unison, politically, as
Well as in other respa'cts. 11 15
By 1841 the new party had gained several noteworthy

converts.

Dr. F,J, LeNoyne, who had declined the Warsaw

Convention's vice-presidential nomination, now joined· the
Liberty ranks,

Although he did not wish to enter public

orfice, L~Moyne accepted the Penn~ylvania Liberty Party's

14Elizur Wright to Beriah Green, September 25, 1841,
El1zur Wright, ,!r. Papers, 1839-1841 (J.lanuscript: Library·
or Congress, Washington, D. c.) •
·

15The Friend of Man, April 6, 1841,
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nomJ.nations for Governor_ in 1841, 1843, and 1847.16
Another new party adherent was Gamaliel Bailey, editor of

-

The Philanthropist.

The most notable convert to the new party's

membership, however, was Salmon Portland Chase of Ohio.

In theories of public policy Chase was a Democrat, but
in 1840, he supported Harrison.

Until Harrison's death,

the Ohio lawyer opposed the formation of a third political

ptU'tY believing the action premature and feariJg public
41sfavor.l?

Years later, Che.se explained his motives in

backing Harrison's nomination.

In an 1849 letter to

Ch!lrles Sumner, Chase stated that h_e supported Harrison
because he thought the Indiana General's administration
would be less proslavery than President Van Buren's,
A Chase biographer postulates the theory that the Ohioan

cupported the Whig party until 1841 on the possibility

that he could "exert a personal influen~e over Harri~on. 11 1 8

Following Harrison's death, Chase became convinced that a
third party, founded upon the ideas that the Constitution
rostr1cted slavery to the South, and that the slaveocratic

1 6r1argaret C. HcCuiloch, Fearless Advoes te Of The
!!~5ht1 ~ ~ .9f Francis Julius Lei•iOyne, ~i.D,, 1798=IB'79
(eoston1 The Christopher Publishing House, 1941), p, 139 •

.,

l?j,w. Schuckers, The Life and Public Services of

f?l~on Portland. Chase, United-st!i:tesSens:tor And Gove:rnor £!

'fnio1 Secretary of jJ}£ Treasur,rL and Chief-JusTice 01 ~
_ri1ted States (New York, D. Appleton and Co,, 1874), p, 46,
18Albert B, Hart, Salmon Portland Chase (Boston,
llour3hton }lifflin, 1899), pp, 88-90,
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administration of the general government should be over-

.

.

thro,m, was the only mode of resolute and efficacious
resistance to the slaveholding tyranny,19
Before the 1840 election, the party leaders in
New Yor~ planned to meet and renominate Birney and Earle

as candidates for 1844, 2
.

° Consequently,

a National Liberty

Convention was held in New York
City,
~lay 12 and 13, 1841,
.
.
' prepared
An "Address to The Citizens of the United States,"
by the delegates, warned that never in the history of the

nation had the fact been so apparent that no nat_iorial
administration would ever free itself from the control of
the slaveocracy unless an administration was elevated to
power for "this distinct end," and "supported for this
object,,, ,21
No intelligent group of men, stated the Address,
promotes the election of a President, without seelcing
in his person one of two qualifications:

or

his promotion

slave interests, or his advocacy of the constitut-ional

overthrow of the· slave power,

The Convention also voiced

the opinion that pecuniary questions were of minor import1
the l!orth could thrive on free trade or a protective tariff,

1 9schuckers, .2l2• cit,, pp, 46-47,
20Joshua Leavitt to J,G, Birney, October 1, 1840, in
Du.~ond, Birney Letters, £l2, ill•• II, p, 603,
21

!!1£ Friend of~. Nay 25, 1841,
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,ree labor might end.many policy questions.

The main propo-

iltlon of the Address was, however, that the doctrine of

an=an

rights should decide all questions.22
A

semblance·of national party machinery was erected

bJ the National Convention when the delegates appointed a
Central Corresponding Committee to meet at Utica.

The

Convention nominated Birney for President but by-passed

-

fhomas Earle in favor of former Senator Thomas Morris of
Oblo,

Commenting on this action_Earle stated that many

thought it "quite· material that the North West should be
representedu on the antislavery ticket, and that "some

were influenced also by a wish to place Thomas Morris in
the chair of the Senate, as a mark of national reprobation of
the servile policy which thrust hlm out of his Senate seat."2.'.3

In·a speech delivered at the Convention, William
Goodell charged that the slave power·controlled the national
government.

Vestiges of that control appeared in the tariff

controversy, (nullification crisis,) the bank issue, the
proscription and prohibition of trade, and the taxation·:.of
the north for the prosecution of the War.of 1812, which was
fought under the pretense of protecting the foreign commerce

22 Ibid

-·

2.'.3Emanc1pator, fi~ew York] i May 20, 1841.

.
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'
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'
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ot the North.

In actuality, claimed Goodell, the war had

.

been one of self-aggrandizement on the part of the South,
.

and the culminating peace treaty offered the North no
redress or security. 24
Gamaliel Bailey approved of the New York nominations
1n .the columns of The Philanthropist,

The Whigs had charged

that the abolitionists were plotting for Van Buren when they
ran Birney in 1840. Bailey noted that nominations made far
1n advance of theelection, could not be attributed to

•a sinister disposition to interfere with one party, for

the sake of. promoting the interests of another," 25
The antislavery question had proven to be of

great political importance, in Bailey's opinion.

Also,

the political involvement of the people of the free states
1n the evils of slavery had demonstrated that "their

political power is necessary ·to relieve them from its

lnJurious influen~e. 11 26

However, Bailey disagreed with

several points in Goodell's speech,

He was especially

averse to Goodell's interpretation of the causes of the
Vnr of 1812,

Bailey's own view was that. the war was caused

br the aggressions of Great Britain,· and not, as Goodell
Cla.1med, by the South's "desire to cripl)le" the free North

24Ibid,, }lay 27, i841.
25The Philanthropist, (£:incinna tiJ, l'iay 26, 1841,
26Ibid,

-
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through destruction· of her commerce.
..

Bailey also took

issue with Goodell's estimation of Henry Clay.

Bailey

thought Goodell had been unjust to Clay in his speech

wen the New Yorker claimed Clay would rather have the
tree be slaves than the slaves be free, 27
Letters to Bailey from Goodell soon appeared in

-

The

Friend of Han,
.................

Goodell qualified his assertion

about the war causes somewhat, but continued to malign
Clay,

On the war issue, Goodel_l stated1

,,,I know of no fact in the history of my
country which my own mind more confidently
fastens than upon this; that the war of 1812
was waged chiefly, (I do not say wholly,) by
the slaveholding South upon the free laboring
North,28
Coodell criticized Clay vituperatively,

In his opinion,

•American liberty" rieed fear no statesman in the Republic
eo much as it need fear Clay,
remarked1

On Clay's character, Goodell

"I have long regarded him as the most dangerous

and profl;gate man that has ever been elevated to any high

ctation in this country, not even excepting Aaron Burr, 112 9
Personality conflicts appeared in the party ranks at the

-

27Ib1d,, June 16, 1841;
28~ Friend Ef Man, July 13, 1841,
29Ib1d,,July 20, 1841.
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outset but disagreements such as these were of minor

importance compared to the major dissents which plagued
the abolitionist party throughout its history,·

In December, 1841, the Liberty party of Ohio
convened in Columbus to discuss candidates for their
state, and to propose individual ideas,

With Samuel

Lewis -of Cincinnati presiding, the delegates chose Leicester
King, a former.state senator, as their candidate for

Governor,

Of the more than two hundred delegates at Columbus,

the outstanding personality and leader was· Salmon P, Chase,
A tactician and organizer, Chase directed the action of

the Convention, and played a major role in drafting resolutions,
and preparing the address adopted.by the assembly.JO
Prior to the Convention, Lewis advised Chase that he
should confine his address "as much as possible, to matters

connected with the one topic," since Whig and Democratic
antislavery men could not agree on issues other than slavery ,Jl

The Columbus group avowed definite principles, and
promulgated their ideas in resolutions,

While acceding

-

to the rights of the individual states.to legislate
Vi thin their boundaries on the-: slavery issue, the Columbus

JOschuckers,

.Q.E•

cit,, p, 47,

Jlsamuel Lewis to S ,P, Chase, December· 2J, 1841,
f,<!His
ouel P, Chase Papers, Twenty-one Letters from Samuel
to Salmon P, Chase; 1841-1854 (Nanuscript: Library
11

or

Congress, lvashington, D,C,),

.llJ
delegates emphatically asserted the constitutional right

.

ot the. federal government to deal with slavery in the
District of Columbia, Florida, and on the high seas,
The

I
!

conventioneers also insisted that,
,,,1t is the duty of the Government more
.fully to protect the interests, and to enlarge
the market for the products of free labor, (now
everywhere depressed in consequence of the
dereliction of this duty on the party of Government,) by appropriate domestic legislation
and foreign negotiation,32
.

They

affirmed the freedom of the ·press, and the rights

ot petition and jury trial, and advocated currency reformation,
universal education, and frugal dispursement of public
tunds,

Organization of the party on the local level was

recommended,

The final act of the Ohio Convention was to

1ssue a call for nationwide action,

It carrein the form

of a plea for a "National Convention of the Friends of
Constitutional Liberty" to meet at Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
or another aoceptable site,

The proposed convention might

f1ll '"any· vacancy" which might occur from the presidential
lltld

vice-presidential nominations made at the New York

Convention the prior !1ay·,JJ

James Birney had not publicly

accepted the National Convention's nomination,

32The Philanthropist, January 5, 1842,

33lli£,

His accept-
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ance was to arrive formally in a letter composed January
10, 1842, at his new home in Lower Saginaw, }Iichigan.

In a letter to Birney, Chase explained the Ohio
Convention's call for a general party convention.

Chase

11l'Ote that Thomas Morris had not been consulted about
bis nomination at New York,

Chase was sure that Birney

shared Morris's sentiments when the former Senator stated
that he would gladly decline the nomination if a stronger

candidate could be drafted,

Possible nominees mentioned

were Governor Seward of New York and former President
Adams,34
• Birney's reply to Chase was polite yet caustic,
How frustrated he must have felt, for this was the second

time his nomination had been contested by his friends!
The recent nominee humbly acknowledged that he would
step down in favor of a candidate able to garner more

Votes than himself,

After labeling the Columbus gathering

an "interesting occasion," Birney declared that, to his

C1nd, no antislavery convention had ever before considered
Opposition to slavery "so much as a matter of money policy 110

little as a matter of religious duty."

He opposed the

possible nomination of anyone other than an avowed abolitionist.

34s,P. Chase to J,G, Birney, January 21, 1842, in
tlwuond, Birney Letters, .£E• cit,, II, pp. 661-662,
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Indignantly, Birney wrote,
It seems strange to me that any abolitionist
conversant with our cause could have thought,
at this stage of it, of going out of our ranks
for candidates for any office.Out of our
ranks all public men are of the Whig or
Democratic party, How can they be abolitionists? This was tried at the beginning of the
political movement of the abolitionists, and
always failed, bringing with it great injury,35

While he admired Governor Seward, Birney thought that the

-New Yorker was "an abolitionist in name" and until he
was also one in feeling, his nomination wouu.d be a "gross
disparagement of our cause,,,,"

Vehemently opposed to

Adams's possible candidacy, Birney considered the
former President to be opposed,to "almost everything that
1s pecul-iar to abolitionists,"

Adams• s presidential

record, his opposition to abolition in the District of
Columbia, and Florida, and his general animosity toward
-

1mmediatism could not be outweighed by his exempliary
actions during the petition struggle,

In closing,

Birney liinted at his fears concerning the actions of
Chase and company,
Nothing but the earnest regard that I·
cherish for the interests of the Anti Slavery
cause - which your letter leads me to fear is
1n some danger from its friends - wou1d persuade
me to say what I h~ve of Mr,. Adams,,,,3 6

35J,G, Birney to S,P, Chase, February 2, 1842, in
Dumcna, Birney Letters, .£12• ill•• II, pp, 670-671,
36Ibid, 1 pp, 671-672,
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Joshua Leavitt and Alvan Stewart cautioned Birney
not to withdraw his candidacy.

Insulted that the Ohio

Convention seemed to forget the existence of the National
Executive Committee of the Liberty party, (which he
chaired.,) Stewart denied the Columbus group• s assertions
,
.

that the May, New York meeting had.not fully represented
abolitionist opinion, and had failed to establish the
third party.

Stewart refused the Ohioan's request for

another national convention.

He was sure.New 'England,

New York, and }11chigan abolitionists approved of Birney•s
can:lidacy, and added that Ohio, in his opinion, had been
•well represented;' (there were three Ohio delegates,) when

the New York nominations had been made, and plans for
an 184J convention resulted.

Stewart did not feel that

there was a plot or-hostility toward Birney in Ohio,

but attributed actions of the Western leaders to "a kind
ct vagueness of purpose,,,, 11 3?

Leavitt had talked with

Samuel Lewis and thought he had "set him right" so that
ho would not favor "some of the over-wise fancies of

Chase and Bailey,.,,"JB

J 6A1van Stewart to J,G·, Birney, -April 4, 1842, in
Dumond, Birney Letters,~• ill•, II, pp. 689-690.

"--

37Joshua Leavitt to J.G, Birney, June 19, 1842, in

wumond, Birney Letters,~•

ill••

II, p, 699,
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These "fancies" of Chase and Bailey showed up in

the columns of The Philanthropist, and in Chase•~ correspondence. ·soon after the Columbus meeting, Bailey
began publishing lengthy editorials. pertaining to the
progra~ and principles of the new party.

In January,_

1842, Bailey warned that the Liberty party and the antielavery societies should remain independent of each other
because of their diverse aims.

He thought that political

action should aim at the denationalization of slavery, and

the protection of free labor,

The purpose of organized

abolitionism was of a moral quality, viz:

"REMOVAL OF

SLAVERY UNDER STATE AUTHORITY," Bailey advised abolitionists
to leave programs of moral suasion, (conversion of the

Southml slaveholder, etc,,) to the societies, and,
vh1le acting in a political capacity, ·to concern themcolves only with influencing the national government's
policy toward slavery,3 8
In a later editorial, Bailey stated that an .

•abolitio~ party" had never existed in Ohio.

He reiterated

contiments he had espoused in an earlier Philanthropist

Article, remarking that Eastern Liberty men had not made
Dn explicit distinction between moral action of the

Coc1eties and abolitionist political action. Bailey

38The Philanthropist, January 12, 1842,

-
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Laimed an important differenc.e existed and explained
07 so much emphasis should be attached to this distinction.
The object of· our societies is, the extinction
of slavery in the United States. No legitimate
objection can '6eurged against them, so long as
they pursue this great object by moral means,
technically so called. But their transformation
into political caucuses or societies, still
maintaining the same object, would, to say the
least, give them an.alarming aspect, and confirm
the suspicions of the·south, that we are determined to use the political power of the United
States, in contravention of the constitution for
t~e accomplishment of our ends.39
.
iailey outlined the various differences between the
1ocieties and the political party, noting variations in
►rinciple

and practice.

He then posed a question,

"What

,hen is the legitimate object of political anti-slavery
Lction?"

That object was a "complex" yet "alwa_ys a

ionstitutional one."
\

It is to disenthral the laws, institutions and
politics of ~ freesta'te's," f!.2l!!. sub,j ection to
slaver:v influence; to rid these states of all
responsibility in u'j}hoffing tr.e system of slavery; to give ~ power t o ~ anti-slavery
element in the General Government as shall be
sufficient -to free
the .....,......c..c..,,.ccdomestic and'foreiRn- polic:v fil'._ the United
States f!.2l!!- slaveholcling
control, ~ ,-ri thdraw all federal supuort, E£1
absolutely demanded E,Y the constitution, from
the system fil'._ slavery, ;:~o
.
-

39Ibid,, February 16, 1842,

4 0ibid
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Jt necessary, he advocated constitutional amendments
•to relieve us from participation in the guilt of
•
4
oppression. n 1

· Bailey's comrade, Chase, continued to seek out
allies.who would agree with his plan to replace Birney

as the party's 1844 standard-bearer.

He wrote to Lewis

Tappan in September, 184?, inquiring if the New Yorker
thought Seward might be willing to be drafted as the
Liberty presidential candidate, should the party "disengage
itself from the narrow ground it has occupi~d in some
of the States," and take an unpregnable, popular, and
fair construction of the Constitution as regarded to
slavery,

Chase was sure that with "Seward as our

candidate and constitutional liberty and free labor as
our watchword," the Liberty party could carry several

states in 1844, and a majority in subsequent elections.
He feared that if the party continued with its present

candidat~, it would become extinct,42 In early 18~3,
Chase suggested to Tappan that Judge William Jay might
be nominated at the impending Buffalo ~onvention,

41~.
42 Joseph G, Rayoack, "The.Liberty Party Leaders of
Ohio, Exponents of Antislavery Coalition," The Ohio
State Archaeolo~1cal and Historical Quarterly, LVfj:
(1948), p, 171,
-
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Clearly, a movement was afoot in Ohio to broaden the appeal
of the new party, and replace the once-defeated Birney
with a more experienced antislavery politician who would
be a more effectual vote-getter.

~owever, the Ohio movement did not succeed at

the time of its conception,

None of the proposed alternates

to Birney were willing to allow the proposal of their
names,

Seward and Adams were noted party politicians;

their hesitancy seems understandable,

Lewis Tappan

evidently sounded out wllliam Jay for in October, 1842, he
wrote Tappan stating that since Birney's nomination had
been approved, the nomination should stand,

He added

that he did not wish to offend Birney's backers,43

The

Ohio movement had to wait,

Activity among the Liberty men was not limited

to the West.

Throughout the North abolitionists spok,e

out on the issues of party policy,

In an article in the

~ American, organ of the Nassachusetts Abolition·

Society, Charles T, Torrey considered the subjects of
commerce and government,

To his mind, the Liberty party's

P011cy need be a simple one1

the destruction of the

43
William Jay to Lewis Tappan, October
1et:1s Tappan Papers, 1839-1842 (Manuscrlpt1 3, 1842,
Library of
Congress, ~li:ishington, D, C,) ,

.

,
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•commercial dependence Ef ~ North upon slavery," 44
Chief among those Liberty men who saw an inti•
mate correlation between commerce and slavery was Joshua

Leavitt,

Before the party's foundations had been layed

Leavitt decided that politics, commerce, and slavery
were u~istakably intertwined, 4 5 ·on a tour through

Ohio, in 1840, Leavitt espoused views on the political

-

and financial power of the slave states,

His speeches

were later published in antislavery papers throughout
the country, and in pamphlet form under the title the
•Financial Power of Slav·ery,"
During his Ohio visit,· Leavitt attempted to show

tm

incompatability of free and slave institutions,
.

.

Be based the political power of slavery on the fact

that it was a monopoly, and because slaves were declared
property, yet slave states were granted representation

for their bondsmen, (a reference to the three-fifths
clause of the United States Constitution,),

Leavitt

added that the extent and bearing of slavery's .political
power "aggravated its injustice" and a:('forded the South

44Emancipator, November 25, 1841, citing~

A~erican,

4 5Julian P, Bretz, "The Economic Background of the
Liberty Party," The American Historical Review, XXXIV ·
(January, 1929), p':"°"255,
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1,eavitt~

Before the party's foundations had been layed

Leavitt decided that politics, commerce, and slavery
were u~istakably intertwined, 4 5 On a tour through
Ohio, in 1840, Leavitt espoused views on the political

-

and financial power of the slave states,

His speeches

were later published in antislavery papers throughout
the country, and in pamphlet form under the title the
•Financial Power of Slavery."

l

•

During his Ohio visit,· Leavitt attempted to show

tre 1ncompatabili ty of free and slave institutions.
He based the political power of slavery on the fact

that it was a monopoly, and because slaves were declared
prop.erty, yet slave states were granted representation

tor their bondsmen, (a reference to the three-fifths
clause of the United States Constitution,),

Leavitt

added that the extent and bearing of slavery's .political
power "aggravated its injustice" and a:('forded the South

44Emancipator, November 25, 1841, citing Free
A!!lerican,
4 5Julian P. Bretz, "The Ec'onomic Background of the
Liberty Party," The American Historical Review, XXXIV
(January, 1929), p:--255,
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1840 and 1841 throughout the wheat-growing districts of
sov Engl_and, New York, and the Uorthwest.

Leavitt

Journeyed to the nation's capital in order to promote
both antislavery and free trade.49

An article in Bailey's Philanthropist, printed
ln January, 1842, indicated the relevancy of Leavitt•s
j,

arguments,

Leavitt's aim, of course, was to attract

i

'

ce:ibers to the third party,

Since most antislavery

fforthwesterners were Whigs, and thus protectj,onists, it
.

'

w:aa necessary to convince them that the Whig party allied
itself against their humanitarian sympathies and economic
lnte_rests.

The Philanthropist essay, entitled, "The

'1orth West And The Liberty Party," warned that a larger

train market had to be opened, ·for already the Northwest
Ima able to produce more than the Atlantic seaboard
could "consume or ship abroad for profit,"

In a bid

tor the third party support, the article added,
But no pains will be taken to secure such
a market, until the people make up their
minds to choose an administration, devoted
to the interests of FREEDON AND FREE LABOR,
The people of the Northwest,aboveall others,
ought to give their hearty support to the
Liberty Party,50

4 9Ibid,, P• 219,
50The Philanthropist, January 26, 1842,
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Another policy discussio_n going on within the

third party ranks concerned abolitionist's duties toward
tugitive slaves,

In an 1842 letter to.Chase, Birney

eicpresscd regret that a "pledge or appearance of a
pledge" ~n the Columbus Address, apparently promised

•non interference" with the delivering up of_fugitive
el.aves,

"Few thin.gs," Birney stated, "have contributed

more to keep alive the spirit of abolitionists than the
rescuing of slaves," and so-called interfer·ence with

•the infamous and bloody stipulation of the _Constitution,"
Birney thought the subject would have been better left

dormant than presented in such a manner,

He communicated

his position clearly to Chase
when
.
. he promised,

Whatever pledges may be given of non inter-·
ference, they will be disregarded -at least
as long as our body has any life or humanity
in it, or any greater fear of God than of man,51
C

A Michigan Liberty Convention that nominated Binney

tor Governor in 184,3, agreed with their candidate's enmity
to1:ard the Fugitive Slave Law,
}lichigan is not bound - nor are ·any.of the
States made in the North Western Ter.ritory
bound - by the ordinance of 1787 - a~d of

51J,G, Birney to S,P, Chase, February 2, 1842, Dumond,
!!1rney Letters, £12• .£11,, II, pp, 670-671,
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course not by the Constitution of the
United States - to deliver up fugitives
trom service and labor who may escape from
the "new" slave states and be· found in the
said North Western States.52

since the Michigan Resolution was·based on a memorial
to the Michigan State Legislature, prepared by Birney,

a gradual change in Birney's thought can be noted in

the references made to the.Constitution.

While Birney

reterred to the article in question as a "bloody stipulation of the 9.onstitution, 11 in his letter to Chase,

the Michigan resolve de~oted a belief that the founding
rathers did not intend that the constitutional clause
bo interpreted as an aid to slavery._

The cogency of this

and other abolitionist interpretations of the United States

Constitution became more relavent in the later years of

the Liberty party's history.
Possibly the most radical resolution ever authorized

b7 a Liberty convention was passed by acclamat.ion at a
foterboro, .New York, gathering.

The assemblage of four

blndred, representing nineteen New York counties, met

Jo.nuary 19, iB42, nominated Alvan Stewart for Governor, and

52Emanc1pator and Free P..J11er1can, [eostonJ , March
16, 1843, formerly Eiiianc1piitor-;-(l,Je_w York.].
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J:IBSSed the following resolutions

•

Resolved, That we solemnly and deliberately
proclaim to the zw.tion, that no power on earth
shall compel us to take up arms against the ,
slaves, should they use yiolence in asserting
their right to freedom. 5 J
.

Gerrit Smith was chiefly responsible for the adoption

ot the resolution.

Earlier, he had presented to the

assembly an "Address To The Slaves," in which he
recommended that they flee the bondages of slavery.
The Peterboro Convention approved Smith's Address,

ls the time for the rn.tional convention at Buffalo

4rew near, the Ohioans' plan to supplant Birney's name

as their standard-bearer continued.

In the spring of

184), Gamaliel Bailey questioned Birney on his candidacy,
and asked the nominee to estimate his qualifications for

the nation's highest office,

Indignantly, Birney repl-ied

that his desire for party harmony, and the "extreme
4e11cacy" of the matter prompted him to excuse himserf

from "deciding on the comparative eligibility of myself
lln1 any other gentlemen in regard to this matter,'' 54

Bailey had sounded out Birney on his views of
det:iocracy,

In an abbreviated dissertation Birney stated

53The Liberator, February 11, 1842, c i t i n g ~ ~
!rtbune, -

bum

54J .G. Bi;ney to Gamaliel Bailey, April 16 1 1843, in
Ond., Birney Letters, .2J2, ill, , II, p, 732,
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bJ,S beliefs that American democracy was still an experiment,
Uiat there were "excellencies" in other forms of government
wtiloh the American system lacked, and that the essential

ot stability was lacking in the American governmental ·
1truoture owing to the country's subjection to "popular·

aol tements," and the consequent influence of demagogues.
Birney also noted his dissatisfaction with universal
llltfrage,
which, in his opinion, impeded. the "advance in
.

rerlnement and true civilization,,,, n55

William Birney, James Birney's son
. and a Cincinnati
,

.

resident, warned his father of Bailey• s esoteric activities
ln Ohlo,

Bailey was not worthy of confidence, cautioned

tho younger Birney1

"He plays the ostrich feat of running

hls head under cover and thinking his whole body concealed,"

the young Ohioan's knowledge of Bailey's moves was more
than be~~ay for he informed his fathers
Be has made use, to my certain knowledge of
words dropped by you in casual conversation
of the right of the people to vote, so as to
persuade others that you were a monarchist in
your political views - and therefore unfit to
hold, or be a candidate for, office in a Republic,,,,5 6

Atter the Bailey-Birney correspondence on democracy and

55Ibid,, P• 733,
,.____
56i-lilliam Birney to J ,G, Birney, April 29, l84J, in
u...-::iond,-B1rney Letters, EJ!• ill•, II, p, ?J?,

'.

,_
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suffrage took place, William Birney was sure Bailey was
working against his father, _William charged thap the elder
Birney's reply, admittedly an "imperfect" one, 'was being
used by the Cincinnati editor to further divide the friends

of the cause in the Buckeye State,

Questions of democracy

and suffrage, although. never
discussed in Liberty papers,
.

and not ''intimately connected" with the Liberty cause at

present; were now being made a "test question" by late
converts and neophytes in democracy,

Dejectedly, William

foretold of nothing ahead but division and "disturbance,
distraction of our ranks, and paralysis of our energies,"
The Qhio movement so greatly disturbed the young abolitionist

that he 1amented1
When I witness these ill-considered movements on the part of the friends of the
Slave, I do feel that our hope is not in man
or in political action but in the flames of
insurrection, or a foreign war,57
Friction between the Ohio group and the Birneys·continued

to the eve of the Buffalo Convention,

Writing to Samuel

Lewis in July, James Birney recalled the problems encountered

bJ the part in its infancy, and warned that the interjection

57williarn Birney to J,G, Birney, June 14, 1843, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .QE, £ll,, II, pp, 741-742,
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.ot the party nominee's opinions on "speculative" questions
would only cause "difficulties from which the mos~
ludicious of our party are but now beginning to congratulate

themselves on having escaped from."58
L.ess than two weeks prior to the Buffalo meeting,
Birney informed Leavitt of his communications with the

Ohio leaders.

-

The Libert~ candidate had seen a recent

call for Judge Jay's nomination for President on the Liberty
ticket,

Although the article bore a fictitious slgnature,

lts appearance in ~Philanthropist, and Bailey's silence
concerning the article, indicated that it had been directed
by the leadership of the Ohio party,

If Judge Jay adhered

to the Liberty party, and Leavitt discerned his nomi~..ation
a boon to the cause, Birney was willing to withdraw his
llame

from nomination;59
·Clearly then, the men at the Buffalo meeting would

hnve to deal with difficult tasks,

They would have to

decide on candidates, adopt a platform, temper divisiveness

Within their ranks, and prepare for the campaign of the
Co:n1ng year.

The Buffalo Convention, meeting in the last week

5 8J,G, Birney to Samuel Lewis, July 13, 1843, in
l>w:iond, Birney Letters, .£12• ill,, II, p, 743,
l,llgust

59J,G, Birney to Charles H, Stewart and Joshua Leavitt,
17, 1843, Dumond, Birney Letters, .£12, ill•• II, p, 756,

'.
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August, 1843, indicated th~t a ·shift in the party's

leadership was imminent.

Chase and the Oh1o·delegation

. 1n general, served 1n leadership capacities throughout

the gathering.

Leicester King was chosen presiding

officer; Samuel Lewis served as a vice-president, and

the reso:iutions were, in the main, the handiwork of Chase,
Approximately one thousand delegates congregated
1n the New York city,

Every free state, with the exception

ot New Hampshire, sent representatives,

Chase's proposal

to postpone formally acting upon nominations until the
.
6
coming year was defeated, O The assembly confirmed the
nominees of 1841, Birney and Morris,
A Liberty platform was approved, and presented to

the populace as an expression of the principles and
purposes of the party,

A resolution rejected by Chase

and the committee on resolutions, was adopted in open

convention after its proposer, John Pierpont of Massachusetts, delivered an "eloquent speech" in its defeni:;e. 61
Resolved, That we hereby give it to be
distinctly understood, by this nation and the
world, that, as abolitionists, considering
that the strength of our cause lies in its
righteousness - and our hope for it in our
conformity with the IAWS OF GOD, and our
respect for the RIGRTSOF W1.N I we o~re it to

60schuckers, £12•
61 Ibid,, P• 70,

ill••

P• 69,
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the Sovereign Ruler of the Universe, as

a proof of our allegiance to Him, in all

our civil relations and offices, whether
as private citizens, or as public functionaries sworn to support the Constitution of
the United States, to regard and to treat
the third clause of the second section of
the fourth article of that instrument,
whenever applied to the case of a fugitive
slave, as utterly null and void, and consequently as forming no part of the Constitution of the United States, whenever we
are called upon, or s~orn to support it, 62

,-

Eased on the natural rights philosophy, the resolve stated
that the Constitution was an agreement between-the people,
(as opposed to the states,) of the United States,

Universal

moral law and the common law principle that any act
•derogatory to natural law, is vitiated and annulled by

1ts inherent· immorality" took precedent over human law,

Many party members reasoned that the constitutional provision
tor the return of fugitive slaves infringed on the slave's
natural right to liberty and thus was "absolutely void," 63
Plerpont's controversial-resolve was in line with the
Birney memorial to the Michigan Legislature, but contradictedChase's Columbus Address of 1841 which promised protection

to slavery in the states,

~!any of ~he planks of the

Buffalo platform, however, reflected the principle philoaophy of the Cincinnatian,

62Emancipator and~ American, September 14, 184),

-

63Ibid,

-

_,
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Several resolutions concerning free labor bore
Chase's mark.

..

The sixteenth resolve. stated,

••• That the peculiar patronage and support
hitherto extended to slavery and slaveholding,
by the General Government ought to be immediately
withdrawn, and the example and influence of
national authority ought to be ~rrayed on the
side of Liberty and free labor. 0*
.
Another resolve opposed the policy of the federal government whereby slave labor products were promoted through~

• 1

out the world, while the interests of free labor were

neglected.

Reminiscent of Chase's Columbus Address, the

delegates resolved that owing to their belief that

•1ntell1gence, religion and morality," were indispensable
eupports of good government, they favored "general education,·"
and also declared

• •• That good. government its elf is necessary
to the welfare of society, and we are therefore in favor of rigid public economy, and
strict adherence to the principles of justice·
1n every department of its administration.65
Other resolutions dealt with the general nature of the
Liberty party.

They noted that the party had not been

organized for "any temporary purpose," nor was it organized
tierely "for the overthrow of Slavery," but also to "carry

13:3
out the principles of Equal Rights, into all their practical
consequences and applications."

The party was ~either

a sectional nor a new party, but a national party, a
resurrection of the "party of 1776 •••• 11

The group

declared that the Northwest Territory was free soil, that
slavery was strictly a local institution, and that the
general government had "no power to establish or continue
slavery anywhere •• • • " 66
One leading man, Gerrit Smith,·was unable to attend,

and instead sent a letter to the Convention.

Smith

asserted that the "one idea" of abolition was not .and
never-had been the sole concern of the party, although it

was the prime interest.

The purpose of the party was to
unite abolitionists into a coherent associ~tion. 67
As the Convention ended, and the tent that housed
.,

the meetings, provided by Oberlin Collegiate Institute,
came down, the delegates could claim accomplishmen.t,·
They had named their candidates, framed a platform, and
smoothed over divisiveness.
to comes

But the great trial was yet

the 1844 election.

Between the election years 1840 and 1844, the

66 Ib1d.
67Ibid.
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Liberty party stressed organization,

A National Liberty

committee was formed, and many influential ant1slavery

men joined the new party,

Yet new members, as well as

the older ones, professed the party's ideology in an

1ndiVidualistic manner,

Diversity within the group led.

.

to animosities, but the approaching election of 1844
caused the loosely-knit ~oup to cover up, if not inter,
their differences of opinion,

•

-f

I

•.
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CHAPTER IV
A TRIO OF CANDIDATES,

THE ELECTION OF 1844

The 1844 national election proved a turning poin~

tor the Liberty party, 'The quadrennial referendum tested
abolitionist voting strength, and indicated how successful
the abolitionists had been in swaying public opinion,
Also, the campaign showed.how far the other parties were
willing to go in destroying the political effectiveness

.,

ot abolitionists,

, ,j

'

· During the fall of 1843, the Li.berty party• s membership was enhanced by the addition of known abolitionists
to its ranks,

The recipient of a New York State Convention's

nomination for Governor, Judge William Jay, wrote to
Gerrit Smith in 1843, ~nd said of the party,

"'May God

41rect its measures for the protection ~four owri rights
•ni\_ for the ultimate liberation of the· slave, 11• 1 In a
letter to John Scoble, an English abolitionist, Lewis.
Tappan, who strongly opposed the party at its inception,
etated,. "'Hitherto, as you-know, I have refrained from
any active efforts with those who have been zealous in

promoting the Anti-Slavery Liberty Party, but I deem it

1Bayard. Tuckerman, Willie.m Jay And The Constitutional
!'aovenent f2! ~ Abolition Of Slavery 7New York, Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1893), p, 119,
•
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~, duty riow to aid in every way in which I° can consistently.•"2

While the new party adherents might ,indicate

greater unity among Liberty men, factionalism, the party
quietus, continued.
· After the Buffalo Convention, Gamaliel Bailey denied.
bis support to the party ticket.

!(orris rather than Birney.

Now he objected to

s.P. Chase's "political acumen"

seems to have spared the·party the trial of an open.breach.

Ealley had threatened to publicly accuse Morris of "youthful
indiscretions" and demand his renunciation of the.vicepresidential nomination.

However, Chase convinced Bailey

that peace had to be maintained within the party ranks.J
The Buffalo Convention exhorted Liberty men through-

out the country "to organize for efficient action in their
respective States, counties, cities, towns, and districts •••• "

Also, the Convention recommended that the party "make
etror t s t o secure t h e cont ro 1 of t own power, •• , 114 Resolutions

2Annie H. Abel and Frank J. Klingberg (eds.) , A
Side-Light~ An~lo-American Relations, 1839-1858, Furnished
h ~ Correspondence of Lewis Tanpa.n ~ Others ~ ~
P.r1tish ~ Foreign Anti-Slavery Society (Lancaster, Pennfl:,lvania1 The Association For The Study of Negro Life And
l!1story, Inc,, 1927), P• 148.
JBetty L. Fladeland, James Gillespie Birney, Slaveholder to Abolitionist (Ithaca, Ne~ York1 Cornell University
J:'.ress, 1955)' P•. 240,
4Emancinator a n d ~ American, September 14, 184J.

--1)7

such as these were acted upon with great vigor by Liberty

men in many of the Northern states.
Iri Madison County, New York, Gerrit Smith and
his allies, though unsuccessful in their efforts,

demonstrated impressive zeal and ability, for the county
Liberty vote was 1,785, or 1,205 more votes than the
party garnered the preceding year.5

While none of the
-

Liberty candidates were elected to a major office,
notable vote increases occurred in Maine, -Vermont, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and Michigan,

Most·noteworthy

were the returns from Massachusetts and New York,

The

Massachusetts increase over 1842 was more than 2,000, and
New York added over 9,000 votes to her 1842 total,

The

national Liberty vote of 1843 was upward of 20,000 over
1842 and nine times that of 1840, 6
1

One method of inducing membeEs to the party was
the use of propaganda in antislavery newspapers,

An

article entitled, "Reasons for Voting The Liberty Ticket"

was published in various papers, and its tenets urged on
voters from Maine to Ohio,

The exposition of antislavery

grievances included five ma--jor headings,

First, the

5Ralph V. Harlow, Gerrit Smith, Philanthropist and
Reformer (New Yorks Henry Holt and Company, 1939), p:-i°69,
6Nile • s Ma tional Register, (i!a.1 timore, Harylan<;J,
October 4, 1843,

·,

.
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article asserted that the liberties of the country were
in danger.

Imminent peril to the country's fneedom was

evidenced by the overthrow of the right of petition,
nullification of habeas corpus, seizure of the right of

trial by jury, abridgement of the right of intercourse

trom state to state, and the even greater interference
with liberty in the slave states than in the free,
Second, voters were warned that the prosperity of the
nation was being impaired and endangered by the usurpations

or

the ''Slave-Holding Oligarchy,"

.

-

Since a quarter of a

million slaveholders dominated the policy of the federal
government, and, consequently,· abused negotiations and
legislation for their selfish purposes, freemen of the
North were admonished to vote for the party that demanded

world markets for the products of free labor,

The North

unjustly suffered enormous taxation for the maintenance

or

slavery, evidenced by the Florida War, the use of troops

in the South for the purpose of safeguarding slaves,
expensive operations for the negotiation of markets for

Slave products, and the high duties lev.ied on sugar,

Next,

the item asserted that the slaveholders held an unfair
proportion of political power_by virtue of the three-fifths

J'Ule,7

7~ Philanthronist, [Cincinnati], October 4, 1843,
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Voters were prompted to cast their ballots

tor Liberty men because slaverydespised and sneered at
tree labor and free laborers.

Southern political leaders, ,

Whigs and Democrats, were quoted; and their ut_terances

labeled.as degrading to free labor,

The Liberty party,

1tated the commentary, was opposed to the "system" which
allowed the pronouncement~ of' a John·c, Calhoun or a
George McDuffie.

The article concluded that the citizens

ot the free states were involved in the guilt and dishonor
ot supporting the peculiar institution since they allowed
the unconstitutional existence of slavery in Florida,
and the District of' Columbia, and took no measures against

the coastwise slave trade,

The North could absolve
itself of its sins by voting the Liberty ticket. 8
Liberty men employed other modes of action.

Tracts were published and distributed1 Liberty associations
•ere formed; and conventions met, adopted resolutions,
and heard addresses.

One notable Liberty discourse,· the

•Address of the Liberty !'arty of Pennsylvania To The
People Of The States," was printed under the auspices of

the Convention of Delegates of the-Liberty Party of the
Eastern Section of Pennsy~vania, held at Philadelphia,
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rebrUELrY 22, 1844. The composer of the Address, Charles
outer Cleveland, paralleled the principles of the party

w1th those of the Declaration of Independence, the Federal
Constitution, the Northwest Ordinance, and the founding

fathers.

The object of the Liberty party was neither to

excite hatred toward the South, nor to promote "hostile
1trife" between the free 'ana. slave states.

Rather,

Cleveland stated, the party wished to show the freemen

or

the North that the slave states were inferior to

their Northern neighbors in population, morals, mental
attainments, in natural resources, and in everything
•that constitutes the wealth, the honor,,,.the true
greatness of a nation,,.,"

In essence, the Liberty party's

program endeavored to awaken the people of the North to

their own legitimate interests.

Contrary to assertions

ot the enemies of the party, Cleveland avowed that the

I

organization claimed no right or power to alter state laws,
2ut, he reminded enemies and friends alike that "slavery.

le the mere creature of local or statute law, and cannot
extst out of the region where such law has force."

Cleveland

then suggested the "GREAT" object o"f the Liberty party as
l-etng the establishment of justice, and the guarantee of

liberty's blessings,

or

Specifically, the oft stated object

the party was the "ABSOLUTE AND UNQUALIFIED DIVORCE
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OP THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT FROM.ALL.CONNECTION W.ITH SLAVEHY,,,,"9
The Pennsylvanian listed the specific changes the

party would enact or have enacted through constitutional
means.

Political action constituted "acting,!!!~ manner

appropriate to those objects which~~
~

agency £!_

~

-1£ secure through

different departments £!_ Government,"

However, moral suasion was not to be underrated, was ever
1n use, and was " ~ great power,"

Yet moral suasion needed

a lever in order to be effectual; political action was this

lever.

Why?

Cleveland asserted, plainly, because slavery

was the creature of political action, thus, how else than
by political action could it be abolished?

The laws that

sustained slavery were man-made, decla:rred Cleveland, and

a violation of God's laws,
self-made laws,

Only men could repeal their

The separate political organization was

set up because it was the only "effectual mode" of action

tor abolitionists.

No results emanated from appeals to

both political parties.

The question system failed, In

the coming election, therefore, citizens were urged to vote

tor the candidate of the party that was·organized out of a

9salmon Portland. Chase·and Charles Dexter Cleveland,
A,_nti-Slavery Addresses o:f' 1844 ~ 1845 (Philadelphia,
J,A, Bancroft and Company, 1867), "pp, 4J-46,
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sense of what was due to themselves, and "to the best" of
the country.

Cleveland continued the Philadelphia Address

w1th outlines of the character and principles of each of
the three presidential candidates of 1844,10

Almost a year after the Liberty men met in Buffalo,
the Whigs and Democrats met May 1, and May 7, respectively,
1n Bal t1more, Maryland,

.The Whigs unanimonsly nominated

Henry Clay for President,

Owing to Van Buren's failure

to capture a two-thirds majority in the Democratic Convention,
James Knox Polk, former Speaker of the United States House

or

Representatives, and one-term Governor of Tennessee,

became the "dark horse" presidential candidate of the
Democratic party,

Although the tariff, national bank, and Oregon
boundary dispute were relevant issues.· in the campaign,
the overriding is.sue was the question of Texas annexation,
Polk relied on the expansionist program of Hobezt J, Walker

or

Mississippi,

The Tennessean, supported by former..

President.Andrew Jackson, based his campaign on the
•reannexation of Texas and reoccupation of Oregon,"
Clay's position on annexation prov~d ambiguous,
·•...

lOibid,, pp, 48-52,

. , Clay's views on Texas annexation were published
in the National Intelligencer in 1843, and came to be
called the "Raleigh Letter."· In his correspondence, the
Kentuckian proclaimed that the.annexation of Texas,~
Mexican.approval, would lead to a United States-Mexican

War, and declared that the public bad not demanded such
a policy.

After winning'the Whig nomination, however,

Clay's stand on the Texas issue became vague. _In July,
1844, public correspondence between Clay.and Stephen J.
Miller of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, (known as the "Alabama
Letters",) the Whig nominee asserted that he did not oppose
annexation, but feared abolitionist opinion._ ·Also, Clay
stated that without war, with fair terms, and with the
consent of the Union, he would.be glad to see annexation,
and thought the slavery question irrelevant to the
annexation issue.11

Of the three candidates, only Birney

openly opposed the annexation of Texas without equivocation.
He thought the act was unconstitutional, and would incite
desires for additional }!exican land. 12
· During the election year, the Liberty candidate was
questioned on his views on the tariff, national bank,

llLouis Filler,~ Crusade Against Slavery, 1830-1860,
(New York, Harper and Brothers, 1960), pp. 176-177,·
12 Fladeland, ~•

ill•, P• 236,

,.

.,

.

distribution of public lands, and congressional power

over slavery.

•

Pennsylvania Liberty.men, living in a

protectionist region, were most interested in Birney's
views on the tariff issue.

Russell Errett, Chairman of

the Western Pennsylvania Liberty Committee, inquired of

Birney's position on the tariff, in a July letter; Convinced that neither Clay·nor.Polk were tariff men, Errett,

a proponent of one-ideaism, told Birney that the Liberty
men of Western Pennsylvania were "pestered to death" with
the tariff issue.

While the protectionists were not

satisfied with Clay, they had.no means of judging how
•safe" it would be to vote for Birney. 1 3 The Liberty
candidate replied that he favored a tariff for revenue
•to meet the expenditures of the governinent," and was
opposed to a protectionist policy.

Assured that many

Liberty men would disagree with his tariff views, Bir.ney
had not publicly espoused them for fear that the friends
of the "paramount object," the extinction of the slave
power, would be diverted· from the one idea. 14

lJRussell Errett to J.G. Birney, July lJ, 1844, in
Dwight L. Du!!!ond (ed.), Letters of Je.rnes Gillespie Birnef,
1831-1857 (Gloucester, l'iassachusetts: Peter Smith, 1966 , II,
p, 820. Hereafter referred to as Birney Letters,
14J,G, Birney to Russell Errett, August 5, 1844, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .212• .£.!.!,, II, pp. 829-8)1.
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Birney did not favor the scheme of proportionally
allot1ng to the states the proceeds· of the pubi1c l~nds,
He advocated depos1.t1ng the receipts 1n the United States
Treasury,

Birney thought that Congress had the consti-

tutional power to establish a national bank,

As long as

slavery existed, however, he did not favor the establishment
of such an institution, ·on congressional power over slavery
Birney.stated1

"My mind strongly inclines to.the opinion,

that, if Congress can rightly abolish slavery in time of
!(ar;•it may also abl:ll1sh it in times of peace: 11

Since

.

a "vicious and dangerous state of things existing in the

community" might become "as destructive of the gc;>vernment"

1

in peace-time as well. as during a war, Birney reasoned
that congressional power over slavery during war-time
could be equally valid while peace existed,

The nominee's

belief in the principles of liberty promulgated in the
Declaration of Independence, and incorporated in the Constitution, led him to the conclusion that the citizens·of the
United States were "under a pledge" to the world and each
other to a·bolish slavery, l5

The Const1 tution' s references

lSJ G Birney to Messrs, Lucian C, Jones, Salmon N,
Hart, Robert'M, Beebe, August 15, 1844, in Dumond, Blrney
Letters, .2J2• ill•, II, pp, 8JJ-8J4,
·
·

·'

'
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to persons and its avoidance of the word slaves, along
•

with the "due process clause" of th·e Fifth Amendment,
clarified his present view that slavery was a product
of municipal law.

Also, Congress could constitutionally

abolish. the domestic slave trade by utilizing its power

to regulate interstate commerce.16
How would a Liberty party national administration
go about abolishing slavery?

Birney stated that a simple,

effectual means would be employed1

limitation of govern-

mental appointments to non-slaveholders.

This· action,

Birney claimed, would be just, reasor...able, and propitious
because those whose lives exemplified "open _contempt" of
the fundamental principles of the government should be
excluded from its administrat1on. 1 7
Although Birney talked of the possible powerful
position of the Liberty party, in early 1844, most
abolitionists believed Clay would be the next President.
H.B. Stanton wrote Chase in February, 1844, and prophesied1
•c1ay's prospects begin to brighten, & he will be elected, ··

unless 'the democracy' can harmonize."18 An Ohio Liberty

16Ibid,, P• 835.
17llig..

18H.B. Stanton to S,P. Chase, February 6, 1844, in
S.H. Dodson (compiler), "Diary and Correspondence of Salmon
P. Chase," (Washington, D.c.: Annual Report of the American
Historical Association E.£E The Year 1902, 1903i,li, p, 464.
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man informed Birney that fence-sitters in his ar~a would
probably vote for Clay who "with all his undivested
knowledge of national policy arises like a meteor before
the aspiring eye •• ,, 11 19

Lewis Tappan, writing to John

Scoble,.stated that the pro-annexation position of Polk,

who, said Tappan, wouJdreceive the votes of many opposed
to annexation but w·ed to 'party,

Of Clay, Tappan noted

that·while the Whig was a slaveholder, he professed to

be

"'opposed to annexation under certain circumstances,,,'"

However, Tappan had no doubt that the sponsor of the
'

Missour.!.Compromise would readily acqqiesce in the annexation

.

of Texas if the measure should "'prove popular_with his

party,'" Though he thought abolitionists in general would
vote for Birney, Tappan informed Scoble that Clay would
probably be elected and inducted into office on Harch 4,
He added1

"'The abolitionists generally prefer him to

Mr. Polk, not on account of his general character, but
because he is more committed against the annexation of Texas, 11 20
Clay's Alabama Letters, however, repulsed the .abolitionist
camp.

. l9Riche.rd H, Braclrin to J ,G, Birney, July Jl, 1841}, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .£:12• .£ll,, II, p, 828,
20abel and Klingberg, .£:12• cit,, pp, 18J-184,
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In September,~ Emancipator published a "Cr:eed
•
on Annexation." The item contended that the Liberty vote
could impede annexation, and warned that there was a be.tter
chance of annexation with Clay than with Polk since by

indirection and compromise Clay had silenced Northern
opposition to the act.21

Clay's bid for Southern.support

left man abolitionists in doubt concerning his position~
.The 1844 campaign was a mudslinging affair.

variety of charges were leveled at Birney.

A

.\

He was accused

of esoteric Catholicism, and his motives for freeing his
'

'

'

slaves while an Ala~ama resident were attacked,

A young

newspaperman in Birney's hometown, Danville,.Kentucky,
revived an accusation that Birney had sold his slaves for
profit and then become an abolitionist.

The Liberty candi-

date was also charged with defrauding his creditors, and

his Alabama law partner, in the process of emancipating
his slaves,

In a move for support from Anglophobes, a

Southern representative labeled Birney a candidate of
British abolitionist organizations,2 2
Since Clay's 1839 Senate speech, abolitionists had

21The E!"Janci 1x1tor and Weelcly Chronicle, LBostonJ ,
SeptemberT, 1844. Formerly~ Emancipator~ Free American.
22Fladeland, .212•

ill•,

pp. 238-239,

.
questionable Texas policy increased abolitionist

ep0ken of him in contemptuous terms.
Clay's

propaganda against the Kentuckian.
1n a pamphlet.

The election and
..

Birney attacked him
.

Throughout the campaign, Liberty men

referred to Clay as a gambler, a man-stealer, a duelist,

and a "Sabbath breaker. 11 23

,. j :

The most damning_charges, however, were 11gainst
Birney and appeared a month before the election,

On

October·10, 1844, a .!!.2!! York Tribune article charged Birney
with complicity with the Democratic party,

We are not surprised to learn that the LocoFocos of Saginaw county have nominated, with his
assent, JAI•TES G, BIRNEY, ESQ, the Abolit"fon" candidate for the President, as the ·Loco-Foco
candidate for Representative in the State
Legislature,24
. .
· .. _.
The article continued in its diatribe against the Liberty
candidate.

"Loco-focos" had been Just in their offering,

claimed the Tribune, since no man had labored "so hard or
effectively" as Birney had "to secure the electoral vote of

23R.H. Brackin to J .G·, Birney, July 31, 1844, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .212• .£.!!,, II, p, 828,

m

· 24The
~ Daily Tribune, October 10, 1844.
Locofocosim has been described as a ;radical' movement of
the middle thirties, centered in New York City, led by_the
left wing of the Jacksonian party, e.dvoca ting hard-money,
entl-monopoly, and ant1-nat1one.l bank, The Tribune used
the term ln a general way, probably considering Loco-focos
and, Democrats one and the same,
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Michigan to Mr, Polk,"

Also, Birney's current Eastern

journ~y, cloaked under the pretext of visiting'one of his
children, was "undertaken at the instance of leading '
-

Loco Focos as well as Abolitionists of New York,"

Although

the Tribune had been convinced of Birney's sympathetic
attitude toward Locofoco1sm before the Saginaw nomination,

now others would be awakened to it,

The New York paper

made a prediction,
Whig Abolitionists will not,,,,conserit
to be made Mr, Birney's catspaws in such
a game for the exclusive benefit of the Loco
Foco party, when they come to see this
conclusive proof of his position, They will
_not follow their president:l,al candidate into
the camp of Loco-Focoism,25

Actually, Birney had been proposed as a nominee for the
~lichiga.n State Legislature the preceding year, by a convention of Whigs and Democrats,

Another man had been

nominated when Birney's declination was assured,

Because

of his education, experience, and initiative, Birney had
been considered a leader in the community since his
arrival in !Uchigan,

The Liberty Candidate was c·onsul ted

about his possible candidacy for local office before he
·departed on his Eastern tour,

Should he receive the nomination,

.

·-

Birney thought he should ·be the representative
of all
.
the people rather than of a single party, Ready to use
any means.to discredit Birney, Whig state and national
leaders seized on the fact that he was nominated by a

I

Democratic convention,26

Clay, once the accused perpetrator

of a "corrupt bargain", now was proclaimed the victim of

one,
-On the day the Tribune article appeared, Birney
replied to the editor, disclaiming the paper's charges,
After explaining his non-partisanship in Nichigan's local
political ·affairs, the candidate stated that the LocoFoco label would not have been applied to him "had not
the cue been given by the wire-workers of the Whig party especially by the originator of the coalition story,
the Detroit Advertiser,,,,"

The Advertiser, stated Birney,

had "spared neither.fact nor fiction to win over the Liberty
Party in !1ichigan to the support of the Whigs, by weakening
their confidence" in him,27

In a postscript to the ·Tribune

letter, the nominee add~a that respecting his Michigan
nomination, the only direct information he had received was
from a Whig of Saginaw, whose language proved party loyalties

26~ladeland, .£2• .£1!_,, pp, 241-242,
27J,G, Birney· to Editor of Tribune, October 10, 1844,
1n Dumond, B1.-rnev Lette,rs, 212.• cit,, pp, 852-853,

,
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had not been a factor in the nomination,
Whig told Birney1

The Michigan

"'I think you may make up ,Your mind

to spend this winter in Detroit, for this seems to be
the wish of a good number of both parties, 111 28
Several days later, in a move to alleviate party
dissension, Birney published·a letter to the Liberty
party, He assured his colleagues that no pledges or
pa.rtyism were involved in the Michigan nomination,

And

he cautioned the Liberty men that the Whigs could "see
the influence of their outcry" and were consequently
redoubling it,

If Liberty men yielded to the clamor,

Birn·ey warned that they would be "confounded and routed,,,, 11 29
If Liberty men doubted the political loyalties of their
presidential nominee after the Saginaw nomination, their
doubts were bolstered by an article in the November 2
edition o f - t h e ~ ~ Tribune,
In an item headed 'James G, Birney Unmasked!'
the Tribune reported its acquisition_of an Extra of the
Genessee Country Democrat, a Michigan newspaper,

The

Democrat Extra contained an affidavit, supposedly bear-

ing the signature of Jerome B, Garland of Michigan,

28 Ibid,, p, 853,
29J,G, Birney to Liberty party, October 15, 1844, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, £12, .£1!,, II, p, 857,

r
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Garland's correspondence contained a letter from Birney

.

.

which stated that the candidate was traveling to the East

. to defeat Clay's election and declaring himself a
"Jeffersonian Democrat,"

The Extra quoted Birney as

stating1
The Democracy of the country must be well
satisfied that I am rende~1ng them more
effectual service by advocating Abolition
.
;principles, than if I were OPENLY A DEMOCRAT.JO
The letter came to be known as the Garland forgery,
The charges leveled at Birney were never proven, .
.

however, the Genessee Extra letter along with the Saginaw
nomination effected the outcome of the election in at

least one state,

The Garland forgery was distributed

throughout the North.

The Whig Central Committee cir-

culated it over the Western Reserve of Ohio, "hoping to
induce wav.ering Whigs to remain loyal to their party, 11 31
A student of Ohio politics estimates that the "loss of a

thousand votes by the Liberty Party, between the state
election in October, and the national election" can be
attributed to the forgery,J2

JOThe ~ ~ D a i l y Tribune, November 2, 1844,
JlEdgar A, Holt, "Party Politics In Ohio, 1840-1850,"
Ohio Archaeological and Eistorical Society Publications ,
XXXVIII (January, 1929), P• 97,
J2lli,!!,
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In 1844, Ohio cast a majority of its votes for
Clay.

The Democrats were defeated in Ohio bacause of

the Buckeye State's. aversion to the annexation of Texas,

-

radical Democrat's.disappointment over Van Buren's

inability to capture the Democratic Conve.ntion's twothirds majority vote, and the Ga~land forgery;

The

forgery helped defeat the Democrats because it. influenced
Whigs who were about to join the Liberty party to hold to
their old loyalty for fear that Birney was actually
working for the-election of Polk,33
New York State's vote, however, was considered the
most- important cast,

Polk carried the Empire State by

a small majority, thereby gaining its electoral vote,
The popular vote was Polk, 1,337,243 or

50 per cent;

Clay, 1,299,062 or 48 per cent; and Birney, 62,JOO or 2
per cent,

Birney's candidacy in New York has been termed

the first instance of a primary effect on an election
result by a third party,3 4 Polk garnered 170 electoral
votes, while Clay could manage only 105,

·rf New York's

thirty-six votes were . added to the Clay column, the
Kentuckian would have won the election by seven electoral
j

JJibid., p, 102,
J4Edgar E, Robinson, The Evolution of Araer1can
Political Parties (Neu York:~arcuurt, nrace & Company,
1924), p, 126,

i
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votes.

.

Naturally, the Whigs charged the Liberty
men with
.

complicity in Clay's defeat.
Lewis Tappan commented on the election to his
English friend, Scoble.
The Liberty pg.rty vote is greater than
ever, & the whigs impute to this party
the defeat of their candidate, The probability is that the whig party will be
broken up, & be merged in a new ~arty
called the American Republican Party,,,,35
Whig recriminations against the Liberty party appeared
throughout the country,

A Nile's National Register item

charged that at least a part of the Liberty men favored
Polk's election because he favored an.~exation and would
thereby bring the !Jorth and South to·a confrontation on
the subject,

The Register, in a bitter denunciation of

the abolitionist leaders stated1
Men whose prejudices against slavery are
so strong, that they prefer a separation of
the Union, to a longer connexion with s~ates
that tolerate it - The number of these is
inconsiderable, but they make up for that in
zeal, assurance, and industry & are amongst
the leaders of the party, To them is owing
the success of most of the measures that now
spread disaffection so widely,·and root it so
deeply, as to threaten the integrity of the Union,
if its growth be not providentially arrested,36

J.5Abel and Klingberg, .£12• .£1!,,, PP• 194-19.5,
_ Jl>N11e•s 1Jational Register, ll3altimore, r1arylana.J,
December 21, 1844,

--
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Whig reaction to the role played by the Liberty party
in the 1844 election had a decided effect o~ the abolitionist
political forces.
Since most antislavery men were members of the

Whig party, and they were now alienated from the Liberty
men, the Liberty program to convert members to their ranks
.

.

appeared moribund. 'Liberals considered the Lib.erty men
intolerant for accepting only the opinions of their own

members.

Practical minded voters, such as those in Ohio,

thought the Liberty group should have forsaken Birney,
and thereby influenced the.Texas issue,37

Old-line Whigs,

distressed over ~he attacks directed at Clay, and convinced
Birney was a Democrat in disguise, were unable to comprehend

the nature of the Liberty party or of its.leaders.

A

group composed of philanthropists, reformers, and agitators

who were idealists, the Liberty party could not-be expected

to act as would a group of politicians, statesmen, and
pragmatists.

Pledged to support antislavery men, and

continually reminded to act consistently, Liberty support
for Clay would have been considered apostasy.

While

a force

in the American political-arena,

the Liberty men had not accomplished any of the goals they

37Theodore C, Smith, The Libert~ and Free Soil
Parties in the North~est (New York1ussel"'.["""&""Russell, 1967),
pp. BO-Bl.

--.
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· had set for themselves,

After 1844, changes in the party's

operation wera considered an obvious necessity by many
party members,

Immediately after the_ election, Gerri~

Smith made plans for a national liberty convention to

meet in ~lbany during the year's final month,

Stanton

urged Smith to refrain from discussing party nominations
at the Albany session since some abolitionists were displeased.with the lack of political acumen displayed by

Birney in the recent campaign,3 8

While Leavit't assured

Birney that he would be the unanimous choice of all,
once the "fret and alarm" subsided,39 plans were afoot
not only tb change the party's candidate, but to alter
its policy,

.'

-

-

J8Harlow, on, cit;, p, 172,
,'

J9Joshua Leavitt to J,G. Birney, December 18, 1844, in
Du:nond, Birney Letters, .21?• ill•, II, p. 889,

CHAPTER V
THE PARTY IN TRANSITION
'
Prom 1845 to 1847 the Liberty party struggled
tor its very existence.
organization caused an

Diverse elements within the
open confrontation, and the

eventual disruption of the party.
·Immediately after the election of 1844 the Ohio
leaders revived their plans for replacing James Birney
as the party figurehead.

William Birney warned his

father of Bailey's actions and motives.

"If he paused

· in his systematic treachery to you," the younger Birney
cautioned, "it is only to gain stren~th for the onset."
William feared that the actions of the Ohio leaders would
injure the party irreparably; their hostility toward
•old abolition principles" threatened the "verylife of
the party, 11 1 Joshua Leavitt informed the twice-defeated
candidate that some of the Ohio~men supported Seward
again.

Leavitt suggested measures,

checked, killed,"2

"That must be

He warned that if the Ohio group

could not be halted by_any other means, an early presidential nomination might deter them,
But the Ohio coalitionists were not easily impeded,.
In the spring of 1845, Chase, Lewis and others began
j

lWilliam Birney"to J.G. Birney, December 28, 1844, in
Dwight L, Dumond (ed,), Letters of James Gillesnie Birney,
1831-1857 (Gloucester, Nassachusetts1 Peter Smith, 1966),
II, pp, 893-894, Hereafter referred to as Birney Letters.
.
. 2Joshua Leavitt to J.G, Birney, January 25, 1845, in
Dumond, Birney Letters,~• cit., II, P• 922,
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.
Although most of the

obtaining signatures to a call for a Southern arid Western
,

Convention to be held in Cincinnati.

.two thousand delegates who arrived in the Queen City in
.

June were Liberty men, the call was directed at all·who
believed that the preservation of republicanism could be

maintained only by "~ternal and uncompromising war against
••• the slave power,'" and the use of c~nstitutional,

honorabl~, and just means, to reduce slavery to "'its
constitutional limits in the United States,• 11-J

Members

of all parties, slaveholders and non-slaveholders, and
all interested in the Liberty movement and its . probable

resuits were invited to attend,4
From June 11 to 12, 1845, delegates from Kentucky,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, and Rhode Island
assembled to formulate policy,

James G, Birney chaired

the Southern and Western Convention of the Friends of

Constitutional Liberty, while Chase composed the meeting's
Address to the people,

Al though the Convention's planners ··

intended to attract men of both political parties,_ few

JRobert B, Warden, An Account of The Private Life
and
Public
Services of ~=~
Salmon PortlandChase (Cincinnati,
;:..:;;:===-""'--'-~----- Wilstach, Baldwin and Company, 1874), p, J04,
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attended,

.

Supposedly because of pers.onal affairs, Seward
,

did not attend, but he commented that while he was in
agreement with the antislavery s.entiments of the Convention's
resolves, he disagreed with the assertion that both ,parties'
views on slavery were equal,

He thought that the Whigs

were the antislavery men of the land,5

While the Convention's resolutions, drawn up by
Chase, were liberal, they could not be considered radical,
The resolves enunciated broad principles, but made no
mention of complete and immediate emancipation,

proclaimed the aims of the party,

Resolutions

the divorce of the

national government from slavery, prohibition of slaveholding in all places of exclusive national jurisdiction,
the abolishment of the domestic slave trade, the dis-

couragement of the system of work without wages, but
not unconstitutional interference with the local '.egislation
of particular states,6

Before the-Cincinnati gathering, the prospect of
converting the party to one of general reform was debated
1n various party circles,

The Emanc1pa·tor 's editor

5Edgar A, Holt, "Party-Politics In Ohio, 1840-1850,"
Ohio Archaeolo5ical and Historical Quarterly, XXXVIII
(January, 1929), p, 126,,

1845,

6Emancipator and Weekly Chronicle, [Boston), July 2,
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commented on a resolution adopted by a New_Yor~ meeting
which advocated expansion of "one-ideaism."

The editorial

·stated that as long as abolition was the paramount issue,
party members could speak their minds on other problems,
but warned that time was needed to reform the world.?

· At Cincinnati the conventioneers noted that while
they were not indifferent to questions of trade, ·currency,

territorial extension, and other issues, they did not
doubt that those who at present considered these questions

subordinate to the greater question of personal rights,
would satisfactorially adjust such matters when they
possessed the power to do so.

As a consolation to

Liberty men, the resolve added that no other party could
attain unanimity on all questions.8
When Chase submitted his Address to the public,
Birney turned editor, and deleted passages in the wr1-ter's
first draft which he considered as overtures to the
radical Democrats, aimed at coalition.9 Approval of
Chase's exposition came after the revision of objectionable
material.

Perhaps the most important sentiments expressed
•

?Ibid,, March 12, 1845,
8~ . , July 2, 1845,
9Betty L. Fladeland, James Gillesnie Birney1
Slaveholder!£ Abolitionist (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press, 1955), PP• 254-255,

,
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in the Cincinnati Address were those concerning the United
States Constitution.

The author noted that wnile Liberty

.men would "have the Constitution rightly construed and
administered according to its true sense and spirit,"
the Liberty party did not wish to invade the Constitution.10
- Chase declared that there was not a line in the
Constitution which "refers to slavery as a national
institution, to be upheld by national law. 11 11

He

interpreted the Constitution as an antis.lave~y document,
since its creators, in his opinion, had not intended it
to be cons·trued as a proslavery one.

He proposed to

effect the extinction of slavery by divorcing the federal

government from all vestitudes of slavery, by electing
and appointing to public office avowed antislavery men,
and by congressional resolutions declaring the unconsti-

tutionality of slavery in all states which had.been formed
out of national territories, and by "recommending to the
others

states

-

the immediate adoption of measures for

its extinction within their respective limits •• , ... 12

10~ Address of the Southern~ Western Liberty

Convention, Held~ Cincinnati, ~ 11 & 12, 1845, !£
2£ the United States, With Notes~ f;_ Citizen
.2,! Pennsylvania (n,pJ, (f!-,d3 , p, 3,
The People

llibid,

l2Ibid, , p, 8,

During the summer of 1845, persistentrum6rs in the
• to
East hinted that the Liberty party was preparing

incorporate in its program abundant "anti-isms, 11 13

The

rumors flew so furiously that a special convention of
Liberty_men met to clear up the controversy,

The delegates

assembled at Port Byron, New York, and considered the
question of incorporating new issues in the party's plat-

torm,

An address read at the meeting, apparently composed

by William Goodell, advocated free trade, .the direct
election of the President and Vice-President, distribution

of public lands, judicial reform, the end of "King Caucus,"
and other reforms, 14

The Convention, however, failed to

agree on the desirability of converting the party to one

of general reform,15
A·meeting similar to the Cincinnati gathering
convened October 1, 1845, in Boston, and was heralded.as
the "Great Convention of the Friends of Freedom In The
Eastern and Middle States,"

Maine's General Samuel ·

Fessenden presided over the deliberations,

Resolutions

13Ralph V, Harlow, Gerrit Smith, Philanthropist and
Reformer (New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1939}, p, 176,
14Address ~ A t ~ New .I2!1f State Liberty Convention,
Held At ~ B ron, On Wednesday-~ Thursday, July 2.,.2,and 26,
1845 !n,P~, 18 5, p. 12,

4

. 1 5Harlow,

12£, ill•
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adopted at Boston reflected the opinions that abolition

was the paramount concern of the party, that the 1793
fugitive slave
law was unconstitutional,
and the Const1.
.

tution was an antislavery document,16
Informing Chase of the Boston proceedings, Henry
Stanton lamented the fact that J,G, Whittier was unable

to compose the Convention's address owing to 111 health,
In Whittier's absence, Gerr1t Smith prepared the address,
Stanton considered Smith's work_"able, strong, calm, but
quite elementary,,,,"

He thought the resolutions adopted

were "safe on the constitutional question," and apprised
Chase of the presence of Lysafuler Spooner who prepared a
resolve,
A long series was introduced by Mr, Spooner,

embodying the views in his recent pamphlet,
We did not adopt them, but merely referred
them to the committee of publication to
print with the proceedings,17

In a final note, s·tanton added that the meeting had stuck
to the one idea, and that it did not mention the presidential

nomination,18

16Emancipator and Weekly Chronicle, October 8, 1845,
1 7H,B, Stanton to·S,P, Chase, October 6, 1845, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Diary and Correspondence of Salmon
P, Chase," (Washington, D,C. 1 Annua:J:. Report of the American
Historical Association For~ Year 1902, 1903), II, P• 466,
18Ibid,, p, 467,
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The argument professed by Lysander Spooner,

and discussed Boston, was that the Constitution• of the
United States was an antislavery document, Spooner's
views, expounded in his monograph,~ Unconstitutionality

-

of Slavery, were based on a natural rights philosophy,

Ee

declared that the Constitution embodied a compact of

the people, and that since the federal Constitution was
the supreme law of the land, slavery authorized by state
constitutions was made illegal by the adoption of the
11ational document, 1 9

Since the ~ederal Constitution was

formed, at least in theory, for the benefit of all the
people of the nation, he reasoned that the federal government possessed the power to secure the benefits of
liberty for all its populace,

This could be accomplished
'

by assuring the personal liberty of all citizens,

The

writ of Habeas corpus was an instrument, placed in th~
government's hands by the Constitution's framers, for
the assurance of the personal liberty of the nation's
citizenry,20 Spooner!ibcontention was that slavery existed
unconstitutionally not only in the territories, and the
District of Columbia, but in all the states,

19Lysander Spooner, The Unconstitutionality of Slavery
(New York1 Burt Franklin, 1965), Part II, pp, 271-273,
New edition,

. 20.!EM•,.

PP• 27 4-275,
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William Goodell arrived.at the same conclusion
about the unconstitutionality of slavery as did Spooner.·
Houever, Goodell deduced his theory by a different method.
than that Spooner had employed,
.

He based his arguments

.

on the belief that the federal government could end
-

.

slavery through the implementation of its power over the
interstate commerce, 21 Goodell claimed that since a

repub-lican form of government had been guaranteed to all_
the states by the Constitution, and the slave states had

violated this guarantee, the federal government possessed
the power to rid the country of slavery,22 A proponent
of the Higher Law or Universal Law doctrine, Goodell
asserted that a civil government, based on a constitution
that tolerated slavery, was an "absurdity" that could not
exist, 2 3

Gerrit Smith also interpreted the Constitution as

an antislavery document,

A

believer in the Higher Law

.

of God, Smith reasoned that the federal governing document
'tla.S

antislavery because it omitted the word slave in its

text.

He also arrived at a unique conclusion c_oncerning

21William Goodell, View of American Constitutional
Law, In ll§_ Bearing Upon American Slavery (Utica, New
York1 :-.Lawson and Chaplin, 1845), "2d, ed, rev,, p, 45,
22~ . , pp, 47-48,
2Jib1d,, P• 154,
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the three-fifths or apportionment clause,

The 'New Yorker

ola1med that the three-fifths clause was a "'bounty on
liberty,"' an 1nd1gn1ty, .a1med at 1nduc1ng the abol1t1on
of ·slavery. 24

Liberty men subscribed to one of two const1tu~
.

t1onal doctrines,

Some agreed w1th Spooner, Goodell,

and Smith, and viewed the Constitution as an antislavery
document, consequently, reasoning that slavery 1n any

state or territory was unconst1tut1onal,

Others, along

~1th antislavery men of the other parties, 1ns1sted that
statute or mun1c1pal law had created slavery, and that
the 1nst1tut1on could not legally exist beyond state
boundar1es,25

Strangely, although he subscribed to the

natural rights philosophy and the Higher Law doctrine,
James G, Birney had agreed with the municipal law theory

at the inception of the new party, 2 6

B1rney's v1ews •

changed, either by evolution or revolution, and by 1847

-

he openly adhered to the antislavery interpretation of the

24octavius B, Frothingham, Gerrit Smith1 A
Biography (New Yorka G,P, Putnam's Sons, 1878), p. 174,
25nwight L, Dumond, Antislavery1 The Crusade for
Preedom in America (Ann Arbor, Nichigan1 University of
M1chiganPress, 1961), p, 302,
26Fladeland, .212• .£.ll,, P• 264,
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tederal document.

He now claimed that the Preamble
to
•

the Constitution, the character of its framers, and the
natural rights of the individual, compelled Congress to
abolish all slavery,27

,

~he importance of the constitutional argument
cannot-be overemphasized,

The Liberty party called for

the abolition of slavery in the territories, and the

District of Columbia, and for the end of the interstate:
siave trade, but had refrained fr~m insisting that the

federal government should abolish slavery in the Southern
states,

Garrison's calls for disunion, and fear of

fanaticai abolitionists inciting slaves to insurrect
_was a compelling reason for the establishment of an
abolition party,

As an organized political party they

could prove to the public their disdain for radicalism,
Yet arguments over the constitutionality of slavery con-

tributed to the eventual splintering of the political
organization,

Resolutions adopted at an Indiana Antislavery

.Convention in 1845 indicate the mood of many, but not
all, of the abolitionists concerning the Constit'lit1o~.

The Indiana conventioneers declared all laws which

established and maintained slavery to be "in conflict
with God's law" and thus null and void, 28 Another resolution
adopted at the April convention claimed that since the

Constitution had been "ordained for the purpose of establishing
justice.and securing the blessings of liberty," that
instrument was antislavery by its very nature, 2 9
Another issue openly discussed in 1845 and 1846
concerned the idea of transforming the party into a
general reform movement,

This question.added to the faction-

alism that occurred in the declining years of the party,
During the 1844 election, James Birney realized that a
candidate for national office=ust express_ opinions on
all issues of concern to the public,

Appropriately,

Birney and a group of Michigan abolitionists spearheaded

a movement aimed,~at -the discontinuance of the one idea
policy,

Though issues other than emancipation concerned

abolitionists, the Liberty party took no definite stand

on questions such-as the tariff, public lands, and the
national bank,

Individual members of the party made their

opinions known, but the party organizat~on refrained from
expressing an explicit governmental program,

28Emancipator and, Weekly Chronicle, May 14, 1845,
29Ibid,
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Arguments explaining the party's reluctancy to
•
take a stand on issues other than ~bolition appeared
trequently,

Members feared that the great moral question

of the sin of slaveholding would be subordinated to less·er
1ssues,~O Also some thought that the incorpor~tion; in

the party's platform, of ideas.other than abolition
would indicate a vulnerability to partyism,

Perhaps

the greatest motive for holding to one-ideaism was the
apprehension that other questions would distract and
divide the party ranks, and lead to the·weakening and
eventual destruction of the abolition party,31

Birney and

his Michigan friends disagreed with this assumption,
'

Theodore Foster and Guy Beckly, editors of a
Michigan abolitionist paper, the Signal 2.f. Liberty,col-

-

laborated with Birney in the effort to broaden the party's
program,

Foster judged that should the party continue to

refrain from acting on questions of national and state
policy, the Liberty organization would never attain a
majority of votes in the free states, much less in the nation,32

JOibid, 1 April 22 1 1846,
.31 Ibid,
.32Theodore Foster to J,G, Birney, July 7, 1845, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .£.12• ill•• II, p, 951,
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1

Birney reasoned that a party limited to one particular
object would eventually disappear,

He expressed the

opinion that the party had to be prepared to take on all

or none of the administration of the government,JJ
Foster thought that the greatest problem to be
solved by Libert·y men was the question of coalition with
the Whigs_of the North,

If the Northern Whigs took an

antislavery stand, he predicted the dissolution of the
Liberty party,34

The move to incorporate interests other

than abolition in the party program was then, at least in
part, a plan of survival,
Birney and the Michigan editors presented their
plans for broadening the party's platform at the Michigan
State Anti-Slavery Society's anniversary meeting in early
1846,

Foster and Beckley attended the meeting, but Birney,

after a riding accident, suffered paralysis, and thereafter
could not be present at party functions,

The former Liberty

presidential nominee presented his plans for reform in a
letter to the state convention's president,

Birney advocated

JJJ',,;G·;.-,Birney to Lewis Tappan, September 12, 1845, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .2!2• cit,, II, p, 970,
J½heodore Foster to J, G, Birney, October 16, 1845,
in Dumond, Birney Letters, .£12• cit,, II, pp, 979-980,
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the reduction of the powers, patronage and salary of the
President of the United States, the gradual abolition of
the.army and navy, and lessening travel allowances for

congressmen.JS

Foster added to Birney's suggestions;

he called for a thorough judicial reform, the election:-.of
more national and state officials, the single district
system of electing legislators, 1 and requiring full individual responsibility of members in financial or commercial

corporations,36

The Michigan Convention, however, took

no favorable action on the Birney-Foster plan,

Foster

thought that the reluctancy of Liberty men to accept a
general reform program stemmed from their religious beliefs,
Most of the leaders and political speakers were ministers,
thus they were blind to anything but.the one idea, 37
Party transformation met with opposition throughout
the party ranks,

I

Lewis Tappan feared the party would be

weakened by the addition of new issues,

Yet, if the aboli-

tionists in general favored reformation, he was resigned

35J ,G, Birney to the President of the ~!ichigan State
Anti-Slavery Society, January 1, 1846, in Dumond, Birney
Letters, -9.2. cit,, II, PP• 993-995,
J6Theodore Foster to J,G, Birney, December 7, 1845,
in Dumond, Birney Letters, .QI!• cit,, II, p, 983,
37Theodore Foster to J,G, Birney, March JO, 1846, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, -9.2• .£1!,, II, p. 1008~

17.3
to accept their decision,.3 8

Gerrit Smith, th.ough in favor

ot a general reform movement, thought such a poiicy premat¥re for the party,

Smith noted that in matters of

civil government, the Liberty party members showed ignorance,
though not as extensively as those of other parties,.39
'
Gamaliel Bailey
opposed the introduction of questions

other than slavery in party conventions, yet, he advocated
.
their discussion by individuals within the party,40
A Northwestern Convention, held in Chicago, in

1846, served as a forum for the general reform plan,
Beckley and Foster attended and promoted their ideas,
The Chicago meeting refused to accept_the reform party
idea,

Instead, the delegates passed the following motion,

Resolved, That we regard the question of
Slavery as the greatest political question
now agitated before the country, and are
determined not to sacrifice or defer the
cause of Freedom to any other political measure,41
Beckley proposed an amendment to the resolution which

.38Lewis Tappan to J,G, Birney, March 10, 1846, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, .2!!• cit,, II, p, 1006,
.39Gerrit Smith to the Liberty party, May 7, 1846,
1n Dumond, Birney Letters, .2!!• ill•, II, note, p, 1020,
40The Cincinnati ·weeklv Herald and Philanthropist,
April l, 'f81i:6, Also known as The Philanthropist,
.

-

41The Liberty~• @hicagrfl, July l, .1846,

.

,
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promised to sustain the slavery question as the paramount

issue of the Liberty party, but also to recognize the
importance of the equal political and civil rights of

all men.

Beckley's arguments for the amendment included

the assertion that unless the Liberty party took actions

recommended in the resolution, so~e ~ther party would. 42
However, his arguments did not prevail, and,after a long
discussion, the amendment failed to pass,
·Foster, dejected over the Convention's actions,
thought the party men were intent on political suicide,
He saw opposition to the reform mqvement in two segments

of the party1

the ministry, and the Ohio leadership,

Be noted that ministers, who made up a majority of the
party, opposed becoming too political.
party as a religious organization,

They saw .the

Foster thought that

the Ohio leaders looked for union somewhere,

He predicted

that Ohioans would unite with Whigs locally, and on a
national basis would sustain northern antislavery men of
both parties, 4 3 Men who favored the one idea would coalesce
with other parties because they desired relief from the

laborious yet unpr~gressive separate organization,

Those

43Theodore Foster to J,G, Birney, August 1, 1846,
Dumond, Birney Letters, .QI!• cit,, II, p, 1026,

..

~~
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00 favored a general reform party would leave the Liberty
fold because they saw that the abolitionist party would
s=ot take the only stand on mhich it could survive, 44

Foster's fears were justifiable,

Chase's moves

.

.

'° torm_an antislavery coalition continued after the
C1nc1.nnati meeting.

The coalitionists found support

gong disgruntled antislavery Whigs and Democrats, and

l,lberty men who feared their party would never succeed,
.Uter the annexation of Texas, disagreements with Mexico
OTer the proper boundary of the new state, led to war,

tbe Mexican War which lasted from 1846 to 1848, precipitated
I furious congressional debate,

or

The prospective acquisition

additional territory prompted the introduction of the

Vllmot Proviso, a measure proposed by a Democratic
representative from Pennsylvania, David Wilmot,

The

troviso first appeared as an amendment to President Polk's
request for funds to be used to facilitate negotiations
111th Mexico,

The amendment stated that slavery ~ould be

Ucluded from any territory acquired from Mexico with
tbo appropriated monies,

Wilmot's provision passed the

reuse twice, but failed to get by the_Senate,

During

lhe debate over the Proviso, the Whigs attacked the pros-

· n:zw:c ·

;

s--~tnt
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ecut1on of the Mexican War, charging that the war was
an expansionist move, urged on by Southern slaveholders.

Antislavery men of all parties found a common issue in
the Proviso's demands and defeat.

Antislavery feeling in the older parties, stimulated
.

.

b7 the Wilmot Proviso, led to their fusion with Liberty
men in many local elections, 4 5 Salmon Chase's coalition
schemes were boosted, and he corresponded with Whig and
Democratic antislavery politicians,

He informed Joshua

Giddings that while he could not compromise principles
and consistent action, he was willing to give up ". 'names
and separate organization.• 11 46

Chase explained his plans

to John P, Hale, an antislavery Democratic representative

from New Hampshire,

The Ohioan feared that the Liberty

party would never accomplish its goals,

Chase stated that

as fast as Liberty men could "'bring public sentiment
right,"' the other parties would approach Liberty ground

I

and keep sufficiently close to it to prevent any great

I

accession to the abolitionist party,47

I

To combat. the problem,

45Joseph C, Rayback, "The Liberty Party Leaders of
Exponents of Anti-Slavery Coalition," Ohio State
Archaeological and Historical Quarterly,LVII (I9JIB), p. 174,
Ohio1

46Jacob W, --·.Schuckers, The Life And Public Services of
Salmon Portland Chase, Unitedstates"seriator and Governor of
Ohio, Secretary of the Treasury, And Chief-Justice of the ·
United States (New Yorks D. Appleton and Company, 1874),-p, 100,
47warden, .21!• cit,, p. 313.

, .
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.he suggested an antislavery league, composed of antislavery

men of both parties

and Liberty men,

The fundamental aim

of the league would be the election of men opposed to the
extension and in.favor of the denationalization of slavery,
When the existing parties failed to nominate such me~,
the league would nominate candidates independently, while

refraining from establishing a permanent party,48
Although there were more abolitionists in the

Whig party than in the Democratic organization, Chase did
not look with hope to the Whigs,

He thought that the

Whigs would always view the overthrow of slavery as "'work
to be taken up or laid aside,,,,'"

The Ohio leader had

more faith in the Democratic party, and believed that once
the Democrats were convinced that the overthrow of slavery
was legitimate and necessary, the work wouid be accomplished,49
Chase contacted Charles Sumner in 1847, and noted that the
policy of practical antislavery activists should not be

neutralization of each other's efforts, but political union,
He

suggested that they could unite on measures such as the

Wilmot Proviso and abolition in the Di~trict of Columbia,50

48 Ibid,, p. 314,
49Ibid,
50s,P, Chase to Charles Sumner, September 22, 1847, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Correspondence," .2.E•

II, p, 123,

ill•,

-------.......
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Although Chase desired poalition with the Democrats,
the Whigs gained Liberty adherents more readily,

The

defeat of the Wilmot Proviso, and the antislavery activities

of Joshua Giddings caused Ohio Liberty men to consider
coordinating their efforts with the Whigs,51

However, some

-

.

Liberty adherents, while agreeing with the Whigs in theory,
could not find amicable methods in their antislav.ery program,
since many Whigs would not agree to the Liberty principle

of refusing to vote for any slaveholder,52
Elizur Wright reported from Hassachusetts that
the ~!exican War aroused people in the New England state,
and made "a hearing for·the Slave" much easier than
before,53

The rising feeling throughout the c~mmonwealth

pushed the Whig legislature farther than before on antislav:ery matters,
Gamaliel Bailey helped spread the coalitionist's
ideas throughout the pa.rty,5 4 The Chicago Convention had

51 Fladeland,

.2]2,

cit,, p, 260,

52American Freeman, [irairievilie, Wisconsii;J,
October 6, 1846,
53Elizur Wright to J,Q, Birney, February 8 1 1847, in
Dumond, Birney Letters, 2)2, cit,, II, p, 1040,
54aayback,

12.£, cit,
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1111ggested the establishment of a national party organ 1n
•

Washington, D, C,

Subsequently, the National.~ began

publication 1n 1847, with Balley at the helm,

The ideas

ot the new paper's editor, therefore, reached a majority
of the party rank and file,

Since Blrney's accident

left hlm incapacitated, his influence dwindled, and

'

the prestige of the leaders from Ohio increased,

In the congressional and state elections of 1845
and 1846, support for antislavery Whigs resulted 1n- the

failure of the Liberty party to advance to any appreciable
degree,

Along with the introduction of the Proviso, the.

subsequent upsurge of antislavery feeling, and the coalition
movement, the poor showing 1n the off-year elections, helped
to create a desire for change 1n the minds of Liberty men,55

Birney's general reform program had been rejected by the
main body of the party,

Thus, throughout 1847, the issue

of organizational change led all others 1n party discussions,

Arguments concerning constitutional 1nterpretat1on
and one-idealsm had not split the party, yet three well

attended conventions failed to settle problems,

R1g1d

opinions were formed in the minds of many Liberty men,
Obviously, Chase and hls Ohio friends had not ceased bidding

55rbid,
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tor coalition with the antislavery men of the other parties,
•

Birney continued to favor the incorporation of other issues

in the party's program, and opposed political union with
Whigs and Democrats, Rising Northern antislavery opinion,
.
spurred ~n by the Wilmot Proviso's defeat, seemed to
'

indicate that Chase's plan would win out over Birney's,

I,
!

CHAPTER VI
THE LIBERTY PARTY IN DECLINE

•
In 1847, Liberty men stood at a crossroads.
The.issue of proper action to be taken in changing the
party's methods and program became the major question

discussed by leaders and rank and.file members.- A move-

ment- appeared in Western New York, in early, 1847, howeve:i::,
and forced the conciliation of divergent ideas.
Throughout the early months of 1847, reports
of a s.ecession from the party abounded in Whig newspapers:

The American Freeman, a Wisconsin Liberty publication,
noted that.the abolitionist press had not verified rumors
of an Ontario County, New York,abolitionist convention,
reportedly held in December, 1846, for the purpose of
di~solving the Liberty party. 1 The Freeman considered
the reports a hoax1 .but added that if the rumors proved

valid, the convention's participants probably desired to
broaden the one idea principle to one of human equality,
8Jld, thereby thwart coalitionist's efforts. 2
Soon the Albany Patriot verified the Whig releases.

lAmerican Freeman, {jrairi.evi_lle ,· Wis_consinJ ,
February 17, 1847.
2Ibid.
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William Goodell, one of the convention's leaders, informed
•
the Patriot's editor of the reasons he backed the Western
New York movement,

Goodell wanted a party pledged to the

abolition of slavery through the guarantee of a republican

torm of government throughout the Union, and the end of
the customs House and monopolies,

The New Yorker favored_

land limitation, free distribution of public lands,
security of the homestead, and other reforms,?

The Freeman's

editor refuted the assertion tna.t Goodeli and his friends
disbanded the party,

He claimed that the New Yorkers

aimed at extending Liberty efforts into all areas of
political activity which demanded the valid concern of any
national political party,4
Meanwhile, the New Yorkers continued their activities,
and in April called for a national convention to meet at
Macedon Lock, New York, for the purpose of nominating candidates for the offices of President and Vice-President of
the United States,

The Macedon_ Call, drafted by Goodell,

explained the motives which guided its signers,
We do say distinctly, and with great confidence,
that without a consistent, well defined and dis-

3rbid,, February 24, 1847,
4Ibid,

~
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,tinctly enunciated declaration of its position
on all the great practical·questions before the
country, and in which the rights of the citizens,
the security of our liberties, as well as the
_liberation of the slaves, are together involved,
the Liberty party cannot, in the very nature of
the case, escape absorption in one of the other
political parties, to the shipwreck of all the
objects for which it was originally organized,
including, signally, the defeat for the present
generation of the anti-slavery enterprise, so
far as political action is concerned,5
Prior to the issuance of the call, Goodell asked James .
.

Birney to a_dd his nam_e to the paper, and ind·icated that

the conventioneers would nominate their "old friend" in
the West as their presidential candidate, 6 The former
Friend .2f

~

editor sent Birney a copy of the rough

draft of the call he had prepared,
A declaration of sentiments, appended to Goodell's
call, served as a pl~tform for the New York meeting,

.

The

.

statement designated the_principles contained in the Declaration

of Independence as the true foundation of civil government,
The paper declared monopolies, class legislation, and· exclusive
privileges, subversive of the ends of government, as well as

5call For A National Hominating Convention, June 8.!Q, 18~?, at Macedon~.~ York J!t•P•'J• 1847, p, 8,
.

.

6william Goodell to J,G, Birney, April 1, 1847, in

Dwight L, Dumond (ed,), ~ters of- James Gillespie Birnet,
1831-1857 (Gloucester, v\assachusetts: Peter Smith, 196 ) ,

II, P• 1047,

·1
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unequal, unjust, and morally wrong,· The declaration
called for abolition of the tariff and secret societies,
and inception of judicial reform:,

Measures proposed

included distribution of the public lands, a homestead
exemption law, and direct taxation,

Goodell also termed

slavery in the United States·, "illegal, unconstitutional,
an anti-republican,"?

The New Yorker and his followers

based their reasons for action on the assumption that the

Liberty party, a national and permanent organization,
pledged itself, by actions of successive national conventions·, to the main principles enunciated in the Macedon
Declaration,
i.

Yet, Goodell charged that the party failed

to apply these principles, and that Liberty leaders had
discussed reforms in an abstract manner, rather than
presenting concrete arguments and solutions,B
The Macedon meeting took place as scheduled, adopted

Goodell's platform, and nominated Gerrit Smith for President, and Elihu Burritt as his running-mate,

Since the

group separated from the main body of the Liberty party,
they called their organization the Libe~ty Le~gue,

?~., PP• 1049-1051,

-

Bibid,, PP• 1052-1054,
.

~
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Although he backed the movement, Burritt declined the
•

League's nomination and Charles

c.

Foote ran in his place.

The Liberty party old guard, led by Joshua ·Leavitt,
immediately demanded that a National Liberty _Convention
convene, and nominate·candidates for national office~9
James Birney allowed his name to be affixed to the
Macedon Declaration, although he was unable to attend the
convention, 10

'
Young America, organ of the Land
Reformers,

hailed the League's formation as a means of strengthening
both groups and proposed running the same candidates, 11
Gerrit Smith wrote the Macedon Committee of his support
for the movement.~ Smith wished the party had initiated
the Macedon program,

He noted that the third party was

formed for the single purpose of overthrowing slavery,
(a contradiction of some of his former statements,)
;Jet-..,_he,:did not deny that, so far as their authority permitted,
earlier Liberty conventions had committed the party to
other objects,12
Smith's readiness to align with the Liberty League
showed obvious inconsistency on his part,

Previously

9Emancipator, [Boston), June 16 1 1847,
lOBetty L, Fladeland, James Gillespie Birney1
Slaveholder To Abolitionist (Ithaca, l!ew York1 Cornell
University Press, 1955), p, 262,
llAmerican Fre.eman tiaukesha, Wisconsin], June 9,
1847, citing National Era,
12~h1d .. July 21, 1847,
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he had o.pposed Birney's general reform· party. · When the
sage of Peterboro came out squarely for the Lf1ggue, he
explained that he did so because the other parties refused
to accept. their obligations to human rights, and the Liberty
party, forced to strive for a permanent place in American
politics, could achieve power by advocating free trade,
land reform, and equal rights_ and justice for.all men~ 1 3
Lewis Tappan, spokesman for the national Liberty

organization, scolded Smith for backing the secessionist
group, and denied the League's right to act independently
of the party's National Committee. 14 Smith's refusal to

renounce the League and unite with his old friends, ended
prior considerations,on the part of some party members,
1
of his nomination fo'r the Liberty presidential candidacy, 5
The Liberty party had thus split on the issues of

one-ideaism, and the constitutionality of slavery,

W~ile

many Liberty men, such as Chase,
admitted
that the Consti.
.
tution professed antislavery principles, they refused to

assert=xhat municipal or statute law could not institute

l3Ralph V, Harlow, Gerrit Smith, Philanthropist and
Reformer (New York1 Henry Holt and Company, 1939), P• 179,
· 14Frederick J, Blue, "A History of the Free Soil
Party," (unpublished Ph,D, dissertation, University_of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1966), p, 9,
15Harlow, .2.P• cit,, p, 180,
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slavery, (thus., slavery. in the South was legal).

The

Liberty League, then, represented the party's most extreme

When the League members bolted the Liberty party;
they made the coalitionist's task an easier one. 16
element.

. While Leavitt and the Eastern old guard pressed for
.

.

tall nominations, amalgamationists, _·prompted by the Ohio

leaders, urged that such action be postponed until mid"."
1848.

Stanley Matthews, editor of the Cincinnati Herald,
..
successor to
Philanthropist, regretted efforts to

ru

precipitate a fall nominating convention.

The Herald

iabeled. the efforts of The Emancipator and other influential
papers inexpedient, and suggested that nominations take
place

no

earlier than May, 1848. 1 7

The Cincinnati paper

openly called for coalition when it noted that antislavery
men, alienated from other parties, might join the Liberty
party in "confining the curse of human slavery to its

constitutional limits. 11 18

The publication called for a

nominee who would be acceptable to all the antislavery voters
of the country.

Chase ~ushed for postponement of nominations, as
did Gamaliel Bailey.

After receiving a notice of a proposed

..
16Blue, Joe.

ill•., :

0 ,

17National Press~ Cincinnati Weekly Heraid,
April 21, 1847 •.
lBn19:.

i.
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call for a fall convention, Chase wrote Joshua Leavitt,
explaining that the Ohio Liberty men favored postponing
nominations until May or June, 1848.

The Cincinna.tian

advocated calling a convention open to all "honest opponents

ot slavery."

He suggested Pittsburgh as the most appropriate

city to host the convention, owing to its close proximity
to the border slave states, where antislavery sentiment
existed. 1 9 The Cincinnati Herald editor backed Chase's plan
and called for a national convention of all antislavery men

aimed at "an irresistible union. 1120

-

Bailey's editorials in the National_:§!§!: supported
delaying nominations until the other parties named their

oandidates.21

If the coalitionists proved correct in their

opinion that the Democratic and Whig conventions would

nominate proslavery candidates, the way would be cl~ar to
absorb the antislavery elements of those parties.

was sure General Zachary Taylor,
receive the Whig nomination.

a

Chase

slaveholder, would.

The Ohioan thought Taylor's

1 9s.P. Chase to Joshua Leavitt, June 16 1 1847, in

S.H •. Dodson (compiler), "Diary and Correspondence of Salmon

P. Chase," (Wasnington , D,C.1 Annual Report of the American
Historical Association f.2!: ~ ~ 1902, 1903)-;-"r'r,-p. 117,

20National Press~ Cincinnati Weekly Herald, June
23, 1847,
21Joseph c. Rayback, "The Liberty Party Leaders of Ohio1
Exponents of Anti-Slavery Coalition," Ohio State Archaeological
and Historice~l Quarterly, LVII (1948), p. 176.
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candidacy would force the Northern Democracy to stand on
antislavery principles,
Chase confessed that he regarded the Liberty party
as a means to the eventual end of slavery, and nothing more, 22
He

saw ~ctions of the Hacedon Convention as an indication

that the times required a different instrument than the
Liberty party for the overthrow of slavery,23

Chase actively

supported Silas Wright's presidential candidacy on an
anti'slavery platform,

If Wrii!;h~, the liberal· Democratic

Governor of New York, would run on the Wilmot Proviso,
and a return to the Ordinance of 1787, Chase promised

his -support,24
. While Chase promoted Wright's candidacy on a

coalition ticket, the Eastern wing of the Liberty party
urged the nomination of John P, Hale of New Hampshire,
A committee met with Hale in Boston, and qu1zzed the

antislavery Democrat on his views, position, and availability

as a presidential candidate,

Lewis Tappan, C,D, Cleveland,

and H,B, Stanton, along.with others, were appointed to

22s,p, Chase to John Thomas; June 24, 1847, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Corres_pondence," ~• cit,.,
II, p; 119,
2:31.EM,_, , p, 120,

24s,p, Chase to Preston King, July 15, 1847, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Correspondence," ~• ill•,
II, p·, 121,
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correspond with Hale about his.possible acceptance of the
Liberty presidential nomination.25
Some of Hale's attitudes toward abolition had
tainted him in the eyes of Liberty party members,

He had

exhibited.a reluctancy to admit the unconstitutionality of
slavery in the District of Columbia, and favor prohibition
of the interstate slave trade, 26 After the introducti~n·
of the Wilmot Proviso, Hale moved closer, at least in
principle, to the Liberty position1 at the same time,
the Liberty group began to look for a standard-bearer
who could attract antislavery men away from other parties,27
Many of the New Hampshire Senator-elect's friends
urged that he discourage Liberty efforts to draft his

nomination,

They thought that alignment with a minority

party,· at a time when antislavery sentiment ran high

throughout the major organizat1'ons, would be unwise and
inconsequential,28

By September, .1847, Chase had decided

to back Hale as the leader of an independent party,

Silas

25H,B, Stanton to S,P, Chase, Au.gust 6, 1847, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler) "Chase Correspondence,". 2.E• .£ll,,
II, p, 467,
26Richard H, Sewell, John P, Hale And The Politics
(Cambridge, }lassachusetts: Harvard Univecrsi ty
fress, 1965), p, 88.

M_ Abolition

27Ibid,

-

28Ibid,, P• 90,
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Wright died in August, and perhaps the untimely death
torced Chase to look to Hale as.the savior of ,his antislavery
Democracy plan.

However, Chase adamantly opposed a fall

nomination, and counseled Hale to maintain his independent
role in the Senate, and refrain from allying with the
declining Liberty _group, 2 9
The chief proponent of Hale's Liberty candidacy,
John G, Whittier, urged that _Hale openly avow his availa-

bility, and support of the Eastern leadership's actions,
T~e poet laureate of abolitionism advised the new Senator

that the nomination would place him il'lc'.a "stronger· position"
1n Congress, and would dispel rumors that he was "playing

into the hands of the Whigs·,,., 11 30 - Stanton, and seemingly,
Lewis Tappan, also pressed Hale for a publ~c utterance
that "while not actively seeking , the Liberty nomination,

he would, for the good of the cause, accept it if it w~re
ottered. 11 31

I

Hale, contused over conflicting advice, hinted

that, if drafted by the Liberty party, he might accept out

or a sense of obligation to his friends,32

29Ibid., p, 91,
30samuel T, Pickard, Life And.Letters Of John
Greenleaf Whittier (Boston andNew Yorks Houghton, Mifflin
and Company, 1894), I, PP• 319-320,
31s ewell, El?. .£.ll, , p, 92,
. 32Ibid,
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Controversy concerning the timip.g of a Liberty
•
nomination ended when the party's general committee
ca~led

a convention to meet October·20, 1847, at Buffalo,
Chase continued to appeal for postponement of the nominations
.,

until the spring or early summer of 1848,

He iirged anti-

slavery Whigs and Democrats to attend the October meeting,
and lend their aid to his plan, ··so that they could "form
a powerful party of Independents in the Spring, 11 33

However,

;·

the Cincinnatian's plans did not prevail-since Stanton,
Leavitt,- and Tappan personally directed the fortunes ·of
the reluctant Hale when the National Liberty Convention

con~ened,3 4

Chase's motion to postpone nominations was

overwhelmingly defeated by the assembly,

Although the

party old guard dominated the issue of- immediate nominations,
Chase and the coalitionists thereafter took controi,35

Joshua Leavitt, backed by Chase; presented reso-

I
I

lutions which the assembly accepted, but not without a
fight from Gerrit Smith and the Liberty Leaguers present,

The adopted resolutio;ns stated .that the object of the Liberty

33s,P, Chase to Charles Sumner, September 22, 1847, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Correspondence," 2.E.• ill•, II,
p, 123,

34sewell, loo,

ill•

.35Rayback, 2.E.• cit,, p, 177,
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party was to strive for the _abolition of slavery in a
constitutional manner, and that the Constitut~on did not
empower the government with the right to institute slavery,
Smith attempted to amend two resolutions, but his opinions
did not prevail,

An important resolution asserted that

slavery was unconstitutional in the territories,

Smith

moved that the resolve declare slavery unconstitutional
in the s~ates as well as the territories,36

The delegates

rejected Smith's amendment by a vote of 195-137,37

Another

resolve Smith wished to change stated that the duties of

antislavery congressmen were to vote for abolition in
the District of Columbia, for the repeal of the 1793 fugitive
slave law, and against the introduction of slavery into
the.territories,3 8 Smith asserted that the party "should
'

no longer delay to studying and,inculcating all the duties,"
which it would have to consider when it took over the.

administration of the government,39

The Liberty Leaguer

thought the party should oppose not only slavery, but also
land monopolies, commercial restrictions, and secret

3 6Amer1can Freeman, December 8, 1847,
371J2M_,' February 16, 1848.
38 rbid,, November 3, 1847,
39Ibid,, December 8, 1847,
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eoc1eties,40

His attempt to engen~er the general reform

movement of the League into.the program of the Liberty
party.failed when Leavitt's more conservative resolve
passed without a struggle,

In the early hours of the Convention, Hale's
candidacy seemed in _jeopardy,

Many party members, notably

Easterners, hesitated to back.the_ candidacy ~f "such a
recent convert to their cause ~11 41

Also, Hale's wavering

attitude concerning the constitutionality of interfering
with the interstate slave trade troubled ~any delegates,
Some held back support of the New Englander's candidacy
without noting the reasor.s motivating their actions,42
However, with the backing of_Leavitt, Tappan,. and Chas~,
Bale's fortunes rose, and he was nominated by 103 votes,

While Smith accumulated only 44 supporters,

At the con-

vention, the main reason delegates gave for nominating
Bale was that if they di~ not take such action, a National

Wilmot Proviso Convention would, and thus, the Liberty
party would be submerged in a coalition movement, 43

40Har1ow, ~• cit., p, 181,
· 41s ewell, .2l2, .Q.1!. • p, 93,
42 Ibid,
431£14,, note, p. 258,
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Probably owing to the influence of Chase and his

•
Ohio friends, some of the Buffalo delegates showed a
willingness to compromise,

While Chase failed to accomplish

his gDal of postponing nominations, he favored the resolutions

adopted, and the candidacy of Hale,

While some of the members

hesitated before granting Hale their support, they reconciled
any doubts, and agreed his candidacy seemed paramount to

the survival of the organization,

Th·e League adherents
alone had "been routed at every point, 1144 -The failure of·
Smith and his followers to convince the party of the necessity and desirability of their program, in essence, proved

the failure of political abolitionism as exemplified by

the Liberty party,

Rather than a known aboiitionist, the

party nominated an Independent Democrat,_ Vaguity, religious
overtones, and idealism prevalent in resolutions adopted
by earlier Liberty meetings were supplanted by a more.
practical platform,

The important positions del.egated to

Ohio Liberty men such as Samuel Lewis, who presided over
the proceedings, and Leicester King, Hale's running-mate,

indicated that the leadership of the party drifted steadily
from East to }lest,

.!!!

Thus, the way "had been smoothed" for

44Theodore C, Smith, The Liberty and Free Soil Parties
(New York: Russell & Russerr-;-19b?T, 2d, ed, 1

~ Northwest

p, 120,

. ,
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the incorporation of the Liberty party into the larger
tree soil movement. 4 5.
While Liberty publications wrote of rising support
tor Hale throughout antislavery circles, the candid.ate
waited until January, 1848, to formally accept the nom-

1nation.46

When Hale finally accepted, his response exhi-

bited hesitancy.

To Liberty men who wondered if he was

a true Liberty party man, Hale answered yes,· if by a.
party man they meant one who supported the 1847 platform,

but no, if joining the Liberty fold required subjecting
oneself to the supervision of party ~ffice_rs and committees,47
· At the October Convention the delegates agreed to
call a subsequent convention. if the action seemed necessary.

With this in mind, Hale stated in his acceptance _letter,

that should a broader bas_ed antislavery coalition be formed,

I

I

he would gladly step aside and join the larger movement,48
Evidence of Hale's "genuine eagnerness to avoid Presidential
candidacy" prompted his biographer to state that

••• it would appear that Hale purposely
accepted the Liberty nomination to avoid

. 4 5Blue, .£12•

ill•, p, 16,

46American Freeman, December 22, 1847,
4 7sewell, .212•

I
,

l

48Ibid.

.£.U,, pp. 95-96,

becoming a freesoil candidate, and at
the same time to smooth the way for a
merging of the Liberty party in a more
inclusive antislavery movement,49

•

.·

Indeed; antislavery ·sentiment that had gradually begun
to influence the Whig and Democratic parties rapidly
increased, and accomplished what the Liberty men had
strived toward since their organization in 1840, namely,
the splitting of the old parties in almost every Northern

·The slavery issue was interjected into the Democratic National Convention which met May 22, 1848,

In

New York State, the Democrats had split into two factions,
the_Barnburners and the Hunkers,

The Barnburners, supporters

of the Wilmot Proviso; refused to endorse the Democratic
presidential nominee, Lewis Cass of Michigan,

I

The Whig

National Convention met in June, at Philadelphia, and.
nominated General Zachary Taylor, but not without opposition from the antislavery delegates from New England
and Ohio,
A week before the Whig Convention an appeal calling

for a Free Territory Mass Convention at Columbus, Ohio,

SOSmith, .£l2• .£11,, p, 121,

.,
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and signed by three thousand voters, appeared in Ohio

newspapers,51

Chase penned the Convention call which

declared the meeting's purpose to be the consideration
of the political condition of the country, and any
action required should proslavery presidential candidates
by presented by the Whigs.and.Democrats,52
After Taylor's Philadelphia nomination a group of

dissatisfied Whigs met in a committee room·, ' and made
plans
.
to hold a Free Soil Convention at Buffalo,

'In order to ·

get a nonpartisan call, the Whigs asked the Ohio Free

Territory Convention to issue it,53

Such a call was

approved by the June 20, Columbus meeting,

Chase reported

the Convention's mood to Charles Sumner1

Our Convention has just commenced its session,
A large delegation from almost every Congressional

I

District is in attendance, Great enthusiasm and
fixedness of purpose are manifested, The delegates from the Reserve say that if a suitable
free State Candidate is named, the Reserve will
give him !ii-1 lJ,000 majority over Cass or Taylor
and will try hard to roll it up to twenty thousand,54·

51Edgar A, Holt, "Party Politics In Ohio, 18401850," Ohio Archaeolo,i;ical and Historical Quarterly,
XXlCVIII (January, 1929), p.W-8,
5 2Robert B, Warden, An Account Of The Private Life and
.
Public Services of Salmon Portlancj, Chase.7cincinnati:Wilstach,
·Baldwin and Company, 1874), p. 316,
5Jsmith, £12•

ill••

p. 129.

54s,P, Chase to Charles Sumner, June 20, 1848, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), ".Chase Correspondence,"

II, p, 137,

.2.E• cit,,
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Chase, Samuel Lewis, and Stanley Matthews had called for
a State Liberty Convention·to meet at Columbus on the
same day the Free Territory meeting took place.

The

Ohio leaders intended to sway the action of the People's
Convention..

The state's Liberty men met and approved

the plan of the larger Convention to meet August 1, in
Buffalo.

However, probably fearing other actions might
/

alienate the national commitee, the partr would support
no candidate who would not adhere to Liberty principles,55.
Chase wrote Sumner that he supposed. the "New York

Democracy" would·nominate a candidate of their own.
hoped that the Barnburner Democrats would "yield to

He

the representations,, ,made to them and. invite a General
.

.

Conference or Convention;" 56 ··The ·secessionist Democrats
did nominate Martin Van Buren at a Utica, New York·convention, and they issued a call, simttl.taneous with th~
Columbus gathering, for a national convention of independent men devoted to the free soil doctrine,
A

mass meeting, similar to the Ohio People's Columbus

Convention, assembled in Worcester, Massachusetts, June 28,

55smith, .2l2•

.£11,, p, 133,

56s,P, Chase to.Charles Sumner, June 20, 1848, in
S ,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Correspondence," .2J2•
II, P• 137,
.

.£11,,
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and approved the actions of the Whig delegates who withdrew from their party's convention in protest.

The

assembly heard speeches by Charles Sumner, Joshua Giddings,

and others, and invited an alliance with the Utica Barnburners.57

The Columbus and Worcester Free Soil meetings

exhibited the rising antislavery movement throughout the
North.
While the events of the summer of 1848 had gone
beyond the "wildest dreams" of Liberty men, :they had also
gone without regard to the party,58

Hale's candidacy

seemed one that would appeal to antislavery Whigs and Democrats, but most of the "bolting machines" of the old
parties apparently ignored it,59

Seemingly, Hale would

be by-passed for the Utica nominee, Van Buren,

-

The possible subordination of the 1847 Liberty platform and candidates to a party based on the Proviso,.
and led by Martin Van Buren, caused in furor in Liberty
circles,

The editor of the Cincinnati Herald promised

support for the former President should he receive the
nomination of a Free Soil Convention,

The Herald editor

57William H, Smith, A Political History of Slavery
(New York1 Frederick Ungar-Company, 1966), p, 97,
58T,C, Smith, .!2J2,....£ll,, p. 132,
59Ibid,

. ''
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stated that the main issue to be considered in 1848 was
the extension of slavery, and added that his readers
agreed,

Yet, he stated that Hale should not be abandoned,60

- ·The majority of Liberty men worked to secure the

Pree Soil nomination for Hale,6 1

But they disagreed on

what methods would achieve their goal,

Chase wrote Hale,

noting his never ending regret.that the Liberty meeting
had made a nomination,· and that Hale had_ accepted it,
Your nomination by the Liberty Party,,,,has
identified you with us & compelled you to
spare the undeserved opprobrium, which has
attached to many of the noblest names of the
land,,,, It is very true that your senatorial
career has attracted the general admiration of
all true hearted,,,men, and, I verily believe,
that if the N,Y, democracy would now place
•.. _ you in nomination all objections would disappear
and this state Ohio could be carried for you,62
Chase believed that should the Barnburner Democrats, assembled

at_Utica, call for a National Free Territory Convention
under the Democratic Banner," it would be expedient for
Hale to withdraw from the race,

The Cincinnatian advised

60~ Cincinnati Weekly Herald, July 12, 1848,
61sewell, .Q.12,

ill•,

P• 98,

62s,p, Chase to J.P. Hale, June 15, 1848, in
S,H, Dodson (compiler), "Chase Correspondence," .!212• ci·t,,

II, p, 135,
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that the Liberty nominee write a letter to Samuel Lewis,
President of the State Liberty Convention ,of Ohio, stating
his "original position as a Democrat," withdraw his name
from nomination, express his desire for "the union of
Freemen for the sake of Freedom," and urge that those who
nomiriated him attend the Free Soil Convention, and "govern
their actions" by its decisions,6J

Bailey also thought

that &le shoul~ withdraw his candidacy so that his name
might be placed before the Free Soil meet_ing as an unaffiliated candidate, 64 The Ohio leaders, and other Hale·
promoters observed that Conscience Whigs and Barnburners
.
·
65
would rather· create a candidate than adopt one,
Not all Liberty men favored Hale's withd~awal,
Lewis Tappan, who opposed various Ohio leaders' efforts
'

at union with Proviso men, also disagreed with Chase's
i'

advice to the Liberty candidate,66
should "' stand firm,'"

Tappan thought Hale

and warned that if the nominee

withdrew his candidacy, the Liberty organization would

6Jlli£,

I

p, 136 •

64sewell, 12£• cit,
65Ibid,
66American Freeman, July

S, 1848, citing Emancipator,
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seem weak, and Van Buren's candidacy would be strengthened.

.

Other objected to Hale's resignation because they
.

refused to coalesce with the Barnburners, fearing that
the one strength of the Liberty party, its moral position,
would be compromised. 67

The Executive Committee of the American and Foreign
Anti-Siavery Society issued an "Address To The Friends
Of Liberty" in which they affirmed their faith in Hale,
and exhorted Liberty par:ty members to "stand by their
principles and the man of their choice.,,,"

The Committee,

which included Arthur and Lewis Tappan, and William Jay,
advised Liberty men to "preserve their unity, enlarge
their operations," and "refuse to .be diverted from the
course" they had marked out for themselves,

The .. panel

pleaded with party.adherents to refuse alliance with
the disaffected of the other parties who would go. no
further than to oppose the extension of slavery,
Non-extension is not abolition, though included
in'.1t; and it will. be time to consider overtures
of coalition from fellow-citizens who have
recently awakened to see the disas.trous
policy of slavery extension when they shall·
have embracg~ the great anti.,slavery principles
we avow •••.

67sewell,

12£, ill•

68Address 1.£ The Friends er Liberty,~ The Executive Conni ttee Uf 'l'he "merican ancf .l:'1oreip;n Anti-=m:-avery
Society (New York-1-William Harned, July 4, 1848), p, 4,

·I
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The Society directorate considered denationalization of

slavery, abolition in the District of Columb:l:a, and the
overthrow of slavery in the country by "peaceful and
constitutional means" as the "great" antislavery princi-

ples, 69 .
. A Western Pennsylvania Convention adopted a

resolution which showed basic_· agreement with the opinions
expressed by the American and Foreign Society• s Committee.
Resolved, That the only hope of.the
slave's redemption, so far as political action
can accomplish it, is in the Liberty party,
which, while it aims at preventing the E.XTENSION
:;;::· ::;of Slavery, aims also at its entire ABOLITION,
by the use of all the political instrumentalities
within its reach,70
The Maine Liberty Standard, edited ~y Austin Willey,
noted that slavery either did or did not have a right
to "National favor,"

If slavery's advocates could prop-

erly assume that-~the law bound the federal government
to aid them, the Ohio Free Territory's Convention had

advanced a mistaken opinion,

However, if the Constitution

did not provide for the national government's maintenance

70American Freeman, July 5, 1848.

'.-J.
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of the peculiar institution, antislavery men needed to
take

a much

stronger position than the one adv.anced at

Columbus. 71
Many Liberty men adamantly opposed Van Buren's
possible candidacy as they had his election in 1840.
While President, he had opposed abolition in the District of Columbia, and taken a pro-Southern stand concerning the gag rule and the aboiitionist mail controversy.

In a letter to the Utica Barnburner Convention, Van Buren
again proclaimed opposition to abolition in the nation's
capital.
Whilst the candidate of my friends for the
Presidency, I distinctly announced my opinion
·.in favor of the power of Congress to abolish
slavery in the District of Columbia, although
I was, for reasons which were then, and are
still satisfactory to my mind; very decidedly
opposed to its exercise there.72

Thus, when the Free Soil Convention-met at Buffalo,
Liberty men were faced with a double-edged problem.
Two probable candidates vied for the nomination1

Hale,

the Liberty nominee since 1847, and Van Buren, candidate

71Ibid,, citing Maine Liberty Standard,
72Proceedin~s of the Utica Convention For The
Nomination of PHESIDEifr and VICE-PRESIDEtr'r of theUnited
States, heldat Utica, N,Y,, ~ ~ . 1848 (li.,pJ,
~uly,184ti,p,1J,
-
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of th_e Barnburner Democrats since June,· 1848,

Also,

the efficacy and morality of accepting the program of
the Proviso men necessitated considerable soul-searching
on the part of Liberty men attending the August meeting,

In

the meantime, a group of men who favored the

general,reform program of the Liberty League had conferred
at Auburn, New York, January 12, · 1848,

The Auburn assembly

claimed that the nominating delegates at the 1847 Buffalo
·Convention, rather than the Liberty party, had rejected
Gerrit Smith's resolutions,

The group suggested that

'iI

.
c

another Liberty convention convene at Buffalo in June,73
Smith endorsed the Auburn plan in the hope that true
Liberty party nominations and p~inciples wouQd be the
.
4
concern of _the·proposed meeting,?
Before the rump convention met, the Liberty League, led by William Goodell,
met at Rochester, New York, and reaffirmed the Peterboro
leader's nomination,75
The secessionist assembly-met at Buffalo, June 14,
calling themselves the National Liberty Convention,

The

delegates nominated Smith for President1 and since they

!
!
,.f
i

73American Freeman, February 16, 1848,
?4Harlow, .212•

ill•,

p, 182,

75American Freeman, July 15, 1848,

j
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could not accept his Democratic proclivities, professed
-their disdain for John Hale.

They charged that the 1847

Buffalo Convention had been a spurious meeting, and
accused the Ohio leadership, _(specifically, Bailey, Lewis,
Chase,_and Stanley Matthews,) of plotting a coalition,
and the subsequent dismemberment of the Liberty organization.

The platform adopted by the group paralleled that

of the League.76

The Industrial Congress, an organization

representing '!rarious National Reform Associations, met

at Philadelphia and also named Smith as their presidential
candidate,77

Thus, the Peterboro reformer entered the

1848 presidential race under the auspices of three
groups,

the Liberty League, ;the National Liberty Party,

and the Industrial Congress.

Prior to the Free Soil meeting, John Hale suggested to Lewis Tappan that he conditionally resign his
candidacy during, rather than before the convention.
The New Hampshire Senator, after a realistic appraisal

of the political scene, concluded that a majority of the antislavery men, including Liberty party members, would

· 76Proceedin~s of the National Liberty Convention,
held~ Buffalo, N,Y,-;-June 14th & 15th, 1848; including
~resolutions~ addresses adopted El: that body, and
speeches of Eeriah Green and Gerrit Smith on that occasion,
f!1•P:.J, 1848, PP• 1-8. - 77American Freeman,

12.£, ill•

-

=
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unite at Buffalo, and most likely' choose Van Buren as
their candidate,

Hale decided to place his letter of
•
declination in the care of Samuel Lewis, who would
present
it at his discretion,

Should the convention adopt a

platform satisfactory to Liberty men, Hale advised presentation of the letter,

If the Liberty delegates.at Buffalo

could not accept the convention's platform, however, the
·1etter would not be used, and the Liberty party would act

independently of the freesoilers,

Tappan's doubts con-

cerning the Barn1J:urner's principles, and distrust of Van
I

•

Buren, led him to advise Hale to put off a final decision

I

until other Liberty leaders could be consulted,

Lewis

agreed with Tappan, and refused to take charge of Hale's

resignation· letter,78

!

. Delegates attending the National Free Soil Convention represented eighteen states, including Virgin.la,
Delaware, and Haryland, three slave states,. They numbered
in their ranks Liberty men, Free Soil Democrats, antiSouthern (Conscience) Whigs, and New York Barnburners,
Charles Francis Adams, son of former President J, ~. Adams,
presided over the mass convention, -(a separate convention
of delegates formed the policy of the meeting),

78Sewell, _2E,·.£ll,, pp, 98-99,
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At the outset of the August proceedings, Salmon
Chase, who hoped for the reform of the Democratic party,
aimed at satisfying the Barnburners,

The Cincinnatian

saw indications of a division concerning the platform,
am.thus, called on Preston King, a prominent New York
Democrat, to deliver a speech, and present its basic·

•

I

propositions as a. party platform,

Chase's request was

-prompted by a desire to allay all jealousies <?n the part
· of the New York Democrats, 79

The resolutions·· finally

adopted by the meeting were, however, for the most part;
drafted by Chase,

In return for platform concessions,

Liberty men such as Joshua.Leavitt and Henry_Stanton

submitted to an informal delegate vote that favored Van
BU:Z:en's ca~didacy, 80 The party plank adopted in deference
to Liberty support asserted ~hat the federal government

was duty bound to abolish slavery where it possessed the
-power to do so,

Other platform planks declared that

Congress had no power over slavery in the states, but

asserted that it was the government's duty to prohibit
the extension of slavery, and denied that Congress could

79warden, .2:E• .£.ll,, p, 318,
8001iver Dyer, Phonogranhic Report Of The Proceedin.o;s Of The National Free Soil Convention At Buffalo,
~ • Au.o;ust 9th and 10th, 1848 (Buffalo, NewYork1 G,H,
Derby & Company, 1848), p, 28,
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1nst1tute slavery.

The Free Soil program also demanded

freedom for Oregon, and:· a homestead law, (also a plank
of the Liberty League platform, and later part of the
Republican party's program,) and favored cheap postage,
abolition of unnecessary offices, internal improvements,
early payment of the public debt, and a tariff for revenue,81

...

After the adoption of the platform, and the

informal vote for Van Buren, Leavitt moved that the New
Yorker•s nomination be made unanimous,

Samuel Lewis seconded

Leavitt's speech, in which the Easterner claimed that the
Liberty party was not dead, but "TRANSLATED, 11 82

The vice-

presidential nomination went by acclamation to C,F. Adams,
As the meeting adjourned, the Free Soilers readied themselves for the coming battle with the cry, Free Soil,
Free Speech, Free Labor, Free Men,
In the November election, Van Buren.polled over
290,000 votes, 10 per cent of the popular vote,

The

Free Soil candidate, however, failed to win any electoral
votes, and Zachary Taylor became the twelfth President of
the United States,

Most Liberty organizations disappeared

after the establishment of the Free·soil organization,

81~., pp, 19-20,

82Ibid,, p, 28,

.,
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(some called the new party the Free Democracy).

Yet

many Liberty men could not bring themselves to vote

tor Van Buren.
James Birney, who refused to support Hale or Van
Buren, voted for Gerrit Smith in 1848.

The twice-defeated

Liberty presidential cand.idate believed many Free Soil

supporters had merely jumped on the new party bandwagon

for expendiency's sake,

He feared that old leaders, and

old principles would be ignored.BJ

John G. Whittier

.thought Van Buren "too old a sinner to hope for his conversion."84

Lewis Tappan, who absented himself from the

Free_Soil meeting, reluctantly voted for Smith.85
Tappan regretted that he had not used his influence

to prevent ·other Liberty men froni committing th ems elves
to Van Buren,

He thought abandonment.of Hale for the

former President had proved a "great blunder,"

I

The New

York philanthropist confessed that he had never had confidence in Chase as an abolitionist, and lamented that many
Liberty men could not bear to be in a minority.

8JFladeland, ~•
84pickard, ~•

In Tappan's

.£11,, p, 265.

ill••

p. 333.

85Lewis Tappan to F,J, LeNoyne, November 18, 1848, in
"Documents: Anti-Slavery Letters of Dr, F,J, Le Moyne, of
Washington, Pennsylvania," Journal of Negro History, XVIII,
(1933), p. 453,
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opinion, his old friend Henry Stanton, had been "ruined
by ambition, desire of office & applause." 86 ,

Warnings of the Garr1son1ans and others came back
'

to haunt purist Liberty advocates.

'

i:
'

'

f :,
'

'

'

Early opponents

of a separate abo11t1on1st party had cautioned that
the sordidness of poll tics would diminish the moral
'
righteousness
of the antislavery program.

Lewis Tappan

~himself had opposed the form~tlon of the party on
religious and moral grounds,

Now d1s111us1oned, the

reformer stated that the Liberty party should have led,
rather than followed, the Free Soll movement.

To Tappan's

mind, in 1848, Liberty men had taken part in a political
and philosophical absurdlty,87

86Lew1s Tappan to F.J, Lel1oyne, December 26, 1849,· in
"Anti-Slavery Letters of Dr, F .J, Le Hoyne," .2.E. ill• ,
p. 456,

ASSESSMENT OF THE LIBERTY PARTY
Liberty party contemporaries probably,thought
of the organization as a complete failure.

When the

abolitionist political body merged with the Free Soil
party in 1848, no Liberty candidate had been elected
to a major state or federal governmental post.

_They

labore~ in vain to divorce the national government from
slavery for the peculiar institution existed in the

District of ColUlllbia, and in the territories, and the
interstate slave trade continued.

The South would not

abolish slavery until force of arms compelled·such a
course,

Yet the Liberty party brought the slavery

issue into politics.

If it did not formulate a definite

solution, i~ directed the nation toward one.

The .anti-

slavery sentiment that swept the North in 1846 might
have been less vehement had the Liberty men not harrangued
the nation the preceding six years,

Liberty men, such as Lewis Tappan, lament~d the
path followed by the party when it joined the Free Soil

movement, which opposed the extension of slavery without
calling for its extinction,

Tappan charged that the

Liberty-Free Soil coalition was a political and philo-

I
r.
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sophical absurdity.

However, .the New York philanthropist

.erred in his judgment.

When he included the word

political in his estimation, Tappan's reasoning faltered,

for the coalition was far from a political absurdity.
In political affairs, compromise is not.always desired,
but it is usually necessary.

Had the abolitionist party men

refused to join the Free Soil movement, they would have
'taken part in a political absurdity,

Compromise, in 1848,.

was political necessity for Liberty men,

O_ften regression

is the way to progression,

Tappan's view of the coalition, while unrealistic,·
was typical of many purist Liberty followers,

Perhaps

the greatest fault of the party members was their lack
of realism,
idealism,

Yet, their most admirable trait was their
While naive, they were sincere,

Their

political philosophy was based on the Higher Law Doctrine;
they believed that all human power derivated from the
Creator,

In short, the Liberty men wanted God in

politics, and Christianity in government,

They termed

.

slavery a sin against God and a crime against man,

The

religious and idealistic character-of the abolitionist

I.
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political organization, while destined to deprive the
party of success, made it unique and accounts for its
~

political significance.
Characteristic of third parties is their policy
of agitation for change, where it be progressive or
regressiv.e,'

Throughout the history of the American

Republic, third parties have.been noted for their emphasis
on agitation and education,

Often they offer no solution

to the problems they point out,

Usually, as ·in:the

case of the Liberty party, they present a vague. or sketchy
outline of a program, forsaking concrete and definitive
measures,
A program of agitation brings with it men who
can' be described as enthusiasts' sometil!leS I fanatics•·
Practical men will not endure participation in futile
projects,

Salmon Chase exemplifies the pragmatist, who,

though probably sincere, cannot participate at length
in a lost cause.

These men forsake pure principle in •

favor of partial advantage,

While the Liberty men

were agitators and enthusiasts, they were honest, perseverant men,
• Owing to the religious nature of the group, and
their·disdain for politics in general, and politicians

!
r
!

I
t

1

'

f
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1n particular, their party cannot be termed a political
machine.
I

.\

Their organization, understandably, 'resembled

the abolitionist societies,

Their conventions had the

appearance of religious revivals,

They met in tents,·

listened to speeches that resembled sermons as much
as political oratory, and many in their fold were
clergymen,
Addresses printed by various Liberty conventions
were circulated throughout the North as were antislavery
society materials,

Liberty newspapers, in many cases,

had been organs of antislavery societies,

When the

abolitionist party merged with the freesoilers, they
brought with them experienced propagandists who enhanced
the.Free Soil ranks,
Free Soil periodicals·,

Many Liberty publications became
Consequently,· ·a considerable

number of propaganda outlets were available to the freesoilers because of the coalition,
Third parties are a training ground for leaders,
Abolitionists endured "baptism by fire" before; after,
and during their political adventure,

Abolitionist's

public appearances often led to disorderliness on the
part of audiences, and thus gave the freesoilers seasoned
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veterans who could deal with hostile elements,
Disregarding the fact that it lost i-1:s identity,
the main failure of the Liberty party was its inability
to convince the freesoilers of the necessity of
espousing Negro equality,

The abolitionist
societies
.-

stressed moral suasion because they wanted to impress
the sinfulness of slavery upon the.slaveholder,

One

-reason for abolitionist opposition to the formation of
a separate party was their belief tha~ slavery was per-

petuated by the white man's inability or refusal to
consider the Negro his equal, thus, the slavery issue
was ·not a:_ political, but a social and moral problem,
Although the Liberty party called for equality of the

-

races, justice to all men, and an end to discriminatory
laws in the North, as well as in the South, their
civil right's program was not incorporated in the Free

I

Soil platform, 1

·or

Universal recognition of the equality

all men has never been achieved by any organization

be it political, religious, or social,

}lankind shares

in the defeat of the Liberty call for racial equality,

· lEric Foner, "Politics and Prejudice1 The Free
Soil Party and the Negro, 1849-1852," Journal Ef.. Negro
History, L (October, 1965), pp. 237-256,
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While the Liberty men failed to get their new allies
to consider the Negro as an equal and to underwrite a
program to remove the Black Laws, they did get the Free
Sollers and Republicans to adopt their economic ideas.
Though their moral program failed their economic interpretation was adopted in total.

Just as the Liberty party
·,

blamed the Panic of 1837 on the slaveholders, the Republi-

cans attributed the economic disaster of i_857 to the South •
..

Liberty men, primarily led by William Goodell and Joshua
Leavitt, insisted that the slave South placed a burden on
the national economy,

In New England, it was maintained

that the Southern cotton planter, not Northern manufacturers,
benefited from American commercial negotiations, while in
the Northwest, farmers were told that an over-emphasis on
cotton and tobacco grown by slave labor kept wheat out of
the world commercial market.

Leavitt argued that the feder~l

government sought advantages for cotton trade when it should
have been trying to influence the repeal _of-the English
Corn Laws,

The Liberty men made much of the free labor

concept, especially in the Northwe_st.

-They pointed out

that the South monopolized public offices.

Thus, the

principle~ of racial equality.failed, ~bile a program of
sectional prejudice succeede&,

The Free Soil and Republican

parties played up the concept of a "Slave Power" as the
Liberty party had,
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Although the party faded from the political scene
in 1848, and some Liberty men would not vbte for Martin

Van Buren, later many saw fit to join the Free Soil
·movement, and eventually, men such as James G, Birney
cast their votes for the party of Abraham Linc~ln, 2
-

Although its contemporaries and others considered the
Liberty party a failure, in retrospect, and in view
of the criteria of a third party, it succeeded,

While

·the Republican party and its progenitor, the Free Soil

party, are credited with ending American slavery, these
groups might not have succeeded without Liberty leadership
1n matters of agitation, education, and propaganda,

In the antislavery vanguard, Liberty men took the van,

2Betty L, Fladeland, James Gillesnie Birney:
Slaveholder To Abolitionist (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Fress, 1955), p. 265 •
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THEY TOOK THE VAN1

';I'EN YEARS OF POLITICAL

ABOLITIONISM, THE LIBERTY PARTY,

18J9-1848
Doris Lynn Koch, ?-! • A.
Morehead State University, 1969
Thesis Abstract

.Director of Thesis 1,

Dr, Victor Howard
) '·

Abolitionists formed the American inti-Slavery
Society in 18JJ, and began program of moral suasion
aimed at convincing the nation that slavery was a sinful
institution,

Their methods of attack, (mailing propaganda,

delivering lectures, etc,,) however, met with little
success, and often encountered violent reaction,

By

18J8, many antislavery men concluded that political action
was the only effectual deterrent to slavery and slaveholders' influence in national affairs,
Yet presentation of antislavery petitions in
Congress, and questioning candidates for public office
on their views concerning the peculiar institution were
ineffective measures,

Thus, independent antislavery

nominations and, eventually, a separate abolitionist
-

party developed,

'™'"

2

The.third party program was strongly opposed by

some of the American Anti-Slavery Society's leaders,
•

particularly, William Lloyd Garrison, editor o f ~
Liberator, the most prominent abolitionist newspaper,
Philosophical differences among its members caused the
disruption of the American Anti-Slavery Society and the
formation of the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society,
The movement for an abolitionist party coincided with
the Society split and many anti-Garrisonians, namely,
Joshua Leavitt, William Goodell, Alvan Stewart, and
James G, ~irney, all leaders in the national organization,
were instrumental in establishing the abolitionist party,
The third party idea gradually gained new adherents,
and after running James Birney for.President in 1840 with
little success, its members renominated the former
Kentucky slaveholder in 1844, thereby aiding in the defeat
of Henry Clay,

The abolitionist or Liberty party, as it

came to be known, w~s formed by men who abhorred slavery,
From 1840 to 1844, the only requirement for party membership was that of an aversion to the peculiar institution,
Liberty platforms specifically aimed at convincing the
public that abolition was necessary and constitutional

M.P:.: :O.!hls::w;ug-'- _(JCJl:.'-'.;;u:.... - .

J
1n the District of Columbia, and the territories, and
C

that the interstate slave trade had to be ab_o l1shed.
Yet it became obvious that no Liberty candidate
would be chosen by an electorate concerned with other

issues of national interest.

Some in the party, including

Birney, wished to transform the organization into a
general reform party.

Others, chiefly Salmon P. Chase

and Gamaliel Ba iley, both Cincinnatians, believed a

coalition with antislavery Whigs and Democrats was the
wisest course to follow.

Purist Liberty men, who professed

belief in the Higher Law Doctrine and considered slavery

unco~~titutional wherever it existed, could not accept
the coalitionists' philosophy.

Consequently, in 1848,

the practical Liberty men merged with the new Free Soil

party, an organization also composed of Conscience Whigs
and Barnburner Democrats.

In later years, the Free Soil

party and its successor, the Republican party, were backed
by f ormer-r;-ttrertY7ifen •

. The Liberty party died in 1848 , but some of its
program continued for its successor waged a war against
the Southern slaveocracy, and convinc ed many Northerners cf

the existence of a slaveholding conspiracy .
party exemplifies the third party in America.

The Liberty
It agitated,

'I

educated, trained leaders, and failed,

Ye1; its failure

was_not complete for the movement, born in the Northeast
and nurtured in the Northwest, engulfed the nation,

and directly led to the Emancipation Proclamation,
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